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TO LEI.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

publislic'4 every day (Sundays excepted) by the
To Let.
and stable No. 27 Spring Street ; also.
Store No. 3, Portland Pier.
novfllw
A. K. SHURTLEFF.

rOKTLAXB Pl'BllNHINC CO.,

HOUSE

Exchange St, Portland.
Eit'lit roilare a Year in advance.

At loe
Terms:

MAINE~STATE

THE

PRESS

HOUSE

is published every Thursday Moiininq at $2 50
year; if paid iu advance, at §2 OU a year.

TO

LET !

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch oi space, In
length of column, constitutes a ''square."
$150 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or
less, $100; continuing every other «lay after 11 rat week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week. §1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amubmements," $2 00
per square
per week; three insertion» or Icsh $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State) for $1 00
per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

convenient for one or two families, will be
leased for a term of years to a responsible party If desired. Apply to
LEON M. BOWDOIN,
niiillw"
28 Bramhall St., or at tbis Office.

YERY

Τ Ο

J^E

LANCASTER
Will be in

HERSOIH, Iff. D.,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Cor. Pine and Euicry Streets.
PORTLAND, MTC.
Office hours—0 to 11 Α. M., 1 to 3 and 7

to J.

COLE,

on

to 9

nov8

very

16 Brown

H.

work for his board
private family, where he can have some
time for study, Good references if required. Addréss W. L. W., Portland, Me.
nov7dlw*

BY

UPHO LSTERER,
Nos. 31 aud 33 Free St.,

Rents

Parlor tc let with board in priA PLEASANT
vate family; also
with board for single
Within five minutes walkjot the City
fentlemen.
kiilding. Address E. O., Box 1903, Portland P. O.
a

rooms

nov6

riage.

nov2tf

To Let,
rOUSE 140 Oxford Staeet, near Elm, with all the
_L modern improvements; Gas and Sebago Water. Enquire on the premises.
oct30tt

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mlattresses,

McDonough Patent Bed Loungee, Enameled Chain, Arc.
53ΓΆ11 kinds of repairing neatly dene. Furniture
boxoil and matted.
oct5-'b9TT&Stf

STRAYED OR

brick store in the RacklcÛ Block, corner
and Ceurcli streets—basement and
elegantU finished aud adapte! to jobbing

floor»
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
septlldtf
To

and. Solicitors

Enquire

American

Foreign Patents,

anil

£09 CongreHH Ht., Portland, Hie.
Examinations made by our agent in Washington
desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry

when

cheerfully

respect to

promptly answered. All business in
application for Patent can be traneactjy2 Τ Τ & S tf

and

an

edigrmaiL

D. H. INGRAHAM,

and Counsellor at Law

Attorney

130 MIDDLE STREET.

nov7

lit*

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR

AT

30 Exchange Ht·, Portland.
Formerly of the Û. $. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of « laims before the
Court of Claims aud the various departments at

WITH

PORTLAND, MAINE,

TO LET.
Store and Basement
One

of those large and commodious stores

more

THE

IN

popular house, which lias been closed for
months pant for repairs, is now re-opened

some

TO
If

Inquire

BRUKS,

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

help

Those desirir g euch
at No. 10 Elm St.

Immigrants.

apply above
jnn26eodem

can

as

or

179 Commercial St., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamu ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also tor sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scran ton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfapr27
port of shipment!. any point desired.

KEILER,

L.

PAINTER,

FRESCO

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Order Slate at 0. M. & £. I>. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
ΡΓΆ11 orders promptly attended

to.

my28tf

CHAS. A. WARREff,
Warren

& Gregg.)

BROKER,

SHIP

let

low

IIIRH. II. E. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mans.,
SHEPARI) & COMPANY, same block,
J. 0. PROCTER.
93

Exchange

st.

MATTOCKS Sc FOX, 88 Middle st.

Co.,

Eaton

Family School,

Philadelphia.
J. B.

AT

LITTLE

BLUE.

Year will open Sept. 2, and continue

SCHOOL
Forty-Three Weeks.
Send for
address the
Catalogue,

or

jyl7-eod4m*

ALDEN

Hamel,

CLOUDMAI,

FRENCH

LANGUAGE.

Jules Ch. L. Morazain,

mar26thdtf

EDOAB S. BROWN,

Counsellor and Attorney

ai

PRIVATE I. KSfiONH—Office Hour», from
1 P. M. till 3 P."M.
Apply at 2 Appleton Block, Portland.
References : Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonde,
au23tf
Esq., The Hon. Thomas B. lteed.

FALL

every

says must

one

says

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
attention

paid to collecting.
T\
Λ/·

iACrr
W
VMXJ

I RESCO PAINTER

MARKS,

& Job

Printer,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

unsoK,

PHOTWURAPHKE,
No 152 Itiifldle Street.

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
theuew styles. Berlins, B^.nbrants, MedaHhya,

the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and tbe retoucued
card, bv which new process wegef rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all i m perfections of the s'tin
Call and fudge tor yourselves.
{jrMoilo-^ooil work al Moderate PrieA im to Plraw.
en.
may 20

PORTLAND

SON,)

STEATI

ENOINE3.

Sicam Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters, Shafting, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of every description made to order.
Repairing
promptly attended to.
frr sale.
and
Second-hand
Engines
GB^New
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
215 Commercial Street,
vV. H.
FESSENDEN.
se M3 6m
Portland, Me.

CLARK.

41,0

GOODS

-----

A very nice article in Plaids
Satin Stripes

Felt Skirts !

60c.
1.25.
1.15
25c.

Felt Skirts !

1.70.

One Button Kid Glove

1.45.

the Bourdon Kid Glove !

We warrant every pair not to rip
The papers

crowded

they
to enumerate all our bargains.
are so

or

can't

&

Congress

cor.

Company,
MW&F3m

DIVIDEND NO. β».
DIVIDEND of Five Dollars per share wiil be
paid, on and after FRIDAY, November 15th,
1872, to stockholders of record at close of business
Oct. 30, 1872.

A

Poles For Sale.

White and Red Oak
Hogshead Hoop Poles
tract of 2000 acres for sale cho
Baldwin and 1000 acres in D
allowed to remove them.
For further particular» enquire of
a

1000 acre β in
mark. Two year»

MATTOCKS & FOX,
Counsellors at Law, 8β Middle
street,
ISAAC DYER, East Baldwin,
EPHRAIM SANBORN, Denmark Corner.
d4w&w4w

IMPROVED HOWE
and all other First Class

8βρ10'72
Notice·

AND

A. NORTON retired from our firm on the
of September ult. The business will be
continued by (he remaining partners hereafter at
office No. 11 Moulton St.
NORTON, CHAPMAN & CO.
novld2w
Portland, Nov. 1, 1872.

"VfR. E.
1TJL first

great

artists.

& Sons' Mammoth Manufac'j

UPRIGHT

our

PIANOS,

which are, in every
the finest instruments
particular,and
of their class manufactured,
second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

Checkering

&

Sons,

11 E. 14th St., New York,
354 Washington St., Bouton.
nov7
2mfl&w

NOTICE.
The subscriber having taken the Tea Store

Corner of India and Congress Streets,
fermorly occupied by J. Deeming,
will keep in addition to a choice stock of

Tea.

and
a

Provisions,

large

Groceries,
stock

of

meats and
Produce

Country

JOHN S. FITZ,
(lateof the firm of Buxton &Fitz.)

Notice of Foreclosure and Sale.
Sarah H. Boynton and Charles F.
Boynton of Portland in the County of Cumberland, on the twenty-seventh (lav of March, A. I).,
1871, by tlieir mortgage deed of that date, recorded in
the Registry of Deeds for York County, Book 324
page 76, conveyed to me a certain parcel of land, with
the buildings thereon, situated in Buxton, in the
County of tfork, and lying ou the westerly side of the
road leading from Thomas H. Davis' by Jacob Hamlin's dwelling, and bounded as follows, to wit : begining at t he northeasterly corner of said lot on eaid road

WHEREAS

on

land of Thomas H. and Nathan W.Davis and

running southerly on said road to land of Jacob
Iiamlen, thence westerly on line of said Jacob's land,

land of the heirs of William Willis: thence northerly ou the line of said heirs' land to land of Nathan
W. Davis,thence easterly on land of said Nathan W.
and Thomas H. Davis, to the first mentioned bound,
containing nine acres more or less, being the lot convefed to said Sarah H. and Charles F. Boynton, by
the heirs of William Willis deceased, with authority
iu the case of the breach of the condition in said
mortgage, to sell said premises at auction and from
the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby.
And whereas the said Sarah H. Boynton and
Charles F. Boynton on the thirty-first day of July A.
D., 1871, by their second mortgage deed of that date,
recorded in the York Registry of Deeds, Book 328,
paçe 1, conveyed to me theirinterest in the above described real estate, with authority in case of the
breach of the condition in said mortgage, to sell said
premises at auction, and from the proceeds to pay
the debt secured
thereby.
And whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage deeds
have been broken by said Sarah H. and
Charles F.
Boynton, this Is to give notice that said parcel of land
with the buildings
will be sold at public
thereon,
auction on said premises on the
day
of December A. D. 1872, at eleven twenty-eighth
o'clock in the forenoon, for the reason and purpose aforesaid.
JAMES R. DEANE.
sep30 to oct5—oct30 to nov&—nov30 to dec6
to

Done iu the be»t po»*ibie manner by S.
YOUNG & CO., No. 10© Fore St.

sepl9-tf

St. Lawrence House.

t Jan 2173

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,

Jewelry

and Fine Watches.

ABNER LOWEI.L,301 Congre»» Street.
Agent* for Howard Watch Company·

No. 34 Plum St.

"

"

Felt Hats,

"

"

Velvet Hats,

J

*

q
q
"
Ο " "
Bonnets.
Ο
Ο All in the newest and most desirable shapes Ο
and colors.
0
^
Ο Cartons of Fancy Feathers, 0
»
"
·'
Ο
Ο
Birds,
®
"
"
Ostrich Plnmes,
Q
Ο

J[

"

"

·'

"

()

Peacock Feathers, Ο

"

"Gro Grain Ribbons

"

"

Ο
"
Ο
Ο in all the
o

Vnltnre

g

"

"

Boiled Ribbons,
"
Plain

and desirable shades
bition and for sale at

new

on

exhi-

Cogia

Hassan's
PRICES !

O
Ο

J*

0
Ο
Ο
ο

S
ο

g Special Bargains J

Ο
0
q

OS dozen

uew style Velvet Klatn nt
™ ™
eneh; would be clienp at
8100.
150 doxen Jet Ornament» at lea V
than HALF PRICK.

50 eeutn

We have on exhibition and trim to order

0

liADIEM AND

MISSE*
^
q
o Hats L Bonnets ο
^ of the most fashionable atvies at prices that
Ο will suit all who wish to be economical. Ο

JJ Cogia

Hassan,

Gossip and Gleanings.
English society girls are accused of banging
the vegre of profanity.

on

money
labor is spent on the
and no pain»
taken to preserve cemetery,
the stockade
grounds
in their original
condition. The cemetery
excited but little emotion in
for
me,
there I
felt the soldier secured relief.
There they
were beyond the reach of man's
inhumanity.
But this stockade
should be preserved
throughout the coming ages of unr country's
li is tory as a monument, not of the soldiers'

It is doubtful if one could now raise tl:e
wind with a million Greeley fans.

are

Hearth and Home thinks that the best men
those who do the work which is best for
themselves and tor the world.
are

A home question—"How
many respectable
people know or care a jot about their servants, except as creatures necessary to their
comfort?" ask George MaeDonald.

suffering

so

much,

as

of man's cruelty.—Let-

ter to Cincinnati Commercial.

The Grand Truuk K. R.
recently returned from a visit of six
weeks to Canada, during which I have hail
Scroggs says he never can resist the sopomany opportunités of becoming acquainted
rifle tencencies of the barber's brush, and in- ;
ivith the Grand Truuk Railway. On lookvariably falls asleep ou the very edge of the !
ing at the map, it will be seen at a glance,
razor.
that it occupies au important and comuiaudng position. Kunning for a thousand miles
A man who has been 25 times in
jail, 10 through the heart of Canada, it could conyears a drunkard and intidel, and ha* enjoyed
trol the transportation of all that
magnificent
the reputation of being Philadelphia's wicked:oiuitry, if only it had the necessary facilities
is
announced as a preacher of the gospel.
est,
tor doing the immense business that would
Inevitably fall upon its lines.
A careless compositor in Duluth made a litGreat progress lia» been made in
relaying
tle "puiï" say that a certain dealer's cracked
the track with steel rails, and all the sections
wheat could not be beaten "as an article of
that have been thns renewed, run as smoothdirt."
ly and as silently as the best roads in this or
my other country; and this work of renovaSmirkins say» some people nowadays seem
tion is constantly
on.
The rolling
■nwilling to belong to any church which is itock of whatever going
kiud, is of the very best
not broad enough to include the followers of
( »nd is kept up to the standard of our beat
1 have

j

Confucius, Sarndauapalus, Nimshi, Bugaboo j
and

Zendavesta,

or

any other man.

The liberal ticket had
town of Holden,

no

The passenger tralHc on the road is
very

vote in the little

Mass., because that package

of ballots sent to a liberal Democrat fell into
the hands of his daughter, who was so

"straight"

a

roads.

Democrat that she hid them

away.

large, and the freight business is immense.
To this latter there is and will be no
limit,
except the inability of the road to do the
work. The Grand Trunk affords one of the
best avenues if not the very best from the
great west to the Atlantic ocean, and in any
event, the great bulk of the Canadian trade
must take this route to the sea.

The Missouri Republican, the paper that ]
The good people of the States, are not well
1
started the "Liberal" movement
informed a· to the great extent of fertile soil
among the
Carpet-Bags.
Démocrate, says Mr. Greeley's indorsement I remaining
J. R. DU RAN & CO., 171 Middle and
roal estate of the late Mrs. ELIZABETH
unimproved in Canada, nor as to
at Baltimore was ill
SMITH, No. 6 Chestnut Street.
116 Federal Street*.
advised, as it extinguish- the vast resources of the country in its great
Please address
ed the Liberal movement before it had become ι
Mrs. Ο. E. S. FIUNBL.
agricultural products, its increasing manuMasons and Builders·
—1>·
a revolt, and made it an insurrection of leadPortland, Sept. 4m, 1872.
sep3dts
factures, the immense forests of valuable timΝ. E. RUDLON, !ΐ·Ί3 1·Ί Congre** Ht·
j
ber, and its mineral treasures. In populaet s without followers.
FOR SALE !
tion and wealth, it is not making
progress so
Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
rapidly as the States, yet its developeuient in
House No. 21 Emery St., Iiead of
Carpetiiigs.
John Lecch, in one of his rural sketches, I both particulars is going on quietly and steadCusliman Street.
liOHIBOP,DKVKm&' CO ,01 Kxhauxe
ily, so that the time is not very remote, when
Srcct nnd 48 Market Ht.
represents a surly fellow in the mining disSaid bouse is one of tlie best locations on
■»
j it will be irreat in wealth ml imi»t»>"
on the street ; tine neighborhood.
tricts growling out at another : "Theeamon!
Consists ot
is now in extent of territory. The Canadians
jjjjl
*η,Λ
An Importer»
Photographers.
ιΓΙ
story framed House and ell, containing ten
i Why, thec's only walkiu' about to save funer- I hare taken a lesson from us, and are now ex
A. 8. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Hlreel.
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
their manufactures much more
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisal exj>ense3." Λ more truthiul and
J. IV. LAilISON^ 15£31iddlc St.,cor. Cross.
rapgraphic tending
One of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
idly than » e did in the earlier years of our
of the present condition of the
rable and convenient houses iu the city; close to
description
in that direction. In a nice little Caeffort*
OF
Plumbers.
Spring street liue of cars ; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
Democratic purty could not be given.
nadian town, where I was h>t year, I was
J Λ »I US MILLER, Λο. I»1 Federal M t reel.
M. Terms easy. Enquire ou the premises.
dtt
taken to see a large and excellent cloth and
June 19.
Ε very deseri ption of Water Fixtnrrs arranged and set ap in the best maimer.
boasts of a dog which blanket factory, then rearly finished, the
Leavenworth,
Kan.,
House oil State Street, for Sale.
in
New
town has a fiist class water power, of almost
recently bought
Tort, consisting of
Jobbing promptly attended to.
«> STORY Brick house on New State street, next
brings the morning paper from the yard ev- any extent.
Ο to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
RIBBONS,
and
it
his
to
ery
master
I «aid—"Why do you not have cotton facbefore
Stucco
morning
gives
Plasterer,
with Gas, Sebago water hot aud cold, bath room, two
Worker, &c.
P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frankwater elosets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
he is out of bed. The master went away for tories and make your own shirt*, as well
WEB VELVETS,
lin St*.
cellars &c.
as your coats, pants and blankets
a few days, recently, and when
; you will
the dog find
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
VELVETEENS,
it to pay as well as the woolen factories.
sun shinning in some part of the' dsv.
Terms easy.
Ileal Estate Agents.
the
in
next
he refusbrought
paper
morning,
You
have
of
these
and
down the
For further information apply to (t. G. LARKIN,
many
up
Tl'RQUOEISE SILKS! ed to deliver it. He
JOHK C. PROCTER, No. »:{ Exchange
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Gait
didn't recognize the gen- j country, Dut no cotton factories.
For want
(Street.
OSTRICH
TIPPS
&
octD-tf
Block, Commercial Street.
FEATHERS, tleman who wa* in the bed.
of employment at home, your people come
GEO. R. DAVIS A Co., No. 301 t-'J Conover to us in great numl>ers and work in our
will be oftered at a great sacrifice at
gress Street.
factories, and then you buy the goods of us.
"
Yes, old chap, two tresses severed.
We like your trade but it would be far better
Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
Each one from a golden head—
for you to keep your people at home and afM. PEARSON, Λο. JJ Tempi* St., near
They are all that time has left me:
ford the η employment in your own factories,
Congres*. All kinds of Silver and Plated
One Is married, one Is dead ;
Ware Repaired.
and keep your money at home at the same
And I gaze upon them often,
time."
SPRINGVALE.
Silver and Plated Ware.
Just received ÎIOO doz. pairs of
Though with grief my eyelids twitch ;
I visited that little town again this season,
ABIT Ε Κ l,OH'KI,l,,:iOI Ccngrei.» Slrffl.
But their likeness siKtlls the romance.
and found the woolen mill in active operation,
GERMAN AND FRENCH KIDS !
For I can't tell which it which."
making large quantities of excellent casniSchools.
"
Let me ease your mind, old fellow,
meres and good blankets, and a large addition
As the owner wants to go West.
Best qualities, desirable shades, in all sizes, selling
EXCI.1S1I and FRENCH «CIIOOI., I.'SO
AH girls wear false hair and 'sich :'
to the mill, was nearly ready to ru ι.
1 sawat £5 *»er cent less than our former pr:eest
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.
jan3l
Congress Street.
And I think it's more than likely
also, one cotton mill nearly ready for the roof,
and
REAL· MALTA LACES !
another of large size, with the walls partThat both of them are siritch."
Stair Builder.
ly up, a great many men actively at work upR. P. LIBBÏ, 17 1-» Union
Newest patterns, best qualtiea, hand made. We
Street, up
on it,
The Canadians it is plain to see, now
stairs.
will rush oft" 200 pieces at almost half their real va'ne.
Anderson ville To-day.
G. L. irOOPER & CO., Successors to
understand,that they had I tetter do their own
liittleficid & Wilson, Cor· York & MaThe first thing that strikes the traveller as work, than to hire us to do it for them, eviFRINGES! (J1MPS ! CORSETS !
e
1ST ow
ple Streets.
he approaches this memorable place is the
dently they have taken a leaf from our book
Ladle»'
Buckskin
null
of political economy.
Kid
Gauntlet
old flag suspended one hundred and
STOCK
eighty
!
&e.
Clare·
Watches, Jewelry,
Well, now as to the Grand Trunk. It is
feet in the air, waving gracefully to the breeze
J. W. & II. II. ,1ICDl<PPEE,Cor. middle
and standing sentinel over what remains of the leading road of this great country, runHOSIERY
<V Union Ml*.
thirteen thousand seven hundred and sixteen ning through it like a great river with many
marked down at almost cost prices.
branches, like afHueuts, supplying It from evdeparted faithfal soldiers for the Union.
ery direction, with more business than it can
I have made it my business to make extenI.ADIKM, TAKE ADVANTAGE
accept, for Avant of ability to transact it.
sive inquiries before reaching this place, and
A
THE SEA-SOIST.
double line of rails is a necessity to this great
have heard condemned, in unmeasured terms,
buy bargains and save money at
with
ihere
is
that,
the course pursued by Wirtz and his small
thoroughfare;
hardly any
to the business it could execute, and all
ring, who, they say, were not actuated by limit
Ο
the
work
it
could
The
of
tbe
would
otter. I
love
for
proprietors
the
lost
perform,
BARGAINS
Michigan Spring Bet I liave
any
cause, but by a desire to
located themselves at
NEW
YOUK
profit from the misery of those" under their hope the time is not distant, when some steps
BRANCH,
0
IK
authority. Every soldier that came into pris- may be taken to lay down another line of
J. S.
& Co.'s Auction
335 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
rails, and that our people may aid the project.
on had money and many, watches and
rings,
With a dyuble track, the Grand Trunk
nov4
dim
2« EXCHANGE STREET,
all of which found its way into the hands ol
9.
would afford, not only the best route from
s
a few outside the stockade.
Principle never the
give the citizens of Portland and vicinity a
chance to see and test the merits of their argoverned Wirtz. There was a total want of we great west to Portland, but all the facility
should require for transportation lu both
rangementof springs, We are willing to put them
moral sensa.
He never knew a generous
on trial for any person for one
directions.
AI* UNVMJAI.
N. D.
week, and if they] do
emotion ; cold and heartless, he thought only
not prove superior to the Woven Wire
Mattress, Putof gain and selfish gratification, But he is
nam,
Yankee,
Norfolk,
Wright, Springfield, Howe,
0!
dead ; peace to his ashes. The cemetery is
ΒΓΜΙ*ΚΝ* KOTIfER.
Tucker, Eureka, Mouroe, Imperial, United States,
Walker, Connecticut, Eagle, Salem, or any ot* the
under the i-nmediate charge of John
ο* one
thousand and one Spring Beds that have been
I
A few we quote :
Thk Culture of the Hair.—Just as
an Irishman, who, in oue year, will have
surely
into the market, you are not asked to
buy it. It
served in the army, under the stars and
as a soil infested with Canadian thistles can be
as no hidiug place for bue*, lias no slats on
top of
«a All wool Plaida, 60c.
the springs, but heavy duck canvas, hooking at the
J
a
of
a
He
was
quarter
stripes,
made to produce flue crops of golden grain, the
century.
base of the spring, that may be taken ofl' and the
Tycoon Repu, 95c.
X
among the faithful betrayed by Twiggs in
slats removed (for cleaning or otherwise) by
scalp now sparsely covereil with harsh, dry,
will open to-morrow a full line of
anybody
He
old
Texas.
loves
the
as
he
loves
his
flag
in live minutes, and replaced at pleasure.* The
Corded Alpaca*, 96c.
unmanageable hair may lie made prolific of
life. It does one good to see this old veteran
springs may be changed to other parts of the bed
silken tresses. AU that is necessary to effect
with very little trouble. The springs are warranted
suffuse with tears, as he recounted his hopes
Satin Stripe*, 40c.
to keep in place and last longer than any other in
the change in either case is the ri<jht kind
and fears during the severe struggle througa
of
t) use. For invalids it cannot be surpassed.
We tit
which we have just passed.
fertilizer. Leaving the agricultural chemists
them to any be .steads or different weight of persons,
Consisting of
The
is
cemetery
> tl«e largest number under the heaviest part of the
beautifully situated, just to determine how the barren land shall be
S
L·
A
north from the stockade, on gently rolling
body, ami with a light covering of husks, cotton,
fruitful, we positively assert that Lyon's Kastraw bed or hair mattress, they adapt themselves
in
the inclosure thirty-seven
laud, embracing
tliairou is unequaled as a fertilizer und beauticompletely to the body. The ladies should call and
of
acres
a
substantial
fence
sur;
neat,
ground
BcTereable Ottoman, 95.
see the arrangement of springs for ihe cradle, ami
rounds it,and within this an osage hedge is be- fierof the hair. Twenty-ttA· years of success is
not have to use feathers lor the little ones. Come
one and all and see them.
Bargain* in other kind*.
Beds put upon trial, and
ing cultivated, that will ultimately serve as a the basis of this unqualified statement. Durno one asked to purchase until after a fair trial,
fence, and also add much to the beauty of the ing that time it has been used by many millions
Tow η liights for sale.
AND
place. Fine carriage avenues are being con- of both sexes, and the first instance in which it
WEAL Λ HEATH,
Cumberland Repellant $1.95,
structed, many of which are completed ; trees has failed to fulfil the expectations of a rationare planted and are growing finely on the
Proprietors.
al purchaser has yet to be discovered.
CANVASSERS WANTED.
no9dlw*
Ï yd*. Checked Flannel, 91 ·00.
It will
sides of them, and in a few years" the top,
not cause hair to grow ou a varnished
will
a
dense
and
cool
gourd;
shades
meet, creating
ALSO
making a delightful drive. Five thousand but where ever the roots of the hirsute fibers
five
hundred feet of suifacedrains have
remain undisturbed it will cause them to put
been
laid
avenues.
The forth new shoots, and in all cases where the
along the
—AND—
jyi t is onr greatest pride to sell our|
some very extra quality, and width, made
«oil
washes
so
here
that hair has become thin it will increase its
easily
expressly
goods at the lowest posslable prices.
volfor LADIES CLOAKINGS.
OCt30
Τ T&S tf
brick drains are necessary.
There are emume.
novll-eodlw&lw
the
four
beside
here,
superintendent,
ployed
64 Ac 61 MIDDLE STREET,
colored laborers and two mules, all of whom
DONE BY
At the Preble House, Portland, I shall,
no6
are kept constantly busy.
A comfortable
dim
PORTLAND,
by request, visit Monday, Tuesday and Wedneshouse is erected at the entrance gate for the
Tirana* w altzes superintendent, where he always keeps a day, Nov. lltli, l'Jth and Kith, and treat the
sick. Those wishing to see me can do so. My
spare room for any chance visitor who may
In Book Form, Price Sl.'i.V
happen to pass this way, which is not very examinations will be free. Keuiember that I
as thi place is too secluded and remote
often.
Aikfor WHITE, SMITH & PERRY'S Edition
undertake no incurable cases. There are many
from the great lines of travel,arid tlien Southcontaining Blue Danube and all his Popular Waltzes
that cannot be cured. Those that 1 undertake
aud Polkas played at the Jubilee. 313 worth oi
ern Georgia, with its chills and fever, has no
Cor Chestnut and Oxford Sts.
I will cure. I need not cite you to my many
Music in all.
attractions tor a visitor, or even the native
Special attention given to cutting and making
C. A. WHITE'S NEW BOOK
no7
citizen. The dead were laid iu trenches side
cures, for I am no stranger. Mauy get the imLadies Cloaks.
lw*
F. W.
of Sacred Quartettes, Trios and
Ducts, and Sixteen
by side, and if they had any article of cloth- pression that the request is from the physicians
Preludes, Voluntaries and Res pou ses. The most
having adopted the
ing worth wearing our own men would take it of Portland that 1 an» induced to visit there
complete work of the kind ever issued for Church
THE BEST SAVINGS BANK.
and Home service. 125 pages; Price $1.50.
to cover jtheir nakedness, or keep out the
I
again. Let me contradict that, for tirst class
CHEAP CASH SYSTEM,
Either of the above s#*nt post-paid, bv the Pubblast of winter—no coftiu,no clothing,
chilling
lishers.
SMITH
arc not on terms, and it is
& t*ERRY,
WHITE,
physicians
only from
often
then
but
(and nearly always)
Would invite his friends and customers to give hiin
nothing
298 & 300 Washington Street, Boston.
the most urgent appeal of the suffering and
THE BEST EVER PUBLISHEB
A neat headboard of wood
naked frames.
Call at WHITE. SMITH & PERRY'S and examine
call, where they will find all kinds of
The Kuabe Piano acknowledged by the Profesafflicted that I once more visit there. Rememtheir last resting-place, with
now marks
Now
sion to be the beet in the Country. Their Upright
ber my dates, Nov. 11th, 12th and 13th.
AND GROCERIES
name, age, regiment and company. And yet
has no compétition.
there are many marked -'unknown", and will
T1IE
Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
WHITE, SMITH & PERRY.
CHEAP FOR CASH.
General Wholesale Agents Ν. E. States,
always remain so until the great muster-day
nov9tf
oc22
Clairvoyant Physician.
dtl
octl5-d4w
iu that eternal world above.
The first man buried here was J. Swarner.a
114 South St., Phila., Pa.
RECEIVED THIS
POST OFFICE ADDRESS
Edited by REV. A. J. GORDON.
German, company II, 2d New York cavalry
G est»:—Despite the objections or my
died February 27. 1864. The last man that
OF THE
Assiste»! both in the Hymn and Musical departments
died was 1{. Hanson, company F, 1st Wiscon- Painter, I know the value of the Averill
the best talent in the
sin Infantry; died April 28, 180fl—a period of Chemical
desired. byThis book presents the country.
following
Individuals
best combination of old and
Paint, and I declare it to be the very
Choice
Vermont
and
New York,
fourteen months.
new tunes ever issued.
During this time 13,710 best Paint I have ever seen. The gloss on it
Elegantly bound in cloth
John Cliailton, lato Private Co. B, 17 Me. Inf.
with red edges. Handsomely printed on laid paper
44
brave soldiers passed away, nearly one thouu
44
41
Jordan B1 ickstone,44
E,
1000
looks like varnish, and it is of a virgin whito
in large type.
BBLS.
sand a month.
The largest number dying
Henry T. Welch alias Walsh late Private Co. E, 13
Me. Inf.
color, i>erfectly faultless am! pure. You are at
furnished for 75c.
<; Il Ε F,XI ■*<;», Ac..
Sample
Copies
BALDWINS,
any one day was on the 20th day of August,
Joseph N. Walsh, late
Private Co. B, 4t.h, Mass. Cav.
PUBLISHES BY
44
1804, when one hundred and sixty-six were perfect liberty to use my name attesting to it»
41
44
"
John A. Sargent, "
which, with a large assortment of Country Produce,
1st, Mo.
44
44
44
wo offer to the trade at lowest market rates.
buried. The most painful spot to visit was value.
A. Watson Atwood.
Thomas Givens,
HENRY A. YOUNG & CO.,
Vet.
G, 44
44
44
44
Thomas Fox,
the graves of those executed in the stockade
Η,
29th,44 4t Inf.Vols
Agency 83 Commercial^
44
44
Vî t Coriaiiill. Boston Μη»*.,
44
44
& SOULE,
HODGDON
Chas. H. Merrill. 44
the
murders
for
men
and
32th, 44 "
violence
by our own
octl5-d&w4w
Benj. M. Winch, "
5th, " "
ΙΟΙ (Willi* Block) Commercial Ntreet.
44
44
44
they had committed. The gallows is still
David Given,
E, 44
44
4<
Tue best argument that can be used in favor
44
nov8
44
an
additional
monument
Jos. N. Stanwortb,44
3t*
F. 11th,
partially standing,
44
44
Orman E. Hines, 44
of Smolakder'k Βγγηιτ is that it is a preparaA. 1st, Battlin 17
of the accumulated miseries our men suffered.
U. S. Inf.
The superintendent i» making good use of tion constantly prescribed by family physicians
Gait Block Warehouse
Charles Nichols, 44 Seaman U. S. Navy,
Largest Stock,
Wirtz'· bath-tub : filling it with dirt ; he is
Robert D. Bond,
of note in our immediate community, for
Not». 5 and 6 Oalt Block.
Henry Burnham, late Private 9th, Mass. Battery.
Best Assortment,
propagating flowers to ornament the grounds. ki<Int7, bladder, anil glandular diseases, loss of
novCdtt
we went to the
C. P. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Street.
the
After
cemetery
visiting
Latest Styles.
meutal and physical debility, female irstockade. It is fast falling into decay, and in a vigor,
for Flour and Merchandise. Cars disis hereby given, that the subscriber has
Lowest Prices,
regularities and all maladies of the urino-genor two will all be down, and everything
charged and loaded in front of the stores. Warebeen duly appointed Executor of the Will of
year
In Boston, Wholesale and Retail.
house receipts given.
W. J. DYER,
ital organs.
that marked the suffering of our soldiers will
novl2-eodlw
EDMUND LIBBY, late of Portland,
S. M ATONE.
A LARGE LINE OF
The grounds within the
have
in the County of
passed away.
nov4eoil3w#
E.
A.
has
takCumberland, deceased,and
NORTON.
of
bare
so
en upon himself that trust
once
every shrub,
Pkrsoks suffering from impure blood, or
stockade that was
by giving bonds as the law MILLINERY AND HAIR ORNAMENTS,
directs. All persons having demands upon the
AT
and even root, for I was informed that the whose health is giviug
estate of said deceased, are
way, cither as ministers
in
Classes
tiniest
root
to
serequired to exhibit, the
the
for
soldiers would dig
same; and all persone indebted to said estate are
or those who study
will tind in Felclosely,
h
now
their
warm
aching
limbs,
to
fuel
called upon to make pavment to
cure
!
The undersigned will receive scholars in
low's Compound Syrup ok Hypophosphites,
and
oak
until
scrub
hushes,
EDWIN CO BURN, Executor.
with
15 Winter Street,
grown up
Portland. Nov. 6,1872.
the material to build them up and the tonic to
them. The dead
no9-lawS*3w
Free-Hand and Industrial Drawing:·
(Cor. Music Ha'l entrance.)
you can hardly gel through
I^R. Clay.
irotn the stockade, is
feet
line,
keep them there.
justseventeen
He will give special attention to mechanics and ar<VTOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber has
SE>rr> FOR PRICE LIST,
so far decayed that but few traces of it are
ιιοβ
tisans who wish to acquire ability in "designing"
4.1
been duly appointed Executor of the Will ot
4w
nov9th-dlw&wlt
and in making
left. Here many a poor victim has bitten
CHARLES J. WILLARD, late of Cape Elizabeth,
"working-drawings." For particulars call on or address^at St. Paul's Church Rectory,
the dust, it may lie from a chance misstep or
The Popular Church Music Book.
in the County of
and has
Merry's Museum bee been united to the
Cumberland,
deceased,
taken upon himself that trust by
a determination to end his misery.
There
bonds as the
K. W. TAYLOR BOOT.
Youth'»
Companion, of Boston—a union of two
law directs. All persons having giving
Tlie
still
wells
Fountain of Sacred
are about thirty-five
demands upon the
remaining that
novTtf
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
oldest
youths' publications. Nathaniel
our
of
and
were dug with spoons
cups, while rope
same ,i«:id all persons indebted to said
P. Willis, first published
By Leonard Marshall.
estate are callWillis, father of N.
made of blankets was used to draw up the
ed upon to make payment to
NOTICES FROM THE TRESS
fifty years ago—and, titnearly
Companion,
BENJAMIN J. WILLAUD, of Portl .nd.Executor.
dirt anil afterwards the water. They are
the
"It is highly
Cape Elizabeth, Nov. Oth, 1872.
no9 law3wS *
from sixty to eighty feet deep, and while
praised
by competent fudges.
day, it is one of the sprightliest and most en"Mr. Marshall
is well known as a thorough scholar
in the musie
peering into them, side eutrances may be dis- terprising sheet» in the country, novlld&w
art; and his 'Fountain of Sacred Song*
is a work
covered that led some to light, outside, and
Blocks and Parchments on Hand,
worthy of high esteem."
The fountain of Sacred
Song is a gem.
freedom. Every prisoner heie doubtless re«Job Printing.—Every description of Job
and made to order promptly, from any designs.
"Its glees and part songs being especially attracThousand three hundred and eleven Horses
members the providential spring that opened Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
tive." Indeed it is the best Church Music Book
ever
a
besides
several Knox and Fearnauglit
J. D. CLAPP,
cured,
near the dead-line, on the hillside, during
published.
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, lU'J
colts valued at from $1000 to $5000, with 4<Adamsons
and
Price, single $1.50, or per Dozen $13.50. Copies
Wm. M. Marks.
violent thunder-storm one autuiun night,
oclTdlw
4ft Winter Street, Boston
Botanic Cough Balsam."
Exchange St.
nearmailed,
to
or
post-paid
any address»,
sample for exam
Dose:—1 tablespoonfu[ placed upon the tongue once
continued to flow so freely as to supply
iuation $1.25.
water.
in six hours, tho norse must be
delicious
warm in the
Adamson's Balsam cures Asthma, Coughs
Piano lor Sale.
ly the whole camp with
stable and fed upon Vegetables. kept
WHITE SMITH & PERRY,
as freely eti I,
IVTEW, first class, 7 octave Piano for Sale on easj
Colds, IiUiig Complaints. Price 35 and 75 cti
Price 35 and 75 cents per bottle.
Well, this spring is running
size cheapalso m
Large
and
BOSTON
th&st,
1.1
terms.
est. Sold by all
and
it I queuebcd my
1106
eod2w
uirl5-T Τ S & wly.
Druggists.
octl5-d&wlw w42
ecp28-tf
M. G.
so many have washed

FOB

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

SALE.

Ο

129 Middle and β Temple Streets,
ηονδ

dtf

GREAT

PANIC

—

NEW

_YORK !

Bankrupt
—

Stock

—

IIILLIIERI GOODS

FOR SALE !

TEBBETS

LATNER'S.

HOUSE,

KID

GLOYES !

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP !

W

Have

in

I

of|d

THE

HICHIGAN

SPRING

%

—

DRESS

BED.

LATHER'S

—

Bailey

k

GOODS !

Room»,

LADIES'

CLOAKINGS!

Reduction in Prices.

Malôney

%

£ut

CHADBOURN L· KENDALL

CLOAKINGS!

H

W

B.

MOSCOW,

ESKIMO,

CASTOR BEAYERS.
—

DRESS

LYONS

Provision & Grocery Store,

—

VELVETS,

MAKING !

MissM.G. MAGUIRE.

CHEAP CASH

«tuy

NO. 11 CLAPPS BLOCK.

BUXTON,

I

Ready.

PROVISIONS

Vestry Hymn&

Tune Book

DAY,

—

of all kinds. Having had an experience of thirteen
years in this city, he hopes to merit a share of the
public patronage.
HighcKt Price paid for all kind* of Conn
try Product·. Butter, Egg», &c.

oc23dtf

Horse and Ox Shoeing

CLOAK

Λ. CARD.
We call especial attention to

Certificates of

new stock will Nov. 15th, 1872, be
for delivery upon the surrender of receipts for
all assessments due, and upon a receipt by the owners
thereof, or their attorney, upon the books of the cor! poration.
A. BLANCHARD, Treasurer.
nov5
9t

all the

is more than one-third larger than any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery aud
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment oi
their business in 1823, made and sold 40,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Kates upon the 'One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: and they arej
beyond all refutation, the very best and very
Cheapest Fjrst-Class Pianos now offered.

ready

House, Market Street.

Firm

still regarded and universally

pronounced by

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Ctl7

are

Brown Street.

octl5

COVERING

our

Dr. Franz Libit says: "£ consider the ChickerPiano superior to any made in Europe or America, and am fully c onvinced that they were justly
entitled to the First Prize.

give us space

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.

STREET.

are so

tear.

CALL AND SEE US.

Covell

Fortes

ing

40c.

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 5c.

Pure Ice eupplled fa· all purposes, and in
any
quantity, from CARGOto a dally FA 7111, γ
ΓΗΕ.
eep!2

These Pianos
•onceded to be

Hair (joods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. Ο Clapp'» Block
Congre»» Street, oppo»ite Old City Hall.

TO

Have been awarded to

25c.

Two Buttou Kid Gloves

are

Ο Ο

OVER ALL COMPETITOR*.

25c

SHAWLS.

These

System

OF THESE

and

Sewing Machines

NO. 33 EXCHANGE

e-I? rice

The Standard Instruments of the World,

Washington All Wool Plaids,
Cumberland Repcllaut,
A fair quality Repellant,
All Tycoon Reps
Corded Alpaccas

MACHINE WORKS Hoop
Marine, Stationary and ^Portable

η

Chickering

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 te

(EORMERLY

Ο

offered at Reduced Rates at

Eighty-one First Premiums

For the past we return thanks for a generous patronage. For the future we promise increased efforts
to merit still turther patronage, and for the present

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

C. STAPLES &

These Standard Instruments

Have been made and sold since 1823, and

W ONDE ROUS LV CHEAP·

Ν. Β. Order Slate at F. F. Hale's, Coiner of Free
jad Crops Streets.
de20 tf

M.

FRANCE.

now

No.

Fiirnitnre and Upholstering.

by

All the Novelties

AND

Are

Cloak»

JJ

TUESDAY MORNING, SOY. 12,1872.

|ol

AMERICA,
EMLAIVF,

be true, and everybody
that

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

Sons

Standard Piano

-----

ηΓΑΌΑΓ

other

IN

1873.

ABE SELLING

DRY

and

Have Taken the First Premium
Over all Competition

WINTER.
I What

Portland

PIANOS

OF PARIS,

»

Law !

to

Chickering &

Instructor in French at the Portland High School.

1872.

Wanted.

BOSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

princir?!.

we offer

jan22tf

ice

Philadelphia

J. BLE1 ilEN.

Jb.

148 EXCHANGE ST.

W.

east.

School,
Boys,

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

»·

Vessels

Family
For

jaîiÎi3-ly

All

Or H. A. McKENNEY & CO., Portland, Me.
oct31TS&T4w

points

Abbott

once.

To freight Coal from New York and

Fall Term will commence Dec. 9th and continue 13

MERCHANTS !

10S Walnut St.,
if. L. Greoo,

j. ii.

must write at

Norridgewock, Me.

AND

COMMISSION

Book, Card

a

654 Broadway, Sew York.

COVELL & COMPANY

BROKERS,

LIVINGSTONE.

minute detail of his thrilling Adventures
and wonderful experience during hit long
sojourn
in the wilds ef 4/nca.
It will comprise about six hundred octavo
piges,
ELABORA TEL Y and PROFUSELY ILLUSTRA TED, with FULL-PAGE ENGRA VINOS, towith a fine Map qf his route.
Mold only

territory

Velret

Direct from the manufacturers,

their aching bodies, I, too,
stripped off my
clothing ami took a generous hath, thanktiil
that it was under so different
auspices.
The forts, of which there arc
several, still
preserve their original appearance, and show
less of decay than
else
about here.
anything
Yet, trees are growing in them, and soon
these, as well as the space withiu the stockade, will be so densely covered with thicket
as to be rendered
impassable, aud thus hiding everything that makes it an
for a
stranger to visit here. All the object and

«-

Scribner, Armstrong & Co., Publisher»,

EDUCATIONAL.

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

WM.

Embraces

St.

g

PBE8S.

on pep iwwm· ™

HEAYY FAILURES.

WANTED

IN SEARCH OP DR.

jan31

H. L. GREGG &

gyParticular
jan24-ly

AGENTS

India

Ί1ΗΕ

Wanted.
Ν experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do copying, or other
work, in
the evening. Adnress
W. E., Press Office.
sep26

are

je3-)f

AND

PHILADELPHIA.

O.

C

No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by 2ether
Subscription· Already applications
STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
pouring in from every quarter, aria those desiring

AÏSD

J.

IOAT and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle st.
■p2t»tf

Dye-House.

SYMONDS,

DAVID W. DEANE, No. SO Federal SI.
All kind* of Ipliol* «-ring and
Repairing
done to order.

ALLEN HAINES.

sep!3-tf

If. liar'»·

KEN J. ADAMS, cor.
Kxchnugr ond Federal Street».
HOOPER & EATON, Old Port Office,
Exchange Street.
!.. F. IIOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
UpholNtering done to order.

the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and etone and has all modern conveniences.

40

II.

Furniture and Bouse Furnishing Goods.

_SALE.

1872.

op.

IS Free Street.
•KOBfiE A. WHITNEY, No. 5H Exchange St. Upholstering of all kind»
done to order.

P. 8. CHANDLER, Prop'r.

Portland, Sep. 18th,

over

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WAITER CORE! & CO., Arcade,

season,
with a good show of business travel during the year.
The best location in Bethel, situated at the head of
the Park. It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
gooi repair, with stable and ice house. Will be sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if applied for at once, as the subscriber is going West. Apply to

THE

Street,

dyed and ani»hed.
FOSTER'S Dye llon»e, 44 1'nion Street.*

House will accommodate 75 guests. Always
rpHIS
A filled with summer touriste
the

TWO

gentlemen. Board reasonable at Λ ο 4 Locust St.
Oct 2ec-dtf

LET.

To Let.

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
(44 MOVTII DELAWARE AVENUE,

SHIP

Boarders Wanted.
good rooms with board for a gentleman and
wife ; also good accommodations lor two or three

FOR STANLEY'S EXPEDITION

Send for Circulars to
IIANLIN F. EATON, Principal.
novld4w

ROSS k ST U EDITANT,

(Formerly

chauce ever offered. Profits $4.00 to
$20.00 a day. TRY IT. Particulars FREE. Address WOODWARD, LEWIS & CO., 96 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.
octlO-dlm

THE

F.

BETIIEL HILL, ME..

State Street, occupied

Pearl

Dentists.

CHÀKDLER HOUSE,

on

and Builders.

MEANS,

PB. W. K. JOHNSON,

A

house

&r

pocite Park.

FIRST CLASS BRICK DWELLING HOUSEFrencli roof—No. 35 Deeiing street—with Gas
and Sebago Water, and the modern conveniences; is
in thorough repair throughout, has 11 well finished
rooms, aad cemented cellar. Can be examined every
daj from 3 to 5 o'clock P. M. Immediate possession
given.
Thie Property will be sold at a Rare
Rarjfain, if applied for soon.
TERMS LIBERAL.
For further particular*, enquire of
oc!8d4w
Κ. E. UPHAM.

ocl6dtf

li Pearl St.

Carpenters
WHITNEY

For Sale.

very best

weeks.

WHOLESALE COAL· DEALERS

W.

do by a young man who is willing
Address A. W. L., Press Office.
ocU2-tf
to

of

19 1-2 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
Ë^Mr. Β., is always ready to obtain employment

forScandinavian

Wanted

BLOCS,

applied for immediately will be

Or,

traveling public. It has been enlarged, ie-tited and painted throughout, and every improvement
made for the comfort of Guists.
d2mo sepl7-

M. ».

THOMPSON

joSdtf

E. CHAM & CO., Proprietos.

dtf

Wanted.

octll-îf

United States Hotel,
THIS
to the

MARK WIGGIN,
on the premises.

Furnished Rooms to Let,
or without board, in the immediate vicinity of the City Building.
Apply at Press Office.
aul9dtf

No.

Washington.

13

of

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

also

can

to work.
SGMETHING

SALE.

House for Sale.

FOR

COHU, No.

Book Binders.

during

BOARDERS
be accommodated,
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
A
octlfi

Let.

\o. 47-49 Middle St.

LAW,

FROM

Wan ted—A gents.

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing
BRICK
rooms, with modern improvements.

OF

STOLEN."

the pasture of Silas Russell, a Bay Colt,
four years old, with white hind feet and star in
the face. Any person finding the same will be suitably rewarded by returning the same to SILAS RUSSÈLL, West Cumberland, or ANDREW LEIGHTON, corner of Milk and Market streets, Portland,
Me,
ocl7d&wtf

FEW

large
A
Middle
first
of

tf

Boarders Wanted.

LETT"

STORE TO

SCRIBNER k JORDAN,

Attorneys

anu
car-

for one horse and

room

H

manufacturer of

Parlor

Stable

chance to

Boarders Wanted.

To Let.
Sebago

dlw*

Q Cases of Silk Velvet Hats, Ο
"
Ο " " "
Bonnets, Ο

WM. A. QCINCY, Room
11, Printer'»
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
S.mil, & SHACKFORD, No. :«5 Plum
Street.

SECOND liand Rugglcs Printing Press, curd
and circular, for sale cheap. Call or address.
HARRIS BROS.,
oct30dtf
135 Spring St., Portland, Me.

A

Wanted.

of double House No. 47 Pleasant street,
ONEiuwater.
good order, eleven rooms, furnace, gas

HOOPER,

any situation requiring care and attention
handwriting. Apply to "M," Press office.

or

a young man a
in a

half

J

FOR

novôdtf

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

P. M.
d2w

with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO,,
Real Estate and Iflortaage Brokers·
tf
sep24

THE

Bakers.

HOI T. FOIJIÎ & BREED,No.91 Middle
Street.

beth, WeMtbrook, or Deering. Partie» deof building can also be accommoda

terms*»

MISCELLANEOUS.

Machines,

Booksellers and Stationers.

sirous

as

1872.

Opening To-Day

«'· c.

We are prepared to loan money in sums
from 9100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortage* in Portland Cape Eliza-

2w*

12,

iv. s.
UÏER, No. -il-t Middles·. All
kind· of Machine» for *nle nnd to lei.
Be pairing.

to Loan ! ! !

$20,000

man

and good
no8

Agency for Sewiug

BULLETIN.

ted

NOVEMBER

business directory.

Geo. R. Davis &, Co.'s

Wanted.
keeper,

upper part of House No. 47 Franklin street,
between Congress and Cumberland, within three
minutes walk of City Hall.
ELIJAH ADAMS,
ηονδ
dtf

novôdtf

Boarders Wanted·
can have good Board and nict

a

Dancing Schools, Parties, Balls, &c..

I

Wanted.
A SITUATION as salesman, either in aWholeeal·
J\. or Retail Dry Goods, Grocery or Boot and Slio<
store by one that has had fifteen years experience
Good references given. Enquire of "J," Perry'i
Hotel, Portland, Me.
nov9illw

a

On the 15th of this month, and will be let

A Few Good
F applied for at once.

from Gorham t<
have the name 1>;
proving property. Apply t< JONES PENNELL
r Wi'.mot ana Oxford streets.
novlldlw*
oil the cars
owner can

MORNTNG,

ESTATE.

REAL

of considerable experience and
youug
BYunexceptionable
Bookreferences, situation

THE

K. A.

found
A WALLET
Portland. The

HALL·

splendid order for

reasonable terms.
Apply
btreet, or at the Hall.

Wallet Found.

Rooms at 21 h Danforth Street.
GENTLEMEN
novD

Τ

To Let.

BUSINESS CARDS.

TUESDAY

PORTLAND,

SO© TUBS

—

BUTTER,
APPLES,

JET

GOODSΤ

Company,

STORAGE

NOTICE

WATERMAN & CO.'S,

Evening

Drawing.

Sons,

Embroidery, Stamping
MATERIALS,

Horse

Distemper !

TWO

CALMER.

àt

the stream, where

τ

up-

PEESS.!

ΤΙΤΕ

Nevertheless it was evident oven
building".
then that there was no hope of savins ftnY
because
the fire was up above the
buildings,
No stream of any magreach of the firemen.
nitude can be carried above the fifth story by
the most
an ordinary engine, except under
favorable circumstances.

TUESDAY MORNING, NOV. 12, 1872.
We do uot rea \ anonymous letters and communi- j
The name and ad irées of the writer are in I
for publication I
uot
all cases
as a

o'clock, soon after the
was completely enveloped in
flames,
About eight

necessarily
indispensable,
guaranty of good faitli.

Wo cannot undertake to return
munications that are uot used.

preserve com-

or

—————

#

Boston's Calamity.
The h test estimates of the loss by the great,
makes
fire in Boston is 8100,000,000—which
it quite second to the great disaster that liein 1871.
fel
Happily but few fami-

Chicago
lies comparatively, are left without. food,
clothing or shelter by the fire of Saturday
night. It is a severe blow at the city's busiand

ness

industries.

When Portland was in need, Boston needof ours to cali forth the most
ed no

|

When Chicago
and almost munifithe
prompt
scourged,

was

cent

generosity

of Boston

the ad-

challenged

miration of the country. Now that Boston
herself is visited with this terrible calamity,
let Maine, and particularly Portland do its
utmost whenever it shall be indicated what is
most necessary to be done.
The right of women to the ballot has been
conceded in two cities, Toledo, Ohio, and
Rochester, New York. In the former city
two women deposited their votes for General

Grant, and

larger number exinalienable right. It would seem

in the latter a

ercised that
action would make it necessary for
the legislatures of those States to take some
action on the question now apparently forced

that this

upon them so as not to leave the decision of
so grave a matter to election officers.
The Vermont Division of the Portland &
Ogdensburg Railroad will be completed within a few days
llyde Park, the country seat
of Lamoile county. The road is already doto

amount of local business.

unexpected
The people in that section are no less anxious
for the completion of this splendid enterprise
ing

an

than is Portland.

Boston said in a
Engineer
meeting of business men, Sunday, that such
fires must be expected so long as builders insisted ou making lumber yards of the roofs of
seven story buildings, referring, of course, to
The Chief

of

the Hansard roof.
Tnc Loss—Actual anil Comparative.
[From the Boston Advertiser.]
The

region covered by the

tire was

entirely

within wards five and four, including about
one-half of the territory of the former and
two or three acres ol the latter—a space
in all very nearly the same as that occupied

some

THE WOOL

first store
the heat-

Hull'

The flames were first communicated to the
on Devonshire street at about nine
o'clock. At this time the heat from the build
ings of S. Klous & Co. set on fire the large five
story granite buildings known as the Wiuthrop
block, on the west side. The fire made rapid
progress, and crossed over to the large block of
buildings on the south side of Devonshire street.
The wind soon forced the flames in a northerly
direction towards Winthrop square. The buildings on the east side of Otis street, which at
this time had become enveloped in a mass of
roaring flames, communicated with that beautiful structure, the Winthrop block, six stories
in height, being of the sa ne style of architecture, and subdivided by four solid brick walls.
The block of sandstone buildings, numbered
from 140 to 158 came next.
The stores were
occupied by several dry and woolen goods firms
whose stock it was impossible to remove, and
it served somewhat to hasten the destruction of
the buildings.
At half-past eleven, all that
was left of the Winthrop block, the bare walls,
fell in with a crash which shook the ground
and buildings within a raidius of ba!f a mile.
The failing of the walls of this block was soon
followed by the falling of the walls of the buildings on the southeast side of Devoulnire street,
from Winthrop square to Summer street. The
falling of these walls was in turn followed by
those of the buildings on this street.
The
flames soon extended to that splendid block of
six stories, extending from the corner of Franklin street to No 118. This building was occupied by dry goods and clothier commission and
manufacturing firms, whose goods were soon
totally destroyed. The attention of Chief Damrell and other engineers were immediately directed to this building, as it was regarded as a
key to the block of buildings bouuded byFranklin on the south, Devonshire oil the west, Milk
on the north, and Federal on the east.
All the
fi rse available was brought into play.
For a
time the exertions of the tire department seemed to be successful; but the gigantic strides of
the tire in the buildings oil the south side of
Franklin street soon conquered the large the
story granite building on the northwest comer
of Franklin and Devonshire streets.
Chief
Damrell finding himself hemmed in on almost
every side, ordered that part of the department
at workjou the Cathedral building to withdraw
to other quarters assigned to them in the vicmitv of Milk and Congress street.*.

street

anil frrnnifn

Klnnlr.,

!..

FINE BLOCKS BLOWN UP.

I

<l.«i

vicinity were gutted by the fire convinced all who
them that Pearl street as well a3 Congress
street were doomed to quick destruction.
It
was truly
terrible to witness such substantial
and costly blocks, as the granite buildings occupied by William B. Spoouer & Company, on
Congress street, sï e * nb to the flames. The
saw

The buililin» occupied by Gardiner Brewer,
opposite the Cathedral, soon after became enveloped in flames, and Mr. Damrell decided
that to bave State street from destruction it

would be necessary to blow up the entire blocks
of building facings 011 both sales of Devonshire
street. Arrangements were immediately made,
and the buildings 011 both sides of the street
were blown up, one after another, in
quick succession. The time occupied in destroying these
stores, some sixty in number, was about 011e
In "laying the trains" two kegs of
hour.
powder, of sixty pounds each, were used on
each building.
The scenes witnessed in the
destruction of the buildings will never be forgotten by those who occupied positions to see
the work." At every explosion a loud murmer
was heard running through the
large crowds.
The stores in the blocks destroyed, contained
many of the most extensive dry goods houses in
New England, the aggregate loss of stocks
alone reaching four or five million dollars.
These included D. C. Griswold, Ordway, Blodgett & Co., Anderson, Heath & Co.. Parker,
Wilder & Co., aud almost score» of others.

lire

seemed to attack these structures with
equal readiness at every point, and whether
by ward three. The area of the burnt dis- the horrid touch of fire was first in front, or
in the rear, or on the roof, they appeared to
trict will be found, when carefully estimated,
fade away before it.
There was something
or
2,787,- tigerish in the rush of the flames through
slightly to exceed sixty-four acres,
and over the great shoe and leather stores,
840 square feet.
Deducting the space cover- and
when it reached the wool stores, their
ed by streets, the area occupied by buildings
force was accelerated seven-fold.
At one
is a little less than two millions square
o'clock, it became evident to those who were
on this side of the fire that a solid mass of flame
cover
feet.
The
structures
did
not
a quarter of a mile iu width was moving
up toall the remaining space, but assuming that
ward State street, and parallel with it.
What
the result was to be no one could tell, and it
they did, and that they were worth $10 per was
to
see
that
the
last
stand
plain
against the
square foot, the eutire loss in buildings svill
northward course of the flames must be made
WASHINGTON STREET.
amount to twenty millions of dollars—an esalong State street
There, if ever, could their
The fire iu Washington street was stopped at
progress be stayed, although* it might be hours
timate to the correctness of which we have
before the critical moment arrived.
Currier
&
Trott's
Long bejewelry store 011 the southeast
the testimony of many sagacious holders of fore midnight the tongues of fire from the
corner of Washington aud Milk streets,
While
burning buildings on Arch street had leaped the Transcript buildiug, adjoining, was in
real estate. The total number of buildings
across Hawley street and attacked the handflames an attempt was made to blow up thifone
consumed may be roughly stated at about
some semicircular block of dry goods warehouswhich was only partially successful, the walls
seven hundred.
The loss in merchandise is
es on Franklin street in the rear centre.
not being thrown down, but here nevertheless
The
set by the most competent experts at not
fire cut its way through this block with wonthe fire was stayed and the venerable Old
over *hree tim s the amount of loss in buildderful celerity. From this time the destrucSouth Church saved, although its windows, as
tion
of
the
on
a
numof
on those of all the
in
mind
that
remainder
the
block
to
borne
the
corner
ings—it being
buildings in the vicinity, are
of Winthrop square was but the matter of half
blown out.
ber of streets the
structures were used
an
hour, and then the beautiful cathedral pile
THE BANKS BURNED.
contained
and
f r
offices
principally
on the easterly side of
Winthrop square was
in
valuable, and that
Among the banks (national) stationed in tlio
nothing very
to follow.
The fire took first on the roof
quick
burnt district are the Atlantic, Atlas, Everett,
many warehouses the stocks of merchandise
and speedily eat its way down to the basement.
Hamilton, Massachusetts, Eagle, Hide and
were low; some of the drv goods commission
From the point on Franklin street above,where
Kevere, North, Shawmut, Shoe and
houses, for example, having hardly any goods it had cut through from Hawley street, it soon Leather,
Leather aud Freeman's.
sets
the
in store. Our estimate, therefore,
caught on the opposite side, and the firemen
FRANKLIN STREET.
èntire los3 at eighty millions of dollars—a were driven out into Devonshire street and up
lu Franklin street there is scarcely a wall
prodigious destruction in itself, but by no into Washington street, like so many mice esmeans one to inflict a crushing blow upon the
caping from a flood. From one to two o'clock standing, aud in the smoking waste 110 one
could recognize the tine, wide thoroughfare,
was at its height.
While it had proprosperity of Boston. All the old boot and the tire
with its graceful curving lines and the noble
grès ed so rapidly in the direction of State
shoe manufacturing and commission firms
street on the one side and Washington street on
warehouses, the pridt of the city, and taking
are solvent and even strong as before the fire,
the other, it had continued its course up Humrank with the finest business structures iu the
and by their solvency will preserve to Boston,
mer street, taking in the Mercantile
world, which towered on every hand hut thirtybuilding, six
unimpaired, their very valuable line of busi- and then old Trinity Church, while also
hours ago.
The buildings on this street
burnness.
Very many of the jobbing firms also, I ing with less energy the buildings on the other were all of granite, with the exception of the
in the same line, came out of the fire with
flat-roof freestone building 011 the corner of
side of the street. Then it began to be feared
large lotses, it is true, but able to meet all that the long liue of steamers in Washington
Washington street. One of the most imposing
edifices on the street was the double Mansardstreet even could not stem the tide of fire, and
their engagements, and to continue their
roof block erected within the last fouryeais
if they could not, then Tremont street and all
business. The same may be said in general
by
Mr. Patrick Donahue, which was one of the
the buildings between School and Winter streets
terms of the large manufacturers and dealers
last
to
to
the
were
doomed.
flames.
yield
in clothing; their stocks in hand are consumPEARL STREET.
SUMMER STREET
ed, but their surplus of assets in bills and acTîetwcen the spared building of Sir. Mudge,
counts receivable, together with what insurPearl street, the great shoe aud leather cenou
tre
the
of the city, is laid low; and instead of the
corner of Washington and Summer
ance they will be able to recover, will save
long straight avenue lined with tall granite streets to Trinity Church, on the North side of
them. That there will be failures in several
Summer street, "there were two or three buildstructures on either side, the spectator would
of the leading lines of business is probable;
see nothing but dreary
now prostrate.
The massive
but in the case of many firms we believe it
piles of calcined granite ings which are
and smoking heaps 01 dull-red brick.
square tower and front wall of Trinity Church
The
will be found that after a suspension of
fire reached Pearl street at just half past one
still stands, an imposing ruin. A part of the
payments until they can ascertain how much o'clock, the store of J. H. Putnam &
rear wall also stands, but the side walls
have
Wheeler,
of their insurance can be realized, they
at No. 93, bursting into flames at that lime.
crumbled. A small portion of th-: wall of the
will resume payments and go on as before.
The fire caught the back part of the first
Steadmaii
& Co., text
story building occupied by
In the magnitude of its destructiveness the
east of Trinity Church and separated from it
from the burning buildings in the rear, and iu
a few seconds had worked its
Boston contigration of 1872 is second in rank
by a narrow alley, is standing. From that
way through to
the upper storv and burned its way through the
point every wall 011 the north side of Summer
among all the fires which have occurred in
roof, rïo engines were in that part of the
street is prostrate except the granite walls of
the United States, that of Chicago of course
street, the few in that vicinity being engaged the triangular building 011 the east corner of
standing at the head of the list. By the in
fighting the fire over ov^r towards Congress High street, occupied by Skillmgs, liammoud
last-named most terrible event some seven& Co., statiouers.
street. So the fiâmes had full sway, and in an
teen thousand buildings, covering an area
short space of time the street was a
incredibly
ROUND THE CORNER OF SUMMER AND FEDERAL"
of 2124 acres, were consumed ; but the differmass °f ruins.
Before the fire made its apThe fire turned the southwest comer of Fedence in the comparative value of the buildings
pearance the merchants began transporting
eral
and Summer streets, aud burned out but
anu goods destroyed there and here may be
their goods to a place of safety.
diil
not burn down the liquor store of J. J.
inferred from the fact that the total and actual
TUE FIGHT ABOUT WASHINGTON STREET.
Flynn. This building has a wooden front which
loss by the Chicago fire was .$196,000,00(1—
still endures. Next it was the building
The fire was
occupied
the amount assigned to buildings being $53,already setting its wizzard teeth by the Douglass Axe Manufacturing
upon the rear walls of the stores on the east
Company,
000,000, and to merchandise and personal side
which
was
not
of Washington street, and on both sides
destroyed.
effects $143,000,000. The destruction by our
doors were burst
and hundreds of stalwart
HAWLEÏ STREET.
fire, covering less than a thirtieth of the arms bent to the open
work of relieving these large
The buildings 011 Hawlcy street were
generspj.ce, was therefore by value very nearly
establishments of their most valuable contents.
of
brick or wood, and were not of a
ally
one-half that of the great Chicago calamity. Every sort of vehicle that could be
costly
obtained
or particularly substantial character,
The loss by 'he great fire of 1835 in New
exceptiug
was brought into use, and the
of course,those buildings 011 Washington street
ponderous drays
Vork was vari»usly estimated at from $15,were allowed to move freely all
along the like Macullar, Williams &
for in000,000 to $20,000,000. The memorable con- streets, over the bose lines and amoug the en- stance, which ran through to Parker's,
this street. The
flagration in Portland on the fourth of July, gines, for the sake of rescuing such property us principal trades of the street were the pape r
and twine business, machinists and
1886, covered two hundred acres and destroy- it was possible to save. Many of the dealers
carpenter
on the upper side of
ed property to the value of $10,000,000.
Washington street took shops, printing offices, etc. The fire made a
like precautions. Bough looking express
cle
in sweep, leaving hardly one
wagstone above
ons were driven away from book sr»res full of
me otiier.
the choicest works of standard literature in
ARCH STBKET.
sumptuous bindings, thrown in helter-skelter.
Arch street was occupied by a class of subOther teams carried away the contents of carstantial brick buildings and the busiuess tranpet stores anil the various retail establishments.
Messrs. Weeks & Potter were notably active sacted there was principally dry goods and
gentlemen's
in clearing out their establishment.
furnishing goods. Everything on
This being continued for two hours, while the fire was the street was levelled to the ground.
most
OTIS STBEET.
raging
terribly, caused the principal
streets, so brilliantly illuminated, to have the
The buildings on Otis street were
uniformly
appearance of life and bustle usually presentand
were substantially built of
handsome,
ed at mid-day. Passing along the streets where
granite, four stories in height, with Mansard
the water ran from the dripping hose in torroofs. Every building wax
thoroughly
rents under foot, while the fire
gleamed with a ed, and not a trace of the street s destroyformer
horrid glare overhead and wild shouts filled the
grandeur remains. It is an interesting fact
air, the stores on both sides of Washington that the two stores on this street, Nos. 12 and
street were seen to bo full of men
hurrying to 14, owned by Miss Christine Nilsson, were
and fro, in obedience to the directions of
burued. Miss Nilsson was a
proheavy loser by
prietors, and arranging the contents for suddeu the Chicago fire.
and immediate removal.
The fire kept oil and
THE INJURY TO BUSINESS.
began to break through the rear walls of the
The fire to the business
stores between Franklin street and the Ohl
community is one of
the most severe and disastrous that ever occurSouth. By three o'clock both the buildings on
in
the
red
this
and
The Boot and Shoe
while but few dwelling
the corner of Franklin street wero enveloped
country,
houses were burned and but a
in flames aud all the effsrts of the firemen
small number of families left comparatively
Wool Commission
were bent towards saving the
homeless, the
Marlborough finest warehouses and stores of the
house, which several times caught fire.
It
city and the
cutire space occupied by the wholesale
and many of the
came through with a rush into the clothing esdry
goods dealers, wool merchants, boot and shoe
tablishment of Jacobs & Deane, aud the magIron and Steel Wareand hide and leather dealers, and
nificent store of Macullar, Williams & Parker.
clothing
At this time it appeared by no means certain
houses, were entirely destroyed. Not a wool
houses Consumed.
house is standing in the city.
The whole of
that the firemen would be able tosh-eld the upPearl and High streets, which were devoted
per side of Washington street, and the people
who inhabit Montgomery X'laee.Provinoe street
exclusively to the boot and shoe and hide and
leather
trade, ore in a heap of ruins. Every
and court and vicinity prepared for an early
wholesale
and hasty departure
clothing house, with a single
Insurance
Ofllces
and
exception, is burned, and but three or four dryAt daybreak, which was not until fi o'clock,
Banks,
commission
houses are left standing.
goods
the tire was completely encircled by a line of
Newspaper Establishments
The loss in buildings is
immans?, and toengines, all of which were hard at work to preIt »as, thank
gether with the large stocks of imported and
vent the spreading of the fire.
Destroyed.
heaven, a gallant and winning fight on Wash- domestic fabrics that were burned cannot be
estimated at less than $80,000,000.
All the doington street. The buildings continued from 3
wool in the city has been
to (i a. m. to burn tlirojgh and fall in,
burned, and
frequent- mestic
ly endangering the lives of the brave men who the total number of pounds of foreign and do- i
were
mestic, fleece and pulled destroyed by the fire !
tending the engines a few feet distant.
The fire that swept over the business portion
cannot fall short of 8,000,000
Put the fire never fairly got a foothold on the
pounds, "while the !
of Boston destroyed all of the magnificent
entire stock remaining in this market consists of
and
so
confidence
became
side,
upper
again
wholesale blocks on Summer street, the dry
foreign wool and is less than 8000 bales. The
partly restored, and there was less danger of a
instruction of boots, shoes and leather has been
too, the lire was fully in
goods commission houses ou Franklin, Summer panic. By daylight,
lmad from the corner of Summer and Wash[juite as complete as that of wool, although the
three
and Devonshire streets, leaving but
stock of boots and shoes in warehouses is
down
streets
its
southern
ington
along
line, and
much
wool
standing in the whole city, the wholesale
lighter at this season than it would have been
only continued to rage with unabated fury on liut
a month later, and the loss will
the'Statu street side, and down Milk street tohouses and the paper dealers on Federal street,
consequently be less to the owners, Besides this, large
ward Broad. It was for a long time a question
the great leather warehouses on Pearl street,
juantities of boots, shoes and leather were
whether tho new Tranicrlpt building on Washthe clothing establishments of Arch and Deviaved, which will materially lighten tlia loss to
ington street, near the corner of Milk, would
he aufierers.
The wholesale clothing houses,
onshire streets and Otis place, the stations of be destroyed. A dozen times it seemed on fire,
with one or two exceptions, were
and
did
olï
not
devour
md yet the flames kept
the Hartford and Erie Railroad and hundreds of
completely
Jurned, although a considerable quantity of
it. But the lire contiuned to rage on Hawley
smaller store».
;oods were saved and the stocks on hand were
and burned up against the rear of the
itreet.
THE ORIGIN OF THE FIBE.
iot very large.
With a very few exceptions all
was the inTranscript building. Far greater
lie commission dry goods houses are burned to
The first alarm was given at a quarter past
terest which hinged on the fate of the Old
lm ground, not even the walls of the
South Church, which thousands believed to be
seven o'clock and a second, third and fourth
buildings
leing left standing.
The destruction of the
The fire
followed as quickly as possible.
loomed, and if that once got fairly on fire, it
and
ran
that
the
"bbing houses lias been nearly complete, and
the
(eeined possible, and indeed probable,
caught first in the engine-roomso that theup
he agent of the largest mill in the
names
ire might march on uninterrupted across \V ash.
elevator willi terrible rapidity
country
from the mansard
lays that but one out of all his customers in the
were first discovered Imrsting
ngton street to Court street The extinction
lias a place left for his business.
:ity
)f the flames in the buildings on the other side
The fire
roof of the large four story new granite buildlid not reach that section of the city
if Milk street prevented this terrible expansion
occupied
ing at the corner of Kingston and Summer
ly the provision, produce, flour and grain
>f the disaster.
streets. It was numbered 87, 89 and 91 SumThe nesv post office building
rade, nor were there any losses to the fisli or
formed an extensive barrier to the Usines bemer street,
and extended back on Kingston
alt dealers, and but slight damage to the
The lower
ow that
street abeut one hundred feet.
point, and shielded the magnificent
; rholesale grocers. None of the
lew Bialto
hotels have
iloor and the basement were occupied by Messrs.
building on the Simmons estate on 1 ,een
Devonshire street.
destroyed, and the railroads, with the exBut through the tinder
Teboetts, Baldwin & Davis, wholesale dry
Hartford
of
the
and
Erie, have not
dealers; the second and third stories by loxos on Congress steeet adjacent to the new ! eption as the fire did not
extend in tiiat diuttered,
lost office and down Milk street aud around to
>amou, Temple & Co.,-dealers in hosiery,
1 ectlon.
the
flames
laoes
and
street
small
ran
iVater
to
unimwares.
seemed
move
gloves,
The fire
from window to window with frightful
j leded. Thus the destruction oil Congress street
rap id iAt Eiclmiond in launching J. M.
ty. In ten minutée flames were bursting from
lid Ivilby street was far greater than ou Dollagar's
every opening in the roof, and in ten minutes
τ ew ship Saturday, the ways
} onshire street, where the line building of the
spread and left
more volumes and wavos of flame
in
saved
of
was
the
were rolling
J (os'ton Post
spite
burning t le ship standing with only about oue third of
from every window in the third story with such
t f the half completed block ou Simmons estate
er length over the water.
In such a position
ternble force that the fate of the
» elowit.
the northerly side of Water
was
building
Along
must necessarily receive some
» ae
let there was not a
decided.
spark in the air « treet below the Post building, around through
straining
nd it must not be a trifling job to get her well
as yet nor a susmeion of a
breeze, not even the j liberty square and down) among the oil at 4 « ff.
smallest bit ot flame had appeared on
lire
was stiji
the
street
Milk
any other
<
in
stores

THE BOSTON FIRE
all tlie

Wholesale

Nearly
and Jobbing Dry-Goods
Houses

and Com-

mission Houses
Burned.

Houses,
Houses,
large

J

foods

rockcry

digestive orgau,s cleanses without convulsing the
bowels regulates the flow of bile and determines it into the right channels, and exercises.a tranquiliziug influence over the nerves.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

DYSPEPSIA.

^

its tormenting tortures and terrors—The "living
as it is called—both these distressing maladies CAS BE CUBED by a newly discovered principle in medicine secured in

with

death",

LOKING'S

BONDS of Towns and Cities, anil MORTGAGES
of Improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
scp28snrf

cent,

To ConMiiuiptiveii.—Wilbor'K Coil Ijiver
Oil and Lime has now been before the public for
ten years, and has steadily grown into tavor and appreciation. This could not be the case unless the
preparation was of undoubted and high intrinsic
value. The combination of the Phosnhate of Lime
with pure Cod Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr. Wilbor,
has produced a new phase in the treatineni of Consumption and all diseases of the Lungs. This artithe most delicate invalid withcle can be taken
out creating the disgusting nausea which is such a
prominent objection to the Cod Liver Oil when taken
williout Lime. This preparation is prescribed
the
regular faculty, and sold by the wholesale and retail, A. B. Wilbur, Chemist, 1G6 Court St., Boh ton,
no7eod3t
and by druggists general!

FORRIÔÎV

by

CHARLES 31. HAWKED,
28 EXCHANGE STREET.

F.

A.

CONSTIPATION

&

CO.,

1 Devonshire,

St.,

ISoMtoii.

This remedy is composed of the expressed juices of
Roots and Herbs which grow in our native forests.
It is not cathartic neither does it contain any mineral or any thing that would do any harm even to an
infant. Its action is tonic or strength giving. It
stimulates the Liver to secrete healthy bile, the lubricator of the bowels ;
tones up weak digestion,

Their Losses

!

j
j

strength and vigor to the stomach and bowels;
fortifies the nervous spitem; speedily relieve·
aud cure» Constipation, Dyspepsia, Indigestion Flatnncy, PilpH, & c.9 as no other
medicine ever has done. Nursing mothers afflicted
with constipation, not only find in this remedy, relief for themselves but transmit its curative properties to the child.
This medicine is a blessing to the
aged. A gentleman 80 years old who for twenty
had
years
suffered from constipation, and found no
relief except by the use of injections, was completly
cured by the use of one bottle of LORING'S
VEGETABLE MPECIFIC. As a dysqepsia oure wj challenge the world to qroduee its evual.
Abundant testimonials from well known citizens
possession of the proprietor.

we

leaving

novlsntt

"tHE

^ Al*J30-LiA Γ je

Highly recommended for
1IO USE
and

WHITE

or

prevalent

mo

!

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
Druggists, 21

Market

Color,

D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St, Portland.
en

Square.
jviARRiircr).

GUNS,

POWDER,
SHOT,
CAPS.
BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,
J. B. LUCAS.
Sept

18-sntf

BANK OF PORTLAND.
Un, ami after this date, the

un iersigned will carry
strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive
Deposits
aud make Discounts, in the regular course of the

In this city, Nov. 9, by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknecll, David Wvmanof Portland and Mrs. Frances Ann IJtchfield of Boston. [No cards.]
In this
Nov. 9, by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell,
John D. Miller and Miss Jennie Healy, both of Boaton.
lu Farmington, Nov. 4, Edwin A. Rogers of Range
ly and May M. Hinkley of Industry.
In Farmington, Nov. 6, C. E. Marvel of Auburn
and Rosa A. Case of F.
In Augusta, Nov. 6, Geo A. Means aud Miss Lizzie
F. Thorns.
In Lincolnvilie* Oct. 25, Putnam Young of Camden
aud Ellen Duncan of L.

city,

W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
j un23newlt then

tf

su

A Book lor

Every 9Ian.

"SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA| TION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, NerI vous and Physical Debility,Hypochondria,
Impotency,
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakuess, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is inThe

deed

a

book for every

Thousands have been

man.

taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, ami the only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address

PEA BODY MEDICAL INSTIpri.V.
TUTE, No. 4 Bullincli Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
ΛΥ. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

inar25-dly

sn

"under

DIED.

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN STEAMERS
FROM

NAME

FOR

DATE

Boston

Liverpool
York—Liverpool
York Liverpool

12
13
13
14
14
16
16
Nov 16
Nov 16
Nov 16

shirts
AND

Uliuiulaire Alinnnnr
November 19.
6.18 | Moon sets
3.40 AM
4.40 I High water
8.45 AM

Sun rises
Sun sets

—

t> R A W Ε R S

MA RIUSTE
—

AT

NEWS.

LOW

OF PORTLAND,

PRICKS.

Monday,
CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
493 CONGRESS STREET.
octll

81,tf

To Lef
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate iwsessinn given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of

THE
Or oi

No. 00 Commercial St.

\Y. "W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
sei>tl2sntf

jjjiiin iaij

ΐΝυιιυΛ.

REMOVAL.

MACALAStYr

BROS.)
DENTISTS,

Have removed tlieir Difice to Rooms over George W.
Whlttier'e Dru^ Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Maealaster is now
at bis new office to
wait on those requiring his ready
professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,
30i Congress Street and 95 Free Street,
nov7
sntf
PORTLAND, ME.

PARLOR
! The Very Beet in

STOVES!
market,

the

nnd

for

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
No. 19!) Fore St., between Exchange and
Plmn Streets.
octlO-sntf

IÎATOSIE IVOR'S II ΑΙ Κ DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The ouly True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; 110
disappoint ment; no ridiculous

tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a sunerb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
soft and beautiful. The

genuine, signed

W. A.

Batehelor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Ν. Y.
octl
d&w
Lyr
β m

MOERIS & IRELAND,
BURGLAR and FIRE PROOF

I FROM OUB CORRESPOXDEH*.!

BOOTHBAY. Nov 5—Ar, sell Kentucky, SpauldRockland for Boston.
Nov G—Ar, sell Frank Barker, Wylie, Boston.
Nov 7—Ar, «ch Alice C Fox, Rowe, Portland; Benj
Franklin, Varnum, Bangor ior Lynn ; Florida, Jones,
Bangor for Weymouth.
Nov 10—Ar, sch Ripley Ropes, Pinkham, Damariscotta for Boston.
Sid, schs Kate McClintock, Dunham, New York;
H S Rowe, Tavanen, do.
Launched—At Waldoboro 7th inst, by Reed, Welt
& Co, a three-masted schr of 280 tons, named Clara
G Loud, and rated A110 years. She is owned by the
builders and parties in Boston and is to be commanded by Capt Ο W Welt of Waldoboro.
MEMORANDA.
Barque Caro, of Bucksport, is at railway wharf,
Cape Elizabeth, making neccssary repairs. The
defective timbers have been taken out and she is being newly planked on her bottom and otherwise

strengthened.

Brte Hattie S Bishop, of Harpswell, is repairing at
Merrill's wharf and haviug her cabin remodeled and
raised up.
Brig Minnie Miller is repairing at the same wharf
and is to be thoroughly overhauled and strengthened

throughout.

Sch Wm Slater, trom Boston for BeaHfort, SC, put
into Baltimore 9th inst with mainmast sprung and

SAFES.

liable

as

Bursars

re-

light damage.

son.

and Fire·

New York.

\5nd—The Peculiar Filling. *
Composed as it is of various chemicals, poured into
the walls in solution, (all ot' which being
rcpellant
to iire> soon becomes nearly ae hard as
tlint; but
when the Safe is surrounded by lire—renders the
water from the tilling—causing steam to
pervade
the Safe, therefore impervious to the action ot the
lire, insuring the necessury presence of steam, at
the time it is required, thus presenting tlie best
met hod of
securing steam, without the dampness
consequent upon the carrying water constantly in
the safe.,
.*!»!—The Patent Inni.:;· Ilolt Work
Bciug the fartherest removed from the front of the
d )or, not only renders better security against
Burglars, but, after being removed from the fire, is
easily opened by the combination of the Lock, the
b ills' not being warped by the terrible beat ot the
iir<
thus preventing the necessity of breaking the
d :or to ascertain the condition oi the contents of
the Safe, as was fully proved by the disastrous
Chicago Fire—there being One Hundred and Thirty-three of these celebrated Safes subjected to the
test <>f that ter ible ordeal.

are

for Sale

at

now

on

Exhibition

the Rooms of

and

the

Wheeler k Wilspn Sewing Machine

Agency

163 MIDDLE STREET·
11. B.

Portland,

Nov.

1803, had

Losses in Bostou very Light.

orer

Browers' Fire Ins.
doing

»aOO,OOC.

Capital,

Assets January 1, INÎ1, 311.923,8?.

German Insurance

Companies
are as

Capital anil Assets.

follows :

Phenix Insurance

Fame Insurance

Comp'y,

OF ΒΒΟΟΚΙ.ΥΚΓ.
....
Assets
Boston Losses not orer

■

$900,000.

Capital,

National Insurance

Φ 1.000,000,
after paying all If sees.

Springfield

Company,

PHILADELPHIA.

OF

$1,900,000.
$450,000.

Tliis is one of the strongest Companies in the country, and will have a largo surplus over its capital,

The

Co.,

OF KHIE, PA.,

THE

us

51,000.00-

Losses in Boston,

OF 10ND09T.

Asset* over Four Million Dollars, Gold.
Losses only
$150,000.

represented by

.niLWAl'KKE,

OF

Union Assurance Company,

American

Co.,

Gold,

COMMERCIAL

Co.,

OF PHILADELPHIA.

Fire

and

Capital,

*$200,000.

Earine*Insurance Co.
Assets,

$911,000.

....

Boston Losses onljr
Diminished to
by reinsuranee.

J. E. DOW &

250,000.
300,000

J. S. PALÏWER,

old and popular Company
stands secure.

This

American Insurance

Co.,

AGENTS,

OF PHILADELPHIA.

Dklggists geiiekallv.

Established In 1810.

Assets

NONE BETTER!

This is

NO. 1 EXCHANGE

$1,184,000.

....

Losses,

W. D. Little & Co.'s

one

STREET,

500,000.

....

PORTLAND.

of the oldest and best C

Ίηpanics in the
country, backed by wealthy stockholders.

Hanover Insurance

no ν

12

e«xl2w

"INSURE

Co.,

OF KFW YORK.

Insurance

representing the following companies, all of
are

out

T-

Agency,

Assets
Losses

which

225,000.

....

DWELLINGS

stability

—IN ΓΙΙΚ

Providence Washington

SOUND AND RELIABLE.

VOI R

$876,000.

....

This Company has always sustained its
under the severest trial*.

of the Boston Fire,

DYER, Agent.

4,1872.

ΓΟΚ FERROTYPES,

novllsiuf

TINTYPES,

ind the Chromo Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davis & Co
So. 80 Middle St., near corner of Exchange.
au20 d3mo sn

WILMINGTON,
Freetliy, Bangor.

DEL —Ar

8th, brig Princeton,

BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, brig Maria Wheeler, BarkRiver.
brig Romance, Duncan. Navassa.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, sch J S Spencer, Ray,

er, Satilla
Cld 8th,

Bangor.
Ar 8th, schs Charlotte Fish, Williams, and M M
Knowlcs, Bangor.
Sid fin Delaware Breakwater 7th, brig Sparkling

Water, for Naples.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, schs John W Dodge. Spaulding, Baracoa; Sabao, Dyer, Brunswick; D Eddy,
Conant, Providence.
Ar 9th, barque Mary Rideout, Tucker. Montevideo;
Flori M Hurlbut, Millay.Pensacola 15 days; schs F J
Willey, Willey, Fernaudiua.
Cld Otli, barque R W Griffiths. Drummond, Mat anzas: brigs Clara Ρ Gibbs, Parker, Port
Spain; Hal tie.
Κ Wheeler, Bacon, St Thomas; Lizzie Wyinan,
Hopkins, St Jago; schs S C Noyes, Lee, St John. PR ;
Ε Η Clark, Gibbs, Pensacola; Ε G Sawyer, Hall, for
Savannah; Mary Β Harris, Mitchell,* Bucksville;
Belle Crowell, Nickerson, Norfolk.
Passed through Hell Gate 9th. brig Saml
LindHey,
Wilson, New York for Boston ; schs Ζ Snow, Richardson, Elizabetliport for Thomaston ; Franconia,
Adams, do for Boston ; Howard, Wooster, Philadelphia for Boston ; Annie Lewis, Dayton, Georgetown
lor New Haven ; Abbie S Oakes, Rideout, Elizabethport for Providence; Fred Hall, Chatfield, New York
for Portland ; Iris, Roberts, fni Hobokeu for Boston ;
G W Kimball. Hall, New York for Belfast; C H Eaton, Shackford, Newburg for do; Saml Nash, Clark,
Port Johnson for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, schs Andrew
kins. Elizabetliport; W J Parks, Bogart,Peters,HopSavauuah;
Restless, Haskell. Port Johnson.
Ar 8th, schs Kate Wentworth, Mead, Mobile: Jos
Fish. H upper, Jacksonville; Carrie Spoff'oid,
Bray,
South

Amboy.

Sid, schs Clara Ε Rogers,
Lettie Wells, Watson, do or
Tor Now York.

INSURANCE COMPANY-

Phoenix Company, Hartford, $1,400,000
National Company, Hartford,
650,000
Orient Company, Hartford,
650,000
International Co., New York, 1,000,000
Continental Co., New York,
2,000,000
Hoffman Company, New York, 300,000
Atlantic Company, Providenee, 350,000
Alps, of Erie, Pa.,
350,000
Alemannia, of Cleveland,
425,000

Rogers,

for Philadelphia :
Calais; Helen Mar, Ward

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8th, brigs Geo S Berry,
Bradley, 1m Savaunah tor Boston ; schs F A Heath,
Warren, Hoboken fordo; Senator Grimes, Philbrook.
ind Miudoro, Bunker, Port Johnson for do; James
Freeman, Kellar, New York tor do; Moses Eddy,
Jottrell, Rondout for do; Florida, Thompson, New
fork for Portland ; Win Thomas, Littlejohn, Eliza>ethport for do; Wm Ε Barnes, Gott, Port Johnson
'or Portsmouth; Gov Coney, Adams, do for Augusta;
J C Libby, Fletcher, Jacksonville 10 days for Bath.
Sid 7th, barque Com Dnpont.
Ar 9th, schs R Ρ Chase, Collins, Elizabetliport for
Jostou ; Maracaibo, Heuley, do for Salem ; Wm Hill,
rturpliy, Hoboken tor do; R C Thomas,

Crockett,

AGRICULTURAL

The Company Telegraphs, "Our losses
are less than half onr assets."

FIRE INS CO.,

If you waut Reliable Insurance
CALL ON

—

Loring & Thurston,
28
no ν

Exchange

and others
having risks to place may be accommodated by ue
with the above named reliable

12

Companies on

in

as

Portland.

All persons

J.

favoiable terms as with any Agency

W.

Stock Vaine $400-Par $100.

MUNGER'S

Not

AGENCY.

(which has been compelled to suspend) are requested
to call at our office without delay and surrender
Lheir policies, their risks having been protected by
us in other soan 1 companies.

I

Dollar loss In Boston.

"ALL RIGHT.

Street.

nov!2

NOT IN THE INSUBANCE BING.

LOSSES SMALL."

Rates lower than any other

tf

SAFE INSURANCE. Newport
Company,

of

Contents

and

Towns and Cities.

in

I
I

Meriden Insurance Co.,

only Farm Bisks,

Dwellings

have received telegrams from Companies named
below:

€o.,

Office No. 91 Exchange

Insurance

a

Insures

EXCHANGE COMPANY, OF BOSTON,

Aetna

$650,000.

Assets,

Not in Massachusetts.

holding Policies with the

W. D. Little &

—

tf

INSURANCE.

AMERICAN

OF

Watertown, Ν. Y.

Street.

Merchants, Trailers and Householders

j

Company

F. and M. Ins. Co.

"All Right. Write

on

good Risks."

!

ijneurpassca security

HARTFORD., CONN.

Assole,
Boston

Se,l00,<)00.

Losses,

7ΛΟ.ΟΟΟ.

Home Insurance

—

Equitable

Company, of

NEW YORK.

Assets,

$1,S75,000.
Boston losses less than Ι,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.

"Have

F. & M. Ins. Co.

lost

Heavily, but

are

abundantly able and willing
Pay

Assets,

am

prepared

PROTECTION.

B. BARNES,

Our Losses."

I

15 1ST Τ

_A. G-

the public

to furnish

Jr.,
,

S3,ai«,ooo.

Boston losses less than liair their

Surplus.

Bangor Insurance Co., Bangor.

Reliable Insurance !

SO

Exchange

3t

BONDS.

Capital,
$300,000.
Telegraph all Right.
Other Cos. not officially Reported.

DOW, COFFIN

&

PLEASE

LIBBY,

CALL Σ

OFFICE,

Agents, 42.
Exchange St
novl2tf
THE

LIVERPOOL,
—

AND

INSURANCE

"Exactly Ptiglit,"
AGAIN,
AS

USUAL.

—

remembered tliat this Company paid its
losses by the Chicago fire, about a yoar age, amounting to the enormous sum of
$3,430,000 OO
without drawing against their assets in the United
States, which, in March last, amounted to
It will bo

93,040,450 OOy

The whole amount of Chicago loS'ses having been
paid by drafts on the Home Office.
The*As>ets in tlie United States now exceed those
of any American Fire Company, in addition to which
It· large assets abroad are readily
available, as was
ghown by the
payment of its Chicago losses.
The invested funds of the Company on the
first dav
*
ot

January, 1872, amount to
**0.000,000 OO, Gold.
The rates being the same in all
companies, exneriance would seem to
suggest a preferenceforthe
strongest.
The undersigned also represents
reliable Home
.xiiui.ai.k-s, and respectfully s ilicas a
of
ihç patronage so liberally aecorded in continuation
the past.

J. M.

STREET.

J. W.

lw

partner in the Subscription Book
business. The advertiser has secured the Kale
of two or three new Books that, will have a
large sale
and wishes a partner who tliorouhly understands
the
business to manage the sale. No one will be
acceptid who has uot canvassed for more than a
and
year
:an dril agents
succesefally. First ôass references
is to character and
ability required.
a small
capital will be required, as the advertiserOnly
will furnish
liis share, and more than half if
No annecessary.
swer will be returned unless
tull name and residencce
a
given, anu then only when acceptable. Address
PLBL1&HER, careT.C. Evans,Esq.. Boston, Mass.
nol2
S Tu Th3w

HEÀTH,

Exchange
Luovl2-3tβ

Street.
^l"

Wanted.
a

respectable middle aged
BYwishes
situation to take
a

Apply

care

at

nol2M3t

rooms

at
40

β'·

n,i:vi:i,A\D, omo.

7n

ZANKSVILLK.OUIO

H'·

*T, I.Ol'IH,

β'»

I.OVIMYII.LK, κν.,

*'·

COOK

*'«

dulrd,
T-iSO'm

\OHTlIl:il.\ PACIFIC Κ. Η
Kl'BOPKA.t A N. AM. II. Π
CHICAGO,

DAXVIIiLK Λ

<ield
ΪΙ*.
r>>

«'ι·:>?>»■:ν r. r. «„id
CE.\TRAI; IOWA

»'·

H. B. «Jo d

ATCHINOiV, TOrKUA
roll SA LB

λ ». F.

«ald

T'«

BY

SWAN & BARRETT,

as

nurse

of an elderly lady.

NO. 120 NEWBURY STREET.

good board and
noliidlw*

0··

PORTIiAUD

Banker* and Broken*.
woman,

Boarders Wanted.
O.ENTLEMEN boarders can be accomadated with
V J

«TATE OF NAIi\K

ΠΑΙΝΕ l'EKTBAL R. tt. » ·ο«·ΙΙ-

MUNGER.

novl2

COMPANY, WANTED—A

IS KEPOBTED

—

NO. 166 FORE

—

LONDON & GLOBE

Street.

novl2

Cash

40 l-;2

AND—

to

Insurance Co. of No. America, of
PHILADELPHIA.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 1st, ship War Hawk,White,
Port Discovery; barque Vidctte, Stevens, Port Madi-

CHARLESTON—Cld 6th, brig R S Hassell, Hodgdon. St Thomas and a market.
NORFOLK—Ar 7th, sch Alex Frye, Alexander,
Rockland.
RICHMOND—Ar 7th, brig F H Todd. Maguire,

against

1st—Their Strength.
Being superior to any Safe now manufactured, the
walls of the smallest size being of the same ihickness as the largest, and each
being bound with
Angle Iron at tlie corners, rendering them able to
rosist falling walls or concussion with
heavy machinery or merchandise during the progress of a
the.

The«e Safes

$SOO,OtM>.

Assets,

d&weodlyr

DOMESTIC PORT0I.

tlie most

security

11.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Chase, Mulligan, Halifax, NS—passengers
and mdseto John Porteous.
Steamer New York, Winchester, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
^ Steamer Fannie Sprague, Britton, Salem.
Sell Australia, Thompson, Boston.
Sch Nellie Belle, Keene, Boston.
Sch E M Branscomb, Dodge, Boston.
Sch Lookout, Johnson, Boston.
Sch Ε L Iliggins, Reed, Boston, to load for Calais.
Sch Sea Flower. Seavey, Deer Isle—canned lobster
to Portland Packing Co.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—lime to C A Β
Morse & Co.
Sch Zina, Bradbury, Machias.
Sch Essex, Beal, Jonesport.
Sch Morning Light, Reed, Boothbay.
Scli A H Leunex, Gray, Wiscasset.
Sch Robert Morrison, Winchcnpaw, Friendship.
Sch Specie, Winchenpaw, Friendship.
Sch Lizzie Marden, Reed, Calais for Philadelphia.
Sch Hattie Gott. Reed, Tremont for New York.
Sch Hattie Lewis, Coleman, Rockland for Dover.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg. New York—Henry Fox.
Sch Eve May, Andrews, Washington. DC—Buukor
Bros.
Sch Effie Τ Kemp, Kemp, Philadelphia—J Winslow
Jones.
Sch Convoy, Davis, Calais—Nathl Biake.

some other

Their claims

IVov.

ing.

sale at Low Prices by

clean,

by

CINCINNATI,

—

PORT

Λ

Bold

ON

Company,

Which leaves the Company over $7,000,000 In
making it one of the staunchest Compauies
business here.

1 Milton Place, Bostou.

I10T12

...

—

"VERY

Λ'ο.

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

New
New
MoroCastle
New York. .Havana
City of Limerick.. New York. .Livorpool
Nestorian
Quebec.. :. ..Liverpool
Boston
Olympus
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
City of Paris
Australia
New York. .Glasgow
St Laurient
New York. .Havre
Wisconsin
New York..Livorj>ool
Nov 20
Crescent City
New York. .Havana
Nov 21
Erie
: .New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Nov 23
Sarmatian
Nov 23
Quebec
Liverpool
South America
N'.w York.. Rio Janeiro. .Nov 23
Siberia
Boston
Nov 25
Liverpool
Moravian
Portland
Nov 30
Liverpool

Assets, <»old, $1,000,000.

Triumph Insurance Co.,

LOSSES $*00,000,

trcak, sickly, suffering crca<'Aires, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; and
ht valida cannot reasotuibly hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle lias PERU\.'!AN SYRUP blown in the glass,
Pamphlota Free.
SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors,

In Lewiston, Nov. 3, Miss Mary E. Spooner, aged
18 years 1 month.
In Wiscasset, Oct. 31, Mrs. Judith Vincent, aged
77 years.
In Wiscasset, Nov. 5, Charles E. Perkius, aged 23
years 8 months.
In LincolnvlUe, Nov. 4, Miss Emma A. Caldcrwood
aged 27 years.

Malta
Nebraska
Manhattan

Thirteen Million Dollars.

Established in

Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

on a

Banking Business.

Λ

Losses in Boston less than 75,000.

Eight Million Dollars in Gold.

tions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Com·
plaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Ν ervous Affections,
Chills and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all discuses originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
ni ate of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding read
Hon, but are permanent, infusing strength, rigor, and new
life into allpaHs of the system,
end building up an Iron Con-

Application.

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

so28-eodtf

over

Capita!

1720, having

OF LONDON.

riched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secre-

SOLD 33y The GALLON ONIiY

now.

Corporation !

IMPERIAL

cures"a'thousand ills," simply
by Toning tip,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The en-

AND

Sold cheap by
oet25sutf

IX)

Manufacturers of

DISTEMPERS

Diseases

other

LIME.

LONDON

Fire Insurance

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protect-'
ed Solution of the Protoxide of,
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the qua ni 'Uj
of Nature's Own vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and

in Stables to prevent

use

ΝΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.

Fireman's Fund Ins. Co.,

Company hat* been doing business in this
country only a few month·, and hence its losses are
very email, only $ 1(15,000. It is a strong Institution.

Averill Chemical Paint Co.,

Immediate

12,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.

Losses in BOSTON

We represent three large and old

Assets

8s.. .»7£
U. S. Bonds and other marketable securities allowed full price in exchange.
sep3-3iuo-tt&i»

Prepared for

ASSETS

This

Logansport, Crawfordsviile & Southwestern,

Shade

Queen Insurance Company.

Capital.

of Sound Insuiance

Established in

92£

Pacific, 7s

Any Desired

Ι,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ

$27,000,000

MAKES THE WEAK STRONG,

B., C. R. & M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s

G. I.OBI\G, Apothecary,
Portland.

THOS.

913,000,000·

...

Losses in BOSTON

Assurance

Bonds :

are

ASSETS

over

COMPANIES.

invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
the prices of a few of the most desirable

in

North British & Mercantile.

Eron in iizs Blood

below

PUREST

$3,000,000 !

English Insurance

As

Midland

INSURANCE

FIRE

AGENCY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

(f ives

PALMER,

reported

are

LESS THAN

Four per cent, iiitereat allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remitances and
collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission business, Negotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Securities, make collections through the United States and

Europe.

—

$30,000,000.

OVER

~

DYSPEPSIA.

AND

MAN FKANCINCO

State

cor.

S.

J.

PORTS.

BANKERS,
No.

—

DOW

—

Companies' Assets, previous
to the Bostou Fire, were

Our

SPOKEN.
Oct 22, lat 50, Ion 10, ship Coronet, from Liverpool
for Philadelphia.

0ΚΓ-ΟΗΙΤ.

OF

HAWLEY

J. Ε.

BULLETIN.

Boston, disg.
Ar at Matanzas let inst, barque C S Rogers, Dickinson, Pascagoula.
Ar at St John, NB 7th inst, brig Proteus, Dyer,
Portland ; schs Ella Clifton, Hunt, Portland ; Lome.
Flowers, "do.

tlieee popular ten per cent City Bunds for

BANK
of

ADVERTISEMENTS".

THURSTON'S

Ar at Melbourne (no date) ship Tirrell, Morgan,
for Calcutta.
Ar at Havre 6th inst, ship Screamer, Hall, irora
Savannah.
At Demarara 26th nit, brig Hattie Eaton, Brown,
une ; and others.
At Aux Cayee25th ult, sell Florence Bailey, from
New York, ar 23d.
At Jacmel 31st ult, brigs Edith, Gates, and Anna,
Adams, from Macliias. ar 23d, tor St Domingo.
At Mayaguez 24th ult, sch C H Cook, Bird, from

SEDALIA WATUB BONDS.

SPECIFIC
cure

NEW

LOR1X0 &

Bombay

In fifty years now passed away.
What wondrous changes there nave been ;
What would our honored fathers say
If thc.v could see what we have seen?
Propelled by "steam" on land and sea,
Sometimes e'en forty miles an hour;
How such a thing could ever be
To comprehend they'd not the power ;
But Boys know well if they need "Clothes,"
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
The place to buy is George Fenno'k
Corner of Beach and Washington street,
nov6sn 1 w
Boston.

nov9sn3w

AND

ESTATE

SECURITIES :

sale by

VEGETABLE

—

REAL

MUNICIPAL &

A few of

for the successful treatment and

C
;
Liekmore. C Ε Pickering,
Sawyer, Adrian», Para, Eureka, St Elmo, Georgia,
Helen Mar, David Nichols, Κ Ο Willard, Mindoro,
Moses Eddv, Florida, and others.
BOSTON— Ar 9tli, sell Jenislm Baker, Job neon,
Portland.
Ar loth, barque A Houghton, Upton, Sierra Leone.
Ar llih, U S steamer McCulloch, Grant, Portland;
bar<iue Com Dupont, Nichols, Leghorn ; brigs Renshaw. Sylvester, Cienhiegos; Adele McLoon, Robinson, Liiigau, CB: J A Devereux, Haskell. Alexandria; selis Speedwell. Spaulding, Rondout: Fannie
Mitchell, Bruwn, Calais; Rowena, Guptill, do; Alma
OJlin, Stover, Surry; Hiram Tucker, Knowltou,
Denny β vil le: Alfred Chase, Robinson, Vinalhaven:
Charleston, Trim. Bangor; Lizzie Poor, Dickey, and
D Κ Arey, Ryan, Belfast; S H Pool, Colby, Wiscasset; Areola, Woleton, Bath; St Lucar, Waterman,
Portland; (Jen Cirant, Godfrey, Kittery.
NE WB U U Y PORT—A r 9th, whs ,1 Κ Rich, Shea,
Elizabetbport; Mary Means, Parker, Rondout.
BANGOR—Ar 9th, schi Citizen, Upton, and PL
Smith, Upton, Portland ; Kate Grant, Grant, Boston ;
Zicova, Mann. do.

IN FIFTY YEAR».

fountain lienl of almost ο very disease affecting
the human family, and its concomitant and twin brother.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

H

·.

CONSTIPATION,
the

Henojr. do te? |
Phlla4etyhlft fdc ; Η Τ Tovnjmd,
Po.iiainf; Abbott J.awiciice,G! Iflin. do tar Bangor.
811 9th, baroue Cftirio ELouj; brim liront i«r^\V
Ε
Redman sebe D

SPECIAL NOTICES.

by

NOIHIKti LIKIi IT IK JIËDICINE!

buildings

the clothing house
Kneeland, Harding & Richardson
afforded a splendid avenue, and the fire swept
through the long passage-ways, coming out at
the rear end which fronts on Federal street,
and communicating with the wool houses alongside.
From eleven o'clock until midnight the fire
made tenihle headway. The efforts of the firemen seemed to be baffled and fruitless.
On
every hand the flames were sweeping away the
most superb warehouses and the stanchest
blocks in the city. Arch street, Otis street, and
Summer street from Hawley street to Church
Green were one great mass of flame.
The fire
did not move so fast down Kingston street.
A
of
force
steamers
was
to
work
in Avon
huge
put
place, Bedford street and the streets farther
east, aud thus opposed a great check was applied to the southerly course of the conflagration, although it was hours afterwards before
the firemen felt sure that at last they had won
a foothold against the flames.
A vast cloud of
cinders that arose from the great caldron of fire
was carried out upon the waters of
the bay,
covering all the intermediate property between
Otis street and the Hartford and Eric wharves.
Gathering veheuieuce as they progressed, the
flames now began to run down High street,
having enveloped the splendid block of granite
stores on the siteof Daniel Webster's late resi
deuce.
At the same time the Hartford and
Erie Railroad buildings caught fire from the
which
descended upon them, and being
sparks
of wood they were speedily aflame.
Then all
the buildings on Federal street from High
street to Broad were burning, and as the great
torrent of flame swept out from tlit doomed
territory, and cast a shining radiance over the
water, a dull, angry roar was heard to issue
from them, which fairly struck terror to stout
All the vessels at the contiguous
hearts.
wharves, on whose decks the sparks now began
to fall in showers were pushed out of the ifach
of the conflagration.
About midnight the
liâmes, which continued to gather energy as
they rushed on, had enveloped the buildings on
both side" of High street, down to the corner of
Congress street. The astounding rapidity with
Tvllir>ll tllA

η a·*

rrmmrnrnmmrmmwm*

Worn to η ehndew
Flesli, muscle ami mind alike deteriorate trheu the
stomach fklfcers in its duty and tbe bowels do not perform their part as scavengers of the system regularly
ant aturally. In chrome dyspepsia the body is
usually emaciated, the muscular fibre loose and iflabby, and tbe brain incapable of prolonged or vigorous
exertion. Every organ, every member, even the immortal mind itself, i> to a certain extent dependent
upon the stomach for support. Strengthen af»<l regulate thin feeder of the
system with Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters, when it fails to ] erform its functions properly. A good appetite, an increased flow of
the gastric jiiice, and perfect disgestion and assimilation will assuredly be the result. Tbe mauner in
which the great tonic and alterative effects a cure of
dyspepsia is direct and simple. It stimulates tbe

DEVONSHIRE STREET.

HOUSES CAUGHT.

along Devonshire
Extending
ot

High street,

one
<tone

ed window casings of the opposite store on
Summer street, Nos. GO, (58, 70, and 72 of precisely similar construction, gave way and the
little flames began
running along* from one
window-sill to another.
It went round the
corner almost like a
flash, but was stayed a little when it reached the cornel of the building
on Otis street.
Even then before it had descended to the fourth story it was so hot that
no one conld
pass along the street with impunity. It soon gained headway aud readied \Vinthrop block, the magnificent granite structure
owned by .J. >1. Beebc, and the finest block of
stores in the city. Here Houghton, Perkins,
Wood & Co.. had SKOO.ODO worth of goods, and
At.dei.siMi, licatli & Co.'s magnificent stock of
worth a million and a half, might
dress
The Urn ran
have been bought for old rags.
round the eaves, descended to the next story,
and within fifteen minutes was coming down
the broad stairway liIce a stream of moulten
lava. A burning board was carried across
Devonshire street, lodging in the window opposite Anderson, Heath & Co.'s, and the block
was soon ill liâmes.
Meanwhile on Summer
street the fire was slowly but with terrible certainty moving down the street.which ran rivers
of water, and a rain of water was dashed back
from the buildings with a violence excelling
that of auy rain storm.

appeal

aid.
generous and prompt

from one end to the other,
of smoking ruins.
Bricks,
and
iron to'umns
other
twisted
debris cover the street in some places to a
feet.
The
fire
reached the
height of twelve
southerly end about 12 p. m., burned steadily
along the west side for soma distance,and finally leaping the street enveloped everything in
From High the
une mass of seething flame.
flames worked along Federal street to Broad,
and attacked the Boston, Hartford and Erie
station. Anticipating the destruction of the
sheds and depots, about 10 p. 111. the master of
transportation ordered all the engines to he
fired up, and proceeded to haul the freight,
baggage and rolling stoek across the draw. The
station burned finally at about oneo'cloek. The
loss is not heavy, exceptihe inconvenience, as,
it being Saturday niirht, the fr ight sheds were
but scantily tilled. The unloaded freight was
lost, but was cavered by a blanket policy. The
travel will not be impeded by the disaster, and
the structures will be immediately replaced.
From the station the fire raged northward as
far as Perkins' wharf, igniting nearly 15,000
The tire consumed St. Stephen's
tans of coal
Cliurclu E. >1. P. Wells, pastor.
Purchase
from
Federal
to Oliver, is unrecognisable
street,
from the ruins, everything being in ashes.
ii

g.xid's,

Tens of thousands of

people found employment in a thousand different capacities that to-day are without llie
This number includes
means of self-support.
all classes, but this sudden loss of employment deprives them temporarily of the means
of obtaining a livelihood, and for several
months they must receive substantial aid or
great suffering will eusue.

ΠΙΟΗ STREET.

THE NEXT STEP OF TUE FLAMES.

cations.
but

ipïeadlos rapidly when the full light of day
>veroame ami dispelled the red glare of tire.

100

Û1IDDI.V

NTRKKT.

Sept T-eodtf-n

Gentlemen's

Garments

CLEANSED,

WILMOT STREET.

OB

Board.
be

In search of
iind board
PARTIES
nmadated by applying ut 211 Free Stree.
M. I>. WOODARD.
rooms

can

ac-

eo

nol2tf

MRS.

To Let.
OUSO on Douglass St., 8 rooms, hard anil soft
L water, gardon, rent
Kim aire of U. W. Bl'RNHAM, 0.» Congress St.
lw·
nolit

H

Dyed

Brotvn, Blnrk. Bln«'-Bla< k
and Blue,

ΛΝΙ) PKESSEI», KBADV FOB WEAK.
No Ripping

required.

Warranted not to crock.

AT FOMTBK'!*» DVK HOI"SIK
41 V ui·· Ht
jj'.'3eoUnew If

Ρ'ΉΕ PBERR.
TUESDAY MOKXIXtt, NOV. 12, 1«72.

CITY AND VICINITY.
obtained sit the Periodical Depots of FesMarquis, Robinson, Branell & Co.
Went
Andrews,
worth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and <"iW;r)l:n Bros., 011 all trains that run out 01
the city.
At Bidder »r< I, of Piilsburv.
At Sur» of L, Hodgdon·
At Waterville, ofs. Carter.
At Gorham. of X<*\vs Ageut.
At Bath, of <J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of \Y. F. Stan wood,
1>·4

senden

Councilman Small, of Ward 7, offered petipraying for damages by

Referred.
Councilman Clements, of Ward G, presented
a petition from the trustees of the Iniia Street
Church, setting forth that the sentiment of
citizens in the eastern part of the city, demand-

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Worn to a Shadow.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Dow & Palmer—Fire Insurance.
Insure yonr Dwellings—B. Barnes, Jr.
Loring & Thurston's Bulletin.
Insurance—J. W. Munger.
None Better—W. D. Little & Co.
Iron in the Blood.
To Let—House.

ed

lire alarm in that locality, as the nearest
fire alarm was not within hearing: that assnr
ances if aid iu building a bell tower in the
alarm bell being placed therein had
been given; that the India street society will
complete a tower in an acceptable manner and
will pay one-third of the expense of a bell, if
the city will pay two-thirds, for which action
on the. part of the city they
pray.
On suggestion, the petition was withdrawn
and the following order substituted:
Ordered, thnt the Joint Standing Committee
on Fire Department be and they are
hereby
authorized to provide a suitable bell to be
placed iu the proposed tower <>f the India Street
Universalist Churcri to be used as a fire alarm
bell, one-third of the expense of the bell to be
paid by the said India Street Church, and twothirds by the city. Expeuse of the same to be
chargcd to the appropriation for the Fire De-

Safe

Insurance—Dow, Coffin & Libby.
The Liverpool & London lus. Co.
Board—Mrs. M. D. Woodward.
Boarders Wantel.
Wanted—Situation.
Wanted Partner.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Clothing—Oren Hawkes & Co.
Superior Court.
NOVEMBER TERM, BEFORE JUDGE SYMO'DS.
Monday.—John Nealv6. Asa Hanson. Action
for money had and received. Plff. says that defendant held a note against him upon which was due
about 325 ; that he told him one day to come into his
ollceanl he would pay it. Subsequently defr.came
in while Mr. Neal was very busy and handed him a
calculation in a pencil memorandum ot the amount
claimed was due—some $73. Mr. Neal says ho expressed surprise at the amount and saw there were
two notes, but being very busy he said, I will give
vnil

fiffcv Hnllaru or»rl

α

Ημλ

Kill

fnr

+1ιλ

calculation when I have

iUuuicipal Court.
JL'DGE

MORRIS

PRESIDING.

Monday.—Denuis Sullivan vs. Timothy Sullivan.
Action on account for wages—$12.50. Nonsuit ordered. Appealed.
O'Donnell.
Bradburys.
George H. Jameson vs. Sarah Cook. Action on account for labor performed by plaintiff. Defence—
never employed plaintiff,
Judgment for defendant.
Cobb & Ray.
Motley.
Knt ries, 19; defaults, 15; coutiuued, 4.
Brief Jottings.

Hard work

gather "locals" yesterday. If
for uews he would say, "Oh,
nothing! What's the latest from the fire?"
Somebody has written us a letter saying that
Portland ought to be "stird" up about the fire

you ask

to

a man

risks.
Portland "bloods"

lamenting the failure
and groaning over the

are

of the champagne crop,
Newark cider that will be drauk.
Bulletins were posted yesterday at the offices
of the various iusurauce agencies in this city,
which tended to dissipate the fears entertained

policy
Staging is being put up and other preparations made for frescoing the interior of the
holders.

oy many

Custom House.
the job.

McPherson of Boston is to do

The reported losses met with by Portland
business men in the Boston fire, are, with perhaps one exceptiou, greatly exagerated in the
street.

Yesterday the streets began to assume their
old time aspect, very many horses being on the
streets.
The westward bound trains were crowded
yesterday by people desirous of seeing the Boston ruins.
A smaller number of ladie3 were on our
streets yesterday than on any day for two
weeks, the horse cars "gobbling" them up."
What a hauling over of insurance policies
there was yesterday! and what a sigh of relief
when the bulletins were displayed at the insurance

agencies.

There is a very general call for an augmentation of the police force.
The Allan Mail steamship Sarmatian arrived
at Quebec froui Liverpool yesterday morning.
The subject of Morgan's Lecture at City Hall
next

Sunday evening

tice, "Why

men

at tracts considerable nodon't marry? How some act

The opening concert of tbe Army and Navy
Course takes place next Thursday evening
Over 1000 seats were reserved, of which number
about 900 have been sold.
Secure your seats in
season, and avoid the rush.
The Musical Convention at Saco, under the
direction

of

Mr.

Charles

Shannan, opens

to-day.
There were seven "drunk* and disturbances"
the Police Station last night.
3 M. more papers were issued from this office
yesterday than were before, orders being received from all quarters of the State.
Mr. A Colby, the bookseller, lost the sterertype plates of several valuable works in the
Boston lire.
Among them were the plates of
• 'Havward's Work of
Religions."
The steamer Chase, from Halifax, loaded

at

with passengers and merchandize, the latter
consisting chiefly of fish and oil, got in yes-

terday.
A liquor seizure occurred at Michael Hawley's
c jrner of Fore and Centre streets yesterday.
The steamer Sebago met with an accident to
her shaft Saturday, which necessitated her
withdrawal from navigation.
Real Estatk Tbansfbks.—The following
real estate transfers have taken place in this
city the past week: Mo»es Colley to John 1".
Chase, house aud lot on Wilmot street, 85150.
Moses H. and James Colley to B. F. and Ν. B.
Noble, lot corner Quebec and Lafayette streets.

873'J.OO.
Ezra Calderwood to Lincoln A. Calderwood,
lot aud building corner Walnut and Willis

streets, 81200.
Oliver M. and Harriett Nash to Cynthia
Rhodes, lot and buildings on Park street, $3750.
Asa Hanson to Patrick Kavanaugh, lot aud
buildings on Biattle street, $1400.
Mary and John Harrison to Jos. S. Fowler,
lot and buildings on Monument street, $2500.
Thk Union Spy.—This is tbe last night of
the performance of the beautiful drama of the
Union Spy by tbe G. A. R,, at City Hall. It is
the most interesting of the dramas put before
the public by Bosworth Post, and has attracted
large houses thus far. There are thousands of
have not witnessed the perour citizens who

formance, and we advise them to secure tickets
this evening without fail. The clog dancing iu
the plantation scene by McFarland and Welch
deserves special mention. It is full up to anyof the kind given by professional characthing

your tickets and scats early
hundreds were turned away, last night.

ters.

Secure

as

Needs Investigating.—Mayor Kingsbury
informs us he was assured by the Mayor of
Boston that the order stopping the Machigonne
at Portsmouth neither emanated from nor was
inspired by the
authorities of Boston, but

city

engine were needed and
No one
gladly accepted.
seems to know whence the order
originated or
by whoso authority it was promulgated. The
matter evidently needs
clearing up, and an in-

that the services of the
would have been

vestigation is urgently called for.

Agricultural Insubakck Co.—B. Barnes,
Jr.,advertises elsewhere a company that should
commend itself to farmers and those
having
residences iu villages and cities as it takes no
business or hazardous risks.
J. W. Mitngeb announces in our columns
moruing the condition of the lusurnuce
Mr. M. has the
Companies he represents.
agency of fsonie as sound companies as can be
found in the Union.

this

an

Passed and sent tip.

Councilman Kimball, of Ward 3, introduced
an order reading as follows:

Ordered, that the Joint Standing Committee
Public Buildings l>e and they are hereby
authorized to finish off an armory iu the Old
City Hall for the accommodalien of theBortland
Cadets, at an expense not exceeding $500, if
they deem the same expedient; the expense for
the same to be charged to the appropriation for
on

leisure,

which he did, taking the notes and, as he says,
thoughtlessly tearing them up. Upon examination
he found that one of the notes was one which he had
given to one Walker, the consideration of which had
failed and which he did not know Hanson held—that
ho had previous to this time after the Walker note
was due, told Hanson he did not intend to
pay the
note as the considération had failed. This suit was
to recover the mouey paid upon that note. A nonsuit was ordered on the ground that it did not appe r
but that Ilauson came into possession of the note hefore it became due and was legally entitled to receive
the pay for it.
J. P. Neal for plaintiff.
A. Merrill for defendant.
John Neal vs. Asa Hansen. This was an action of
trover for the due bill mentioned in the above action,
and a nonsuit was ordered on the samè ground as
above.
Same counsel as above.
Robert Thornbill vs. Samuel Ridgcway. Action of
•lander. Damages claimed $1000. These parties
were formerly partners in the business of file
cutting.
Plaintiff allegges that the defendant said that he
(meaning the plaintiff) tried to embezzle fifty dollars
from me (meaning the defendant).
Defendant denies that, but admits that he said
Thornhill tried to swindle the fi rm, of which they
were the partners, out of fifty dollars, and claims
that these words are not actionable. Arguments concluded.
Cobb & Ray for plaintiff.
Peabody for defendant.

of

partment.

>ui)«nn«
more

a

event

publie buildings.
Passed.
Councilman Gill, of Ward 3, moved that the
order relating to extra pay of W. H.
Hobbs, the
late Harbor Master, be taken from the tabic;

j

"nu n was

Adjourned.

about ten o'clock he entered his car for th
purpose of passing the night as has been hi
custom. Yesterday morning some of the Oram
Trunk employes attempted to enter the car t
sweep it out, but found it locked. Finally the;
succeeded in effecting an entrance, when the;
fouûd Macdonald stretched upon the floor o;
Dr
the car in an apparently dying condition.
Stanley was summoned professionally and a
decided that it

once

dying man

was

was an

sent to

his

apoplectic fit.
family on the

ling
coin

arrested

the
The
Mr.

on

last
of the larceny, and liai been in New York until
recently. Λ few days since he returned to hit
The officers learning hi;
home in this city.
presence here, ascertained his whereabouts and
proceeded to make the arrest.

It

books.

ordered that the publishers of school
books be required to introduce their books into the schools through some agent, not involving as such any Committee or member of the
Board.
It was ordered that the Boston Primary
School Tablets be adopted for the Primary

city,

and

that the Executive
Committee be authorized to procure one set of
said Tablets for each Primary School, for the

Intermediate,and

the North and West Schools,
at a cost not to exceed eight dollars a set.
It was ordered that Swintou'e Word Method
be forthwith adopted for use in the Grammar
Schools iu this city, in place of the Spellers
now iu use, provided the work of introduction
be done at the expense of the publishers, at the
rate of one-half retail price in exchange for old

Life—F. A. Smith, Howard E. Gould, John
Russell, J. E. Heseltine. A. S. Fuller. John H.
True, J. F. Randall, F. N. Dow, \\\ H. Hobbs
T. L. Hierliky.
Active—Daniel Green.
Asssociate—Geo. F. Graffnm, James G. McGlaufltn, L. It Smith.

J. M. Heath offers safe insurance in

the

»ΙΙ*ΙϋΙ,Ι,ΛΛΕΟΓ* NOTICES.

Evkbv grade, color and weight iu Under
wear

at

Oriii Hawkes &

Co.,

290 and 292

Cougress

St

Dr. C. C. Bennett, Falmouth Hotel.

several text books upon those topics now in use,
It was ordered thai the Manual of Commerça
be adopted for use in the Grammar Schools of
this city, and that the Executive Committee be
authorized to procure one copy for the desk of
each Grammar School teacher.
It was ordered that the Secretary be directed
to cause to be printed 300 copies of the Programme of Studies in the Primary and Grammar Schools in this city, and to furnish copies
to all teachers in the city, and to the members
of this Board.

Adjourned.

Stahtlinu. —The Advertizer says that a
Portland merchant, who came down from Boston on the noon train yesterday, states that
wlipin Hip trains

rpar.lifiil thft -Jnnrt.inii

lit At

started to go into the l'ullman car, and in so
doing, brushed by a man who seemed anxious
to oppose his progress.
He sat down in the car
with the Pullman conductor, Hilton, and while
talking with him observed that the strauger
was
staling at them from the platform in a
At Kennebunk Hilton
and himself went into the passenger car in
front of the Pullman and the itranger followed
At Biddethem in and kept staring at them.
ford they re-entered the Pullman, and while
very

strange

manner.

goiug through the bridge the merchant looked
up and saw that the stranger was standing in
the passage way on the side of the tar pointing
a revolver directly at his head.
He «uug out to
Hilton and both jumped, the man snapping the
As soon as
revolver which did not explode.
they got through the bridga and stopped at
Saco, Hilton called a policeman who arrested
the stranger, and found in his coat pocket a reThe merchant
volver, loaded and cocked.
thinks the man wa» crazy aud says he was very
handsomely dressed, hut his silk hat was clashed in on one side.
Board of Trade.—The attention of Members of the Board of Trade is called to the
meeting that is to be held this afternoon at half
past three o'clock. The subject of filling up
the harbor and the report of the delegates to

the National Board, with some other matters of
importance will come before the meeting, rendering a full attendance of members deiirable;
apd it is hoped every member will make it convenient to attend.
Bead Lorinq & Thurston's Bulletin.—
It is full of interest to persons seeking insurance in either American or
English companies.
After paying all losses reported in the Boston

fire, their companies show over $27,000,000 of
insurance capital. They represett three large

English companies, aside from their fine list of
American offices. Give them a call.
Its liable Companies.—We call the special
attention of our readers to the advertisement of
Messrs. ΛΥ. D. Little & Co., whose companies
are all out of the Boston tire safe and sound
(with one exception) as will be perceived. They
make a good show of nine companies, and

having risks to place
the Old Agency.

thoge

cannot

do better than at

Fire Yesterday.— About eight o'clock yesterday morning, a fire broke out in Dolau's
block on the corner of Union and Fore streets.
The horses were attached to the engines, which
The fire, which
on the spot.
were

promptly
caught in some straw,

was

easily extinguished

and but little dafiage resulted.

Dow, Coffin & Libby give the standing of
The comtheir companies iu another column.
panies represented by this well known firm
make

a

good showing.

LOSS $100,000,000--INSURANCE

$70,000,000.
Bank Vaults Stand the Fire.
Condition ofliisuraiMM'Oonipaiiie*
A

THOUSAND NEW

Elmwood folded Edge Collar.
Try them.—
You will always wear them.
uovlleo<12w

Advertisers naturally seek the means of
reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily Press
fills the bill iu both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maine.
Try the Elmwood fold Edge Collar, the bust
collar ever used. They will make you happy.

novlleodSw.
Elmwood folded Edge Collar, only 35 ceut»
a box, for sale by all the first-class furnishing
houses in the city. Try them. novlleod'2w

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Augusta Journal says that an attempt
made Saturday evening to burn the shoe
factory recently erected by Mr. George G.
Some fiend set it a tire in one corner of
Stacy.
the attic which soon burst through the roof.
for
its
But
timely discovery it must have been
destroyed with a number of dwelling houses
There was considerable machinery in
near it.
The Journal says one Andrew
it at the time.
Neal is nuder arrest ou suspicion of having set
it on fire.
A young man named George E. Sallaberry
less than twenty years of age, committed
suicide by hanging, at North Vassnlboro, Tueswas

day night.

Several ladies in Augusta are having a silk
bauner painted iu thi· city for (lie Reform club

nf Hiat rit, ν

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

At the Agricultural College 4 1-2 inches of
rain fell the first eight days of November.
Mr. and Mrs. Zeuas Herriek of Kenduskeag,
celebrated their goldeu wedding on Friday.
Four venerable Bangor Republicans voted
for Gen. Grant, whose united ages amount to
344 years.
The Whig gays a Bangor young lady wheeled
an Ottoman's stand half-a-mile from* the factory where she had ordered it to her home. The
proprietor »aid he would give it to her on that
condition and she accepted the challenge.
At Baegor Dennis Tracy beat W. S. Ncckerson in a single scull race.
The race was what
is «ailed in
parlance "thrown," and
sporting
bets and pools were declared off.
IN GENERAL.

The Council of

the Grand

Lodge

of Good

Templars met at Brunswick Nov. 8th, and the
resignation of Bev. David Boyd, G. W. C. T.,
was received.
Judge G. G, Hall assumed the
office left vacant, and Joahna Nye was elected
G. W. Councillor to fill the position left vaeant
by Judge Hall's promotion. H. M. Bryant of
Liwision aud Francis Murphy of Portland,
were appointed
lecturers for the next three
months.

Returns from 3f»7 cities, towns and plantations, received at the Journal office up to 4 P.
M. Saturday, gave Grant 57,059, and Greely
26,026 votes; Grant's majority 30,434.

Etc.,

THE ELECTION.

The vote in this town was light, owing iu
part to the "Epizoot." We were informed that
in one neighborhood only two horses were in a
fit condition to drive, and many left their horses

barn, and walked to the polls. The Demwere disheartened, cross and ugly. Many

refused to vote, and others voted for Grant.—
We are informed that a certain politician in
town, regarding whom many comments have
been made in the pres3 as to his political situaso

or

to tile

Etc.
Ptess.l

Loitse·.
Boston, Not. 11.—It is a matter of general
interest to know the losses of the several insurance companies by the great Are.
The total
amount of insurance on buildings and stock
burned is reported to be nearly §70,000,000. Of
this about $30,000,000 i« in Boston companies,
the most of which will pay but a small dividend. The balance is very widely distributed,
and the companies outside of Boston will very
■ nfturanre

be able to pay their losses and continue business. We present below a list of companies with their respective losses, as given our
special reporter at their Boston offices. These
amounts now kuowu by them to be
lost, aud will be increased somewhat in many
cases by subse«yient disclosures, while in some
instances reductions of losses will be made by
snlviicrp
sums

Royal,

are

of

that no

able to see whéther it was for
the "General"

the

one

"Sage"

FATAL ACCIDENT.

We learn of a fatal accident which occurred
in Wilton, Saturday. Two brothers by the
name of Lawrence were gunning, aud as is the
usual custom, they separated, naming a certain
point at which to meet. A moment afterward
one of them heard the report of the other's gun,
and called to him, asking what he had shot.—
Not receiving an answer, he followed in the direction of the sound, .when in a few momcuts
he was horrified on finding the dead body of

Liverpool

Franklin, of Philadelphia

$1,250,000

475,000
000,000
550,000

Continental,
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
State of Pennsylvania, do
New York

America,

500,000

00,000

880,000
450,000
000,000
130,000
200,000
60,000
1,000
1,000,000

1'hrenix, New York
do
Niagara,
do
Hoffman,

Springfield, Springfield
Triumph, Cincinnati
Amazon,
North

135,000

do

Relief, New York
Imperial, London

British,

do
Loudon

Etna, Hartford

Hartford,

750,000

do
do

Phoenix,

National, Bangor

do
Worcester

Peoples',
Narragausett, Provideuce
First National, Worcester
do
Bay State,
Home, New York

National, Philadelphia
German, Erie
Williamsburg City, New
Oriental, Hartforu
do
National,

York

do
Orient,
Manhattan, New York
Fairfield Co.,
do

do
Fireman's,
do
Columbia,
Queen, Liverpool
Fireman's Fund, San

700,000
500,000
70.0(H)
200,000
700,000

300,000

50,000
40)1,000
750,000
25,000
00,000
75,000
175,000
125,000
150,000
5,000
80,000
00,000
00,000
400,000
142,000

Francisco
Three of the Boston companies, the New
England, North American and Mercantile, propose to pay in full aud continue busiuess. Several other» will reorganize
immediately after
paying their dividends. The most of tliem hope
to be able to pay 50 per ceut.
YnriouN .flatter*.
Immense crowds of people visited the city today to look at the ruins.
The hotels and other public places hare a
sombre appearance under old-fashioned caudle
light. The usually brilliantly lighted dining
rooms of Young's Hotel presented a novel appearance lighted with caudles inserted in beer
bottles.

Larfc numbers from New York are reported
to be present; but if they interpret the temper
of the military pol ice aud populace, they will
soon leave for
more cougeuial quarters. The
first man who should attempt any crime would
stand a first-class sight to adorn a lamp-post as

warning

or he would lie otherwise
out
There are rumors of attempts to set fires in
various localities, of riots in others, but so far
as can be ascertained
they are mere rumors
without the slightest foundation.
Several men are missing and others were
seen to enter buildings from which they never

a

to

others,

summarily mustered

came out, so that it is probable that quite a
number have fallen victims to.tjie lire.
[To tlie Associated Press.]
The .Vlilitarr (*iill onGnard.
Boston, Nov. 11.—A battalion of cavalry has
been added to the military guard of the burnt
district, which numbers about 1500 men. Attempted robbery and incendiarism will be sumThe streets are almost inimarily squelched.
passible troin the crowds in tlie vicinity of tlie
tiro.
The Bnuk·.
Only three of the seven banks burned failed
to nettle at the clearing liouee to-day,
unbeinjj
able to get at their results. They are the
SliawFreetnans
and
North American.
niut,
Tlie
Mouut Vernon, Hide and Leather, Revere and
Everett saved most of their valuubles.

The Paul Office—The Ranks.

Boston, Nov. 11—11 P. M.—The funds of
the Sub

Treasury

removed from the Exchange to-dav to the Custom House.
The postoffice is temporarily located in Faueuil Hall. Postmaster Burt does everything
possible under the circumstances to expédia te
the distribution of mail matter.
Tlie inner safe of the Freeman's Bank, over
which considerable anxiety has been felt, has
been opened and the contents found safe. The
outer safe fell from the second «tory and broke
a bole through it, and
depositors trunks with
their valuables are destroyed. The bank will
probably lose nothing. Other bank vaults with
their contents are all safe. The books of the
Hide mnd Leather Bank are, however, destroyed.
At an informal meeting of the leading insurance officers to-day,the statement was made
that losses would be nearly paid in full.
Aid Tendered.
At a meeting of the Citizen's Iielief Commitj tee to-day, Mayor Gaston read despatches from
! Gov. Geary of Pennsylvania, tho Mayors of
were

Cincinnati, Chicago, Indianapolis, Providence
and other cities, tendering sympathy and a:d.

discussion, it was voted as the
of the meeting that tho Mayor be reto reply that pecuniary aid would lie
some

quested
most

was

Etc.,

[Special Despatch

sense

Farmlvgton, Nov. 11,1872.

tion, threw his vote face down,

ROUGHS

γ hi: city in i»akk>i:hw.

After

Farmingtoii Letter.

in the
ocrats

YORK

PRESENT.

Eastern,

COUNTY.

It was ordered that the Secretary of the Board
be instructed to give due notice, in accordance
with the law of the State., of the adoption of
Hagar's system of Arithmetics, of the Independent Fifth and Sixth Readers, of Swintoa's
Wold Book, of Monroe's Manuel of Vocal and
Physical Culture, of Mason's Manual of Gymnastic Exercise and of the Boston Primary
School Tablets, for use in the Grammar aud
Primary Schools of this city, in place of the

The Fire Under Control.

generally

retail

price.

The Great Calamity.

cago pulpit orator, and from the demand for
tickets for the lecture on Wednesday evening,
there is a fair prospect that Mr. Collyer will
divide the houors with Mr. "Beecher, who is to
deliver the succeeding lecture next week.

Liverpool and London and Globe Insurance
Company in our columns this morning.

©63c. Oats dull and in buyers favor; sales 27.0C »
bush : new White 44 @ 50c ; old Western Mixed
4fi$<
Beef quiet. Pork dull an·! lower. Molasse* dur
Claved 20 S 25; Muscovado 22 @ 30. Laid at S| $
9c. Butter; State 24 « 30c. Whiskey at 95c. Hie
at 7J @ 8$c. Sugar dull ; Muscovado at 9 @ 9Jc; rc !
fining 9$ @93c. Coffee ;|Rio 15 @ 18$ in Gold. Ν:w
Stores—Spirits Turpentine is firm .it 63c. Koai 1
firm at 4 40 @ 450 for straineu. Petroleum is firm
crude 14$ @ 15c ; refined at 27* @ 27$. Tallow stead
at 9@ 95-16.
Freights to Liverpool without decided change; Cot
ton per sail 5-32(1 ; Grain per steam 9}d; Grain pe

The committee of twenty citizens h#ve vote
request Gov. Washburn to call η speeis
sessiou of the Legislature to authorize t lie cit;
of Boston to issue a sufficient amount of scvei
to

per cent bonds to aid the sufferers in
the burnt district.

rehuildini

Mti'au En^iiifKStill nl Work.

Midnight.—Steam engines arc busy at worl
to-night playing on tin debris of the great lire
and

the

leading thereto are stricll·
guarded. Although the city is dark and gloomy
there being no gas, large crowds hovered in th<
streets

vicinity of

the ruins till

*

The Ro»lo·· Fire.— Urcidcd Advil net· ol
Wool iiml Woolen «JooiN.
Sew Yokk, Nov. 11.—The great calamity at
Boston was the topic of discussion to-day
through financial and business circles, Many
conservative underwriters place the loss at §75,000,000, and the insurance at $550,000,000; of
which fifteen or twenty millions are borne by

Oswego

A

knowledge of the fact that the government
ready to throw all its power against the
panic caused by this immense loss lias less effect
than many anticipated.

acceptable.

New York

Equitable, §15,000; Pacific, §15,000;
Relief, §00,000; Standard, §357,000: Star,§150,000: United States, §3,000; Willianisburgh
City, §100,000; Liverpool, Loudon and Globe,
§1,639,300; Washington, New York, §90,000;
Farragut, §20,000; Commerce, §62,000; Fireman's, §122,000: Republic, §200,000; Importers
and Traders, §32,000; West Chester, §75,000;
Niagara, not over §300,000; Springfield, §250,000; Tradesman's. §240,000; Traders, Chicago,
§30,000; Commeece, Albany, §50,000; Alps,
§31,000; New York and Yonkerr, §70,000; Lancashire, §125,000; Mechanics ami Traders, #25,-

000; National, New York, #140,000;
©.ιυ,υυυ; iriuuipn,

.>iu,umi;

at.

l'aul

ire

Hon. Otis Norcross, Treasurer of the
Fund, received to-day from Messrs.

Relief

Blake
Bros. & Co., a check for $10,000.
All newspaper and other necessary work is
being done to-night by lamp and candle light.
The Cily tn Darkness.
The city is in darkness to-night owing to the
labor of disconnecting the mains from the
burnt district. An efficient military and police
All fears of rekindling
guard is oil duty.
fires seems at an end.
and
Oenerou* Tender ofAld.
Prompt

Meetiugs were held in Sew York, Chicago,
Pittsburg, Detroit, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and

In
many other cities to extend aid to Boston.
The
many instances committees were chosen.
his brother. By some means the gun had been
of the Chamber of Commerce in New
meeting
discharged aud the whole charge passed direct- York was largely attended and noticeable for
ly through his neck, tearing it in a shocking the earnest feeling that prevailed.
He was 21 years of age.
Probable Lom of I.iff.
manner.
Jos. BurrandGeo. Smith, formerly of DorEDUCATIONAL.
chester, and the latter of Neponset, came to
A County Teachers' Institute commences a
! this city Saturday to see the fire.
They were
session of one week, iu Normal Hall, to-day.—
last seen in the vicinity of Chauncy Street, it is
feared have been killed by falling walls.
Prof. Tenny of Oswego, Ν. Y., conducts, being
M.
E. Abbot, a Charleston foreman, is missed by
assisted by Mrs, Anna Randall Dielil, also of
his friends and fears are entertained that be
Oswego, and Hon. W. Johnson, State Supt. of has been kill led.
Schools. Tuesday evening Mrs. Diehl will give
Ho Time to be (<ost—Propositions lo Rea public reading, and
Thursday evening Prof.
build.
Tenny will deliver a lecture.
Propositions are being urged urged for makALL SORTS.
ing new street lines on the burnt district, also
Mr. A. 15. Dolbier of this village, who refor the erection of a Merchant's Exchange
building. A committee has been appointed
turned Saturday from a trip in the regions borask the general government to purchase the
dering on Canada, reports that he found eiglil to
burned over lor adjoining the new postinches of snow aud good sleighing on the Dead
office for
enlarging and improving that
River. He brought back with him about $12(M
building, and also to request the Massachusetts
Senators aud Representative in Congress tir
worth of furs.
secure the passage of an Act of Congress, alThe embargo placed upon the Maine Central
lowing the same drawback on building material
railroad at this plate, owing to the prevalent
as was allowed te Portland and
Chicago.

will

present

as

M.

I). R.
1

PORTLAND.

Bout we il
aetion relative to the financial comout of the Boston
fire unless deemed necessary and recommended
by Assistant Secretary Richardson and the
Comptroller of Currency, Knox, who will examine into tlie condition of Boston National
Banks, and the Secretary does not anticipate
any financial panic.

—

is

no7

Curtis, Esq.,

Esq., "of London."

no9

;
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A
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I
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AUCTION SALES.
Fni'niture^urpi'U, &c.,

MOULTON,

GKAND

ANNA J. I LIIEK.

we

Tables, Dining Chairs, Hair and Excelsior Mattresses, Feather Bed*,
Carpets, Lounge.
Crockery and Glass Ware, Cook. Parlor and Air
Tight Stoves, «S:o.
P.O. BAILEY âi CO., Anctiourcr».
uov6

AUCTION !

is situated in New
valuable land and a

home,
it is of easy arccss to
and church and in a good
neighborhood.
Terms $1000 cash, or half cash, and balance in one
and two years, as will suit partit a Intern ted. For
further particulars apply to F. M. THAYER, near
the premises.
H. H. GROVEK.
schools

44w3w«tdtasv3w*

Administrator'* Auction

to » Uccnite Iroiu the Hon. .lullη
Waterman, Judge of Probato for the County ο
Cumberland, 1 «hall sell at public auction ou the
premises in Windham on the fourteenth <lav of December next at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, the following described real estate belonging to tbe -suite of
Isaiah Pope late of said Windham
deceased, to wit:
—A certain parcel of land tita&ted In paid
Windham,
with the buildings thereon, bounded
southerly by
land of Isaiah Poue«& Co.. easterly
by Pleasant river,
northexly by iana of Robert Estes, and westerly by
tho road leading to Windham Hill; being
the homestead of said Isaiah Pope, and subject to a
mortgage
to Caleb H. Murch to secure the
payment ot one
thousand dollars and interest, dated elan. 1th,
1870,
and to a mortgage to Jefferson
Mabry to secure the
return of cortain bonds, dated July
1871.
25th,
Also a lot of land in said Windham, bounded southerly by land of Robert Estes, easterly by said road to
Windham Hill, and northerly and westerly by tlx
Asa May berry nad ; hi lug euojeet to th>·
above named mortgage to Jefferson Mabry.
Also a lot of land in said Windham bounded northeasterly by land of Joshua Tukey; soutbwtst by
land of Oliver Pope and other boundaries
by Pleasant
River to Tnkey's line.
Also one fourth in common and undivided with,
Nathan Pope and Joseph Pope, of a lot of land in
said Windham known as the "Meeting House
lot,"
bounded southeasterly by the road from
Gray Corner to Gorham Corner,
southwesterly by land of John

PURSUANT

Myers'

Lanergan,

FLORA MYERS,

improved.

The horse disease is spreading rapidly in
Cincinnati and vicinity.
The German Cabinet has resolved to initiate
a radical reform in the make up of the upper
house.
The National Stove Works of New York
have donated 2ô stoves to the Boston sufferers.
A New York despatch says the general
opinion is that the mansatd roofs are responsible
The City Council have
for the Boston fire.
passed an order prohibiting them in the city
unless made lire proof.
The Providence Iusura.joa Companies can
pay all of their losses by the Boston fire.
A negro in jail at Blandville, Κν., charged
with rape, was taken from jail Sunday night
and hung.

FltfAftUAL AND €1>ΤΠΙΕ1*€ΙΑ L
Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Cliase—502 boxes mackerel, I do merchandise to John Porteou?.
Receipts by

Btnilrori*

and

Steamboats.

Grand Trunk Railway—14 cars sundries, 6 do
shooks, 2 do hay, CI do lumber, 14 do Hour, 1 do oat·,
1 do

corn.

Shipments East—11

cars

flour.

iu>liltn».

!is miv

(■«■lierai Eastern
S3 Commercial

at

The

following

were

the

quotations of Government

first time

C

& PEKRIXS'

Dl'NCAN'S HONS, New York,
Agents for the United States.

eodsnly

BURNETT'S COCOAINE,
Uuiversally acknowledged
Beat and

a

NO

Ο Τ Η Κ U

Western Union Telegraph Co
Pacilie Mail
Ν. Y. Central ami H udson ltiver
Erie.
Erie preferred,

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

For sale by all Druggtets.

The following
road securities:

were

the quotations for Pacific Rail-

Central Pacific bonds
Union Pacific do
Union Pacific stock
Union Pacific laud grants..
Union Pacific i licorne bonds

100 J

s<;l

334

m
74

Oomestie JJIarkef*.

New York. Nov. 11—Evening—Cotton dull and \c
lower; sales 1496 bales; Middling uplands at 19c.—
Flour dull and heaw aud 5 @ 10c lower; sales 4800
bbls; State 5 75 @ β 00; Round hoop Ohio 6 83 @ 920;
Western 5 75 @ 8 65 ; Southern 7 00 @ 12 00.
Wheat
heavy and unsettled ami 1 @ 2c lower; sales Si.000
No
I
do
No2
144
hush;
@150;
Spring 156 @ 1 58;
Winter Red Western 159@ 1 63; White Michigan at
1 70 (aj 2 00. Corn heaw aud shade lower ; sales 76,000
bush ; steamer Mixed Western 63 @64c; do sail 64

eodly

J. B. BROWN &

no29

!

Haydn

sn

1

FOB SALE

Sept δ-dtfis

ï\o. 40 Exchange Street.
POKILAXD, MAINE.

terest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and in-

THE

«ale of the

First mortgage Bonds ot the Portland & Ogdensbnrg K. It.
■103Θ

811

MSiStf

HALL.
Nov.

j

some

of the

of

tu opt

^usines».
Apply to
CURTIS Λ DAVIS,
I.VJ

Kminent Composers and

Which cannot fell to please the hearer.

Tickets,

50 Cents "YljlLtoll·

j
Cragln'», |

For sale at J. C. Stockhrl<W», llawe» Λ
anil at the rtnor,
M-r «mull bill·.
V··'further

parliruUr·

bow· lot·

(O.HtiKHClAI-

NTHRET.
lw

ηονβ

Ladies Dresses and CloaK
anil

SOLOS AND LIGHT PIECES,

SALE.

Πιο Al Bark SARAH ΗΟΒΛΒΤ, SOT
ton», new measurement, «even yearn
old, well found aud iu i-orfect «nier fcr

18,

CHORUSES
F rom

"Ch

1ÛIO.N WII IHV

FOR

Consisting of

variety

ex

price

EMKBY Ac ΓΙ KKIMI.

PEOPLE

Monday Evening,

a

TEAS.

Association j 4O
onsignment.

o\

j

Exchange it.

SMALL BOXES FINEST OOLONG
9 β Too/, for sale at a
very low

j FLUENT

monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing nterest as by agreement and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
j
STERLING Exchange purchased. Sight and sixty
day drafU on En^lnnd, Ireland, Scotland, and al
the principal cities of Euroi»e. Aleo, («old and Currency Checks on Boston, New York and Montreal
sold.
for the

CHOICE

ΛΤ

terest credited

Agent*

i»7

ocsedil

SONS,

BY

Witt. E. wool), Ag't,

Will give an entertainment for

Β Α* Ν Κ. Ε R S,

Stocks:

consolidated....

■

THE

COMPOUND

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.

84
i)3

β'8
6's
6's
6'
β'«
7N
7>s
Clay County, Illinois,
7's
Iowa Central, Gold,
1's
Northern Pacific «old,
7.80'»
West Wisconsin R. It., «old,
7's
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ireland.

in the World.

securities:
United States coupon G's, 1881.
116
United States 5-20's 1862
lllf
United States 5-20's 1864
Ill*
United States 5-20's 1863, old
112
Unlted States 5-20's 1865, new
1141
United States 5-2(Γη 1867
114}
United States δ-20'β US8
lMf
United States 5's. new
108|
United States HMD's., coupon
107J
113
Currency 6's
The following were the closing quotations oi

75|

Β Ο NO S.
Portland City
Rockland City
Bath City
St. Lonis C'lty
Leeds k Fariiilnçtou,
(Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook County, Illinois,

POPULAR CONCERT

f tlie

STBEfcr.

Noxt below Merchant»' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PABRXR.
References— Messrs. H. J. Libby £ Co., and Hon.
Charles P. Kimb.il Po«»l*«d, Me.; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt

Cheapest Unir DreftMÎiaf·

Promoter of the €* rovith nml Beauty
Hair

in*o. i'i k\i'ii a>c;f

MASTER ALBERT VAN

SMITH.
Lectarcrs—Hod. DANIEL DOUGHERTY, ol
Philadelphia, November 22d. Subject—"Eloquence
and Orators." Hon. THOMAS FITCH, of Nevada,
(late Counsel for Brigham Young) December 5th. Subject—''Scalpers and Quakers." "JOSH BILLINGS"
(Henry W. Shaw, Es<j.,) December 26th. Subject—
"What I know about Hotels." ANNA E. DICKINSON, January 16th. Subject—"Things honed for."
The full Portland Bund will furnish music on the
evenings of lectures.
Season Tickets, admitting to the entire course of
Lectures and Concerts, §2.00 : for sale [everywhere.
Members, Tickets $1.00, (each member entitled to
two,) to be obtained of the Treasurer, Thos. J. Little.
Evening Tickets to Concerts, from 75 cents to $1,00.
Reserved seats for the course $1.00 each. Male to
commence on Wediicnday Κ veiling, October .'tOtb, at Pi o'clock at Army and Hall, after
which date the plan of seats can be fourni at Raxd &
Thosies', nextuoor to Music Hall entrance.
oc26
td

Buyers are cautioned to avoid the numerous Counterfeits and Imitations oft'ered for sale.

The

Portland,

Merchants,

A.XJ CTIONEERS

Fourth Concert ThurNilujEveiiiug, Jan.
the MENDELSSOHN QUINTETTE CLUB
of Boston (24th season), assisted by Mrs. H. M.

Caution! Worcestershire Sauce

octl6

in

& (Ό,

—and—

93<l, by

on

LEA

Commission

RAALTE, (only 12 years of age.) Violinist.

>untry Store and House, situated at
M. C. R. R., one of the best points
for business in the State.
Sale positive. Terms easy.
For further particulars address at once.
D. W. CRAIG,
no8sncod2\v "
Readfleld Depot. MeFor sale

J. Κ. Iï Vll.r.Y

Graod Concorl of the Ncanou, Thubsday
Eyehixu, Dec. 12th, by the full THEODORE THOMAS Orchestra (t>0 musicians), assisted by Mr. GEO. L.
OSGOOD, the great American Tenor, (his tiret appearance) and Mr. BERN HARD LISTKMAN, the
celebrated Violinist.
Third Concert Thursday Gveuinff) Jnn.
9th, by the following distinguished talent:—Mrs.
JULIA HOUSTON WEST, Soprano, Mise Addie S.
RYAN, Contralto, JAS.N. WHITNEY, Tenor, H. «.
BARNÀBEE, Basso, HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR.
Director. Also will appear on this occasion, for the

GREAT BARGAIN.

113§ @ 113$.

New York.Nov. 10—Evening.—Money advancing
at. 7 percent, per annum to i per cent, perday with
closing business at i per cant. Sterling Exchange is
dull and weak. Gold closed at 113$ @ 113$; loans at
4 i>J 7 per cent, to 1-16 per day ; clearances $92,000,000 ; Treasury disbursements $300,000. Governments
closed Arm.

Advertising

11111.

Readfleld,

1Θ73.

The Managers take pleasure in announcing the following programme of lectures and Concerta the
coming season at CITY HALL, commencing on
Thureday Evening, Nor. 14th, with a Grand
Concert by MRS. CHAS. MOULTON, assisted by
MRS. CHAS. A. BARRY, Contralto, W. J. WINCH,
Tenor, M. W. WHITNEY, Basso, HERMANN
KOTZSCHMAR, Musical Director.

St., Portland.

The attention of advertisers is called ta the excellent and constantly improving condition of the ©ailv
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
wliich has long been the largest in Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily and rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
found in all public places.
en

JOHN

INew York .Stock and IMLoney JJIarbet.
New York, Nov. 11—Morning.—Gold at 114J.—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, long, 108$ ;
do abort lluj.
New York,Nov. 11—11 Λ. M.—Gold nominal; '.215

187$,

Agent,

Sept21eodsntl
as an

Hamilton, northwesterly by land of Stephen Staples,
northeasterly by tB0 OfO toad from Hall Staples*
house to Pope's Mills, the same being crossed
t>y a
new road from said Hall
Staples' to Pope's Mills.
NATHAN POPE Administrator,
Estate of lsuiah Pope.
Windham, November 9th, 1872. noil lawUw M
aud

D. ΤΙ. VEO.llAJiS,

The Près»

& Nay y Course

Lectures and Concerts !

ntlipr nnint

Main of

ileal Estate.

ANY

I Army

tins

Unless previously disposed of, tho homestead
formerly belonging to Josiuh Grover. This property
Gloucester, comprises 10 acres of
good 1} story house, fiable, woodhouse, &c. There is a never fulling spring of gi od
water in the cellar, and otherconveulencies
requisite
for-a comfortable

The ilrst Grand Assembly of the

Mr. J. W.

on

SATURDAY, November 'i:t, 1Ν7Ί,

ASSEMBLY.

39Φ C'ON^RKNN NTREET.

I

dtd

The supscriber will sell at public auction
premises at 2 P. M..

C.

B.

al Auction

WEDNESDAY, Nov. 13th, al 10 A, Af.,
shall
at office, Parlor Furniture, Chamber
ON sell
Setts,
Extension

assisted by the following first class talent:—Mrs.
Chan. A. Barry, Contralto, W. J". Winch,
Tenor, Al· W. Whitney, iûrst appearance since
his two years tour in Europe) Basso,and Hermann
K.otzschninr9 Musical Conductor.
Evening Tickets 75 cent®. For sale at Stockbridge's,
Haw es & Cragin's Music
Stores, Rand & Themes,
Deering Block, and at the door. Doors open at 6fc,
Concert at 8. Reserved seats for the evening 25
cents extra; for the entire season $1 : for sale at Rand
& TliomM*, M4»»t <lo:>r t/» Mwniu IIall.
norTdUl

S.

>ΓΙ«;Λν !

been done by any other c mpany lu
vite United State». Band Concert previous to drill.
Ticket β 50 cents each, to be hail at usual pi ces and
at the door. Clothing checked free.
3ERGT. F. E. DOW,
1
PRlV. .r. W. DOD'.K. {Committee.
COUP. Κ. H. PEARSON, )
novs
dtf

Entertainment

JL.

—

Company will execute the entire
Cam pa h y iTIovriurutH, ϋίαιιιιαΐ of
Λι*:η»,
MkirinÎMfa Drill nud Bayoïicl fixerci^e
from beginning to end without command», a
thing
which lias never

GRAND OPENING CONCERT,
EVuJIING, NOV. lllta,
in which will appear, for the first time in
Portland,
the distinguished Prima Donna Soprano

BAII.KV,
EXCHANGE STREET. 4

THE

The

ARMY AND NAVY COURSE.

I'.

BY

PORTLAND LIGHT INFANTRY,
AT CITY HALL,
HONDA Y EVENIKO, Γίον. 18, '72,
SOMETHING

TIICBHD A Y

English

ι.

CONCERT

Members' tickets «each member

MRS. CHAS.

Ij.

Exhibition Drill !
Band and Promenade

—

Lecture at
o'clock.
LECTURE COMMITTEE:
M. N. Rich
Charles E. Jose,
John C, Procter,
Charles H. Haskell.
Chas. W. Roberts,
Henry Fox,
H. F. Furbish.
oct^Odtf.

Teacher of the Cabinet Organ and Piano

i

6t

f.

HALL,

'rci .vnw a ii«i

tf

dience of over three thousand persons. He is now
drawing immense houses with his new subjects.

LONGSHORE BOAT CLUB
and the officiating clergymen were
Referencof G. Walter Goold. References and orRev. Mr. Hoffman, Bishop Odeuheinier, and
ders left at Stockbridge's an I Hav. es Λ Cragin's.
will take place at
octi5
Bishop Whipple. The first named Bishop read
eod3in
the prayer, and the latter made an address
LANCASTER
eulogistic of the deceased. The funeral procesFOR S A L E!
sion commenced moving about half-past eleven
Oil Thursday Evening, Nov. 11.
Ο e dark bay mare, seven years old.
Ι
and took nearly an hour to pass a given point.
n.mUKB, P. Mulliran.
perfectly sound and gentle, and a good
The National State and City officials, vied with
roader. For particulars call at
Aids—J. Sullivan, P. McKune, J. Caswell, T.
f
i.
Λ
to
lionoi
the dead.
The coffin
aoll*lw
28 .MARKET SQUARE.
private citizens,
Paine, P. O. Donnell.
was carried on a gun carriage drawn
Music by Raymond's Full Quadrille Band. Tickets
by six
$1.00. The Championship Flags of the State will be
horses, and followed by a horse led with saddle
NOTICE
on
exhibition at the Hall.
and vacant boots reversed. The coffin was covONE wishing a gsod dressmaker to work in
Ν. B.—Clothing checked free.
,iov9dtd
ered with the American flag and a sword, and
a family, cau hear of one by applying iminedia wreath on top.
Gen. Grant in citizens dress 1
Address DRESSMAKER, Portlaud, Me.
ately.
Flora
rode iu, aud a few carriages accompanied by
New York Theatre.
no9
3t*
Geo. H. Stewart aud other gentlemen.
GeuA. B. PUBCELL
Manager.
erals Sherman, Sheridan and other officers apThe Avcrili Chemical Paint
peared in full uniform. The procession was a
of
the
eminent
Actor
Engagement
WILL
PROVE ITSELF.
very imposing affair.
j 1st—Far more beautiful then any other.
! 2d—More durable then any other.
JlETËOROLOCiltAL.
who. with the beautiful and talented
hi price then pure Lead au«l Oil.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE VAST i 3d—Lower
I 4th— To be all ready for use.
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
5th—Τα require no thinning or drier.
War Dep't, Office Chief Signal i
will appear in
i Gth—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
MUSIC
7th—Rain (before dry) does uot wash it.
HALL, PORTLAND,
Nov 11. (8.00 1».
Probabilities.—For the lower lakes, southgth—It will not run or clialk.
FOR TWO NIGHTS ONLY,
westerly winds, warm cloudy weather and rain 9th—It is positively water and fire prooi.
FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY, Sot. IS & 16.
;
extending to the upper Ohio valley and over 10th—Covers old work as well as new.
Admission prices as usual. Doors open at 7£; PerNew England and the Middle States; in the
formance to commence at 8 o'clock.
llfch—Superior for covering brick.
south Atlantic and Gulf States, partly eloudy
StiT*For further particulars sec programmes,
12th—The best paint for iron buildings.
and clearing weather with variable south-west
novOdtd
H. PRICE WEBBER, Agent.
This paint has been, and is being used upon the finand north-westerly winds; in the north-west,
est villas and buildings both public and private, in
and thenee over the upper lakes and to Tennesthis country, north, south, east, and west, giving imisee, cool, clear and clearing weather, with
versai satisfaction, and in all c.ises has proved ita
light north-westerly winds.
I
ë ear to be fully twice as long, without chalking or
«ivn»

15th,

ÏTIR. MORGAN AT CITY HALL.
Rev. Henry Morgan, of Boston, will give his flrit
lecture in Portland, Sunday evening, Nov. 17th, at
City Hall. Subject—"Marry ! why men don't marry? How some act who do!!" lecture at 7:30. Admission only 20 cents.
Mr. Morgan delivered bis lecture—'-Fast
Young
Men," for the twenty-eighth time in Boston, to an au-

packed,

The French Assembly met at Versailles Monday. The attendance was very large.
Senator Sumner will not sail for home
Thursday, in the Baltic. Hië health is slightly

.Λον.

Tickets for the course onl> $1.00. Evening ticktits, 25 cents, to l>e had at il. S. Da ν is, Stock
bridge's
Music Store.
Exchange St., Whit tiers Apothecary,
junction Free and High Sts., and at the door.

at 9 o'clock a. m.
Doors open at 6£ ;

Diyible Guns, Muzzle and Breech·Loadia
for sale at low prices, wholesale and retail.
uovlood2w

places.

the usual

nrr
«.

Firm Lecture

entitled to two) $1.00, to bo obtained at Stockbridges'
Music Store, Exchange Street, where the sale of Reserved Seats will commence on Wednesday, Nov. 6,

eod3w

of

Chape! Sts.,)

Frith»)· Evening

Concert by the Portland Band previous to each
Lecture.
Tickets for the Course $1.50: Reserved Seats (in
the Gallery) $1 extra; Evening tickets 50 cents, at

nice assortment of

t»ui»oftation

at

GEOLOGY and MAN !

Musical Entertainment

HUMAN HAIR
At lowest Cash Prices.

entirely suspeuded; Hags arc everywhere
draped in mourning—oven buildings out of reThe route
spect to memory of Gen. Meade.
over
which the funeral cortege is moving
is
tilled with people.
this
mornEarly
ing the body of the deceased was"removed to St.
Mark's Church, where it was placed in front of
the altar guarded by a detail selected by On.
McDowell.
Long before half-past ten, the
time fixed for the services, the church was

Mix JLecturei·

(Cor. Congress

Wednesday Erening, January Iff, 1873.

—

no9

oi

ARCANA MALL
and

Wednraday Kîtaing, January 3'J, IMS.
SUBJECT—' English Society,"

CUSHMAN'S,

Funeral of den· Μι·««1«.
PmLAPaLimiA. Xuv. 11— Husinosq is almost

Win.

Edmund Yates,

I1£IRS.

Cor· Congress and Oalc Sts.

no

im:\to\

will give a courge

Wednesday tûveniug, Jnunary H, 1873.
SUBJECT—"Masters of the Situation."

JUST RECEIVED AT

plications which may grow

PROF.

ι

James T. Fields, Esq.,
!

Fall and Winter Millinery

a

BY—

Locke, esq., "Nasby,"

George

THE NEW STYLES

Also

reason.

Admiiwion-Fluor Ticket* H1.30. admitand Ladies; (Gallery 50 Ceuix
rnrh ; to be obtain oil of Committee of
Arrangements and at the door.
nov9dtd

ting gentleman

_____

for further organization, and to raise hinds for the
recovery of the property in Englan t. Charles Russell. Esq., of Pemberton square, Boston, who has just
returned from London with a copy of the Will of
Benjamin Burnhani, will be present and report. All
interested will please attend, as the limited time for
its recovery will soon expire. Come one! Come all!
Ladies particularly invited. M. SEAVY,
WM. D. BURNHAM,
novlldSt
G. K. BURNHAM.

Trcneiry flatten.
Washington, Nov. 11.—Secretary

lilt; event of the

Wednesday Evening, December 4, iS7*i.
SUBJECT—"Circumstances."

The Headquarters of the Grand Army of
the Republic»
IS POBTLASID, MAINE,
Thursday, Nov. 14th, Afternoon
and Eveuiug, at 2 and 7 o'clock,

MRS.

Leonard Pt-nuell.
Concert will commence at 8 o'clock and continue
hour, to be followed by a review of the several
companies in uniform.
The committee will spare no i«uius to make this

John B. Gongh, Esq.,

An adjourned meeting of the Burnham Heirs will l>e
held at

WASHINGTON.

Frank Merrill,
C. E. Skilliugs,

SUBJECT—"Hannah Jane."

dtf is

OF

Cloyes,

Sawyer,

one

We<lue«day, Evening, November '17, '7Ί

PAYSON,

—

B. L.

Weeneeday Evening, December 11,1WJ"J·
Subject—"Womeu in the old time and in the new."

Exchange Street,

BURNHAJfl

000.
All the Providence companies say they will
come out straight. The American and Mercantile of Boston will go on.
The Boyiston
The New Jersey
must stop.
companies lose
only a trifling amount. The Continental Insurance Company of New York, has assets
amounting to over $2,000,000, and if the entire
amount at risk within the district is a total loss,
half of its surplus will pay for it.
Trfa«nrf Aid.
It is known that the U. S. Treasury will aid
the mouey market if necessary, by selling largely of gold and buying bonds.
The shipment of gold to Europe Wednesday
will amount to a million dollars.
Arrral of
Operator»
New York, Nov. 11.—The proprietor and
13 clerks of the Broadway gift store, where
tickets were being sold to a concert advertised
to take place in the academy of music were arrested to-day and taken to the station house,
where the clerks were dismissed.
Several persons who were present at the arrests were
robbed during the confusion.

K0LLOWKD

H.

Frank \V. Green.

Tueaday Ercning, November 19,
(With a new Lecture.)

FOR BALE BY

1109

if.

Rev. Henry Ward Beecher,

AIXKAXOKMENTS:

Ci'mminok, CI lef Engineer, President,
C. H. Rich, Vice President,
C. 11. Lkighton, Secretary,
J.
Tewkk-bi ry, Treasurer.
F, C. Moody,
Henry Fox,
Spencer Rogers,
N. Littlefield,

Wednesday Evening, November 13* 187;!.
SUBJECT—"Our Folks mid Other Folks."
—TO BE

OF

A. J.

Rev, Robert Collyer,

......

band Concert ami Orau<l

a

Given under the direction of the Trustees of the
ReHet Association of the Portland Fire Department,
purpose "f raising funds to a^ist membeis or
the department injured or disabled iu attending to
their duties ae-Firemen,
.Hu«ic by the i'ull Portland K„ud.

MERCANTILE LIISRARÏ ASSOCIATION
beg respectfully to announce their Anuual Course of
Entertainments, to commence wtth a Lecture by

Portland

—

fwr the

The

M.—Cotton closed

AND

CITY MALL,
Friday Evening, Nov. loth, 1873.

Y~H ALL,

CIT

BONDS.

32

a

COMSf 1TTCB

dull; Middling uplands
do Orleans loj; sales 10,000 bales, including 1500 9Jc;
for speculaoion and export.

H. M.

3t

There «rill be
Ball at

Twenty-Third Annual Course.

5-20's 1862 at 96.

6's
6's
Batli
O's
Dayton Ohio ....
s's
Columbus "
....
N'e
Cook County
....
Ys
Cincinnati
..... î's
Leeds & Farming ton Κ R. 6%
Portland dc Koclicstcr Κ. K.
ï's
naine Central R. H .--old
Ts
Central Railroad of Iowa, Gold ï's
Chicago, Danville &. Vinceunes
R. R. Gold
....
re
-Northern Pacific R. R., (.old ï-JO's

6J. Lecture at 7 J o'clock.

for the Relief of
Disabled Firemen.

X.

L.

other Volks."

and

Grand Benefit Ball !

Tiek»*ts 35 cents. For sale a'£ t he usual
places, by
comrades and at the door.
Reserved seat* £.0 cents. For sale at
15C Exchange street, and at the door. Stoekbridge's,
Doors open at 6^, commence at
7f o'clock.
See "Union
Spy" published by the G. A. It. for
further particulars.
no2SWTFSM&T

Frankfort, Nov. 11—5.20 P. M.—United Stales

B:ui(,'«r

Nov. 13.

—

SPY !

LOYAL SOUTHERNER. !

at

COLLYER,

BAND ΙΟΛΙΈΚΤ

OH THE

at38|.

Liverpool. Nov. 11—5.30. Ρ

Α..

—

Tickets for the Course ¥1.50; Evening Tickets Γ0

cents each.
Door» open at
novll

above tho new and original
Dr-ima !
entitled the

UNION

92$
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 91; do
1867, 92 ; do 10-40s, 873; new5s,88£; Erie Railway at
39f.
London, Nov. 11—5.30 P. M.—Consols closed at 92
for money and 93| for account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865,
old, 90$ ; do
1867.92; do 10-40s, 87; new 5s, 88. Erie Railway

■5501),000; Girard, $50,000; Globe, $18,000; Etna,
Hartford, $730,000; Hartford, $230,000; Connecticut, $90,000; Orient, §150,000; National,
Hartford, $125,000; Phconix, Hartford, $450,-

Λ Good Move.
Λ committee of ladies has beeu formed esafter the thousands of sewing
girls thrown out of-employment.
Mood Insurance Companies.
Tlie following insurance companies who do
business in Boston are declared perfectly solvent and able to meet all liabilities in full.—
Bangor of Bangor, Eastern of Bangor, Williamsburg, Etua,ofHope and Market of New
York, Triumph
Cincinnati, and St. Paul of
Minnesota.
Aid Received.

TlaiUct·.
M.—Consols opened

BY

WEDKEKDAV

BOSWORTH POST NO. G. A.
2,
tt.,

New Orleans, Nov. 11.—Cotton in m«Klerate demand: Middling upands 18gc.
European

L.
—

Nuhjeet—"Our Folk*

18Jc.

11—11.30 A.
for money and account.

—

REV. ROBERT

uplands 17j|c.
Savannah,Nov. 11.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 17$ @ 18Je.
Mobile, Nov 11.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands

anil

■

pecially to look

M.

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 12th,

Nov. Il.-Cntton dull; MI«Hling

London, Nov.

OF THE

—

City Hall, Portland,

15.

Charleston,

Marine, $20,000; Franklin of Philadelphia,

will take

The First Lecture

29c.

Amazon.
(

the Last Night.
________

Cincinnati. Nov. 11.—Pork nominal at 13 50 Lard
quiet ; steam at 5|c; kettle 7J @ 7|c. Bulk Meats are
quiet ; newshoulders at 4^c ; clear rib sides at 7J ; clear
sides 8c. Bacon—fobbing sales ; shoulders at 5f ; clear
rib sides at 9$c; clear rib sides 11c. Live Hogs quiet
at 415 @ 4 40.
Whiskey firm at 91c.
Detroit, Nov. 11.—Wheat steady; extra at 1 70
@ 1 72; No 1 White 1 61 % 62c; Amber Michigan 1 43.
Corn steady at 45k. Oats in good demand at 28 a.

British companies.

American Exchange, $10,000; Artie, $100,000;
Black River, §35,000; Brewers ami Matters,
§50,000; Citizeus of New York, §230,000; City
cf New Vork, §130,000; Clinton, $50,000; Columbia, #75,000; Commercial §80.000; Gebhart,
§22,500; German American, §100; Germania,
§275,000; Gru's Falls, §50,000; Hanover, §275,000; International §300,000;'Jefferson, §10.000;
Lorillard, §>>0,000; Market, §00,000; Manhattan, §35,000; Mechanics and Traders, §25,000:

Positively

ENTERTAINMENTS.

sail 9d.

NEW YORK.

The values of merchandise have been advanced from 7 to 20 per cent. Boston men are
already here making selections and accommodations for tents to be erected on Boston common for the sale of
goods.
The destruction of 11,000,000 pounds of wool,
and a stock of 5,000,000 suits of
clothing ami
almost the entire supply of woolens and clothing for Eastern Canada and the Northwest, lias
caused an advance here of 7 cents per pound in
wool, while heavy domestic woolens have advanced over 30 cents per yard.
Blankets, flannels aud shawls seek an advance of 10
per cent.
Coffees are rather excited, the loss of two or
three large grinders and others in Boston
removing 21,000 bags from the market.
Some 33,000 half-chests of tea,
largely Japans
and Oolongs, have been destroyed aud measurably relieve the market here.
The conversation of Wall street turus
upon
the action of the Treasury
Department, whose
programme has not beeu decided upon.
It is
stated, however, that the greenbacks deposited
in the banks by the
Treasury early in October
will be allowed to remain for the
present.
Report* of Insuriinet- Coiupiinir*.
The excitement in insurauce
companies here
is inteuse. The
suspension of the Heinbolt and
International companies is announced.
The Spectator furnishes the
followingrel:ahle
list of l>sses: American of New Vork, §80,000;

!

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Chicago. Nov. 11.—Flour quiet and unchanged
sales mostly on local account. Wheat dull, lowe
and unsettled; No 1 Spring at 114; No2 Sprinj
closed at 1 02* on spot or Nov ; 1 02 J dec ; No 3 do at a
91 Jc ; rejected at 80 % 81 c. Corn dull and a shad»
lower; No 2 Mixed at 33$ @ 31c on sjiot or Nov: re
jectedc. Oats dull and lower; No 2 at 20$ @ 20$; re·
jected 18. Κ ye quiet and weak; No 2 Fall at 59$ (2
50. Provisions quiet and steady. Mess Pork at 15 00
new mess 13 75
@ 14 00. Whiskey steady at 89.
Lake Freights—Coin to Buffalo nominal at 9; tc

late hour.

was

Hby. Robert Coli.yer.—There is considerable interest manifested to hear the great Chi-

The Lewiston Journal says that Mr. Frank
W. Parker, bookeeper in the First National
Bank of that city, had the ends of two lingers
It was ordered that Mason's Manual of Gym
of the left band badly torn on Saturday, in aduastic Exercises be adopted for use in tho Prijusting the spring in the bank door.
The wife of Jacob Witharn, residing iu "Old
mary Schools of this city, and that the ExecuDanville," fell down stairs, Saturday, and fractive Committee be authorized to procure two
tured her leg.
copies of the same for each Primary, for the
The beautiful residence of the Washburus at
Intermediate and for the West School,and four
Livermore, where S. B. Washburn, Esq., now
was
North
resides,
for
the
School.
brilliantly illuminated, Wednescopies
day evening, ill honor of Presideut Grant's reIt was ordered that Mouroe's Manual of Voelection, every window of the mansion being a
cal and Physicial Exercises be adopted for use i blaze of light.
in the Grammar Schools of this city, and that
At Mechanic Falls, last week, David Tandrove a turkey adorned with Grant & Wilion
the Executive Committee be authorized to proflags about town as a penalty for too much faith
cure one copy of said Manual for each GramHe was cheered on his march by
in "H. G."
and two copies for the North
mar School,
the Mechanic Falls baud.
School, at the rate of two-thirds the retail
KENNEBEC

books, or two-thirds, ten per cent, off,
price without exchange.

Jack.

BY TEIEGRAPH.

elected:

was

Scliools of this

ε

his recent lecture under the auspices of the
Young Men's Christian Association of Boston
also to disapprove of publie theatricals given
for purposes of revenue by members of a relig
ions society. The latter is supposed to refer to
the Chauning Fraternity dramatic entertainments at Music Hall, connected with Rev. Mr.
Blauchard's Church (Unitarian) which have
been laigely patronized by the elite of Boston.

Y. M. C. A.—At the regular monthly busimeeting of the Association held last evening at the rooms, the following members were

The best place to buy Clothing is at Burin relation to a change of school
leighs, 89 Middle St.
was taken from the
table, and Mr.
All that have used Elmwood fold Edge ColM. L. Stevens offered the
following as an lar will have no other.
Try them. novlleod2w
amendment:
Ordered, That Hagar's Elementary ArithAll Kinds of Mens' Gloves at Burle'gh's, 8Λ
metic, and Hager's Primary Lessons in Num- !
bers be forthwith introduced into the Primary i Middle St.
Schools of this city; and that Hagar's Commoii
I wear Elmwood folded Edge Collar. So say
School Arithmetic be introduced into all the :
classes of the Grammar Schools, except the ! we all. Be wise and try them.
novllrod2w
first class, at the opening of the several terms
of the school year. Provided said introduction
Undershirts and Drawers all grades, cheap,
be made at rates not exceeding those reported
at Burleigbs, 89 Middle street.
to the board by its Committee.
The amendment had a passage.
The cheapest and best Paint in the wo Id,· is
It was also ordered that the Independent Fifth
the AveriU Chemical.
and Sixth Headers be adopted for use in the
For salo at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf
Grammar Schools in this city in place of
Save your buildings by painting them tbethe Readers now in use, provided the work of
fore winter comes on, with the AveriU Chemiintroduction shall be done at the expense of
cal I'aint.
the publishers and
at^a rate of one half retail
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portlaud.
tf
prices, in exchange for old books, or two-thirds

new

shipped

ness

Blanchard,
text books,

retail price without exchange, ten per cent, off;
and that .«aid introduction be made as classes

and

named

mau

a

received

noor

suspicion of larceny of silvei
from Samuel Chadwick, which occurred
spring. Murphy disappeared at the time
Murphy,

notr

Εκν:Μη. Murray Criticised.— An organ
ization called the 1 iwell Preachers' Evangeli
cal Association liold frequent meetings fur con
fereuee and discussion. It has transpired tlia:
at a late meeting it was decided to censure oi
to publicly disapprove of some of the libera
views taken by the Rev. W. H. If. Murry ir

Labceny.—Yesterday afternoon Deputy S ter
John

1s

usual.

train to Montreal.

and officer York

freight

Th<

Old papers for sale at this office.

School Committee.— A meeting of
Sohool Committee was held last evening.
order offered at a previous meeting by

and

ways in battalions, has received another 03
emplification in the ease of Macdonald, tli
Pullman ear conductor, who created such a set
sation some time since by the assertion that h
had l>eeu poisoned by an apothecary in this eitj
Last Saturday Mr. Macdonald arrived in thi
city on the Montreal train.
Sunday nigh

agreed to.

Councilman Sampson, of Ward 5, moved that
it.« further consideration be indefinitely postponed ; which motion prevailed by seven yeas
to five nays.

require

of that 'epUoob" in Boston, lisa been removei I

—

The reiulnr monthly meeting of tbc
Council was held last evening. The records o1
tbo last meeting were read by the clerk.
Councilman Clement, of Ward β, offered thi:
following order:
Ordered, that ft joint special committee ol

tion of H.A.Hart,
sewer on Pine street.

Krir Λ droit lament· Tt«Day.

examine your

apggHBeggMMMaMàMWjtgiaMgtgSgMigsKB
The adage thi
Cosnxo ικ Battalioks.
Commor
misfortunes never come In single spies lint a

three from this board with such as the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen may join, be appointed
to revise the ordinances in relation to the erection of new buildings within the limits of the
city, iu order to secure a complete record of
buildings hereafter erected, and for the better
protection of the city from tire.
Passed and sent up. Councilmen Clement,
Sampson and Daveis being appointed 011 the
part of this board.

Til Ε Pit ESS

May

CUT Affair·.

Busted, rutin* Braccfiil and ea*r. v.w
recelve.1. Saiupl™ .hown

CUTPattern. coMtantly

œs

°no*T*Bm
—

"mur 5

N°·2

—

Portland.

Notice.
MILTON M. 1IALL, having been called
away by being sick himself, expects to be ablo

DR.

to return to Cumberland
week to his poet of duty.

Contre tlie first of next
octiudtf

maattmtsaesmmeaaBmmm

PEESS.j

THE

HOTELS,

THE GREAT

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

[From tlie Titueville Presa.]

Halloween Fun.
HOW THE

TEA.

COMPANY,

191 Fulton
Cor. Church St.,

Tliis anniversary of the "Auld Lang Syne"
festival, was pretty generally celebrated in

town last evening, in the peculiar manner
Out
that lias ever marked its recurrence.
doors, gates were unhinged, door bells were

House, Court. St.
Proprietors.

Elm

J^ew Yorlt.

of our actjuantance

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J.E. llarrinian & Co.,

an

for

OIV12 PROFIT ONLY.
This Company has resident agents anil business
connections wit h all the principal ports and Tea growing districts of China and Japan. The Teas are
bought expressly for their trade alone, in the best
TEA districts, and are sold for ONE PROFIT.
Send for Price List to the

WELLS' CARBOLIC

Tremout

Τ !
TABLETS.

l?Ien, Teachers,
YOUNG
ieters î Agent» wanted
"The

Ladies

or

New York.

22

give copy
paralleled chromo,
JUST SO HIGH,
to every subscriber. Agents take from
twenty-live to
names
a day. No buisness
thirty
pays like this. Send
for terms; and eecure territory for this
great enterprise at once. MACLEAN, STODDART & CO.
Publishers, 3 School Street, Boston.

receive

a

oet30-4wt

References—Charles Sager, C. J. Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren, P. G.
Blanchard, J. F. Libby, Hanson
C ay, Leander Valentine, C. F.
Sargent, Elias Thomas & Co., J. M.
Brown, J. P. Libby, S Baker.
oc22
TT&Stf

1ST Ο Τ I C 11
All who desire a

Stylisli and

Perfcct

Fitting Boot,

can

Τ Ο

FIT,

obtain the name, anil at short notice
by coming to

C. F.

JELLERSON'S,

101 Middle
and

Street,

leaving
here.

their measure.
Those who have work The best work is done
done here can TESTIFY
to its qualities. The
Custom Department is under
Λβί»?ΐΓ· ·'■ w· Farrell, one of THE
2.1 ClassEnS^n<l. Airfo one of the
beot stocks of Fir··.
Sale
for retail, constantly on liantl. AU styles, Ooods
sizes and widths, for
Cqamine

5,

^orHand s'epu ilth^lS?/

Sebago Dye Works,
JVO. 17
PIjUOT STREET.

We have bought out the above
all the machinery afif
good will of the
the admirable facilit ies, conducted

establishment,

with
same, with all
by a practical

chemist and dyei s ; fully confident of
turning out
work that cannot fail oi
giving satisfaction.
Ladies'dresses colored and finished in a
style. Gent's garments cleansed and colored superior
without
being ripped,and warranted not to
smut,and pressed
suPerior style. Piano and table
m
Marcovers,
seilles covers
bleached and framed: blankets scoured
and the wool
raised. JOHN S. MILL Eli &
CO.,
ββΡ*"

Proprietors.

Clothing;

Cleansed.

C™™»1kiud?T2 "Ύ1 ?ePJ'r®d
tion

receive

prompt

at

and

WILLIAM

short notice,

faithful «tien

BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the Park

BLOOD PURIFIER
It is not a physic which
may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first, few do
es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles
*
H,m
and Kinuren
kindred oiseuses
diseases to
Ôs7r»«
Ζ
Υι
Λ
*Γ
aid in weakening the
invalid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which,
ι,, under theι in/^umi
name υι
of --miters"
popular iiauic
"Btetere" is
Is so
bo

PasNamaqnoddy

extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic and
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been
long
used
by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

I)r. Wells

Extract of Jurubeba

retains all the mediciual virtues peculiar to the
plant
be taken as a permanent curative
agent.
Ik there want of action in
yonr Liver Ac
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretious, producing scrofulous or skin diseases,
Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to cleanse,
purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have you a Dyepepfttie
Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force,
poverty oi the
cal Tendency, General Weakness or Blood, DropsiLassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without
reaction, it will
impart youthiul vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have you weakucM of the
?
You are in danger of Chronic DiarrhoeaIiitcntineft
or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward
off tendency to
in flam ations.
llavt you weaklier of the
Uterine «r
Urinary Organs i You must procure instant relief or you are liable to
worse than death.
suffering
Take it to strengthen
organic weakness or life becomes a harden.
it
should
be frequently taken to
Finally
the
system in perfect health or you awotherwise keep
in great
danger of malarial, miasm atio or
contagious
diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt
St., New York,
Sole Agent for the
Price Ono Dollar per Bottle. Send United States.
forCircular.
0018
4wt
and must

Agents Wanted for

Work

Mauhood, Womanhood and their
relations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc. Mutual InterSend for

specimen jniges and
circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co.
Phila.Pa. oc2 i

AGENTS
WANTED.

SOMETHING NEW, 6 salable
art icles,sell at
eight. Catalogue»

and one sample free.N.
Y.M'fe
Co., 21 Courllaudt St., Ν. Y.
oct22f4w

I Send si am η f<»»
DUllUCrS (Building. "A. J. Bicknell & Co.
|27 Warren St., Ν. Y.
oct22t4w
fllHIS IS NO HUMBUG !
OP
X
By sendingOelCENTS with age,
height, color of eyes & hair,
will receive by reyou
turn mail, a correct
picture of your future husband
or wife, with name
and date of
Marriage. Address
W. FOX, P. O.
Drawer, No. 20, Fuïtonville, Ν. Y.
oct22t4w

£ among all classes,.

Old people, the middleaged, those who are just entering
life, ant*
*5 youth of both sexes buy and read with
ttie
"^greatest profit.
V

pH

9 MY
JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

DIO LEWIS' last and b«$t book.
jg
It is meeting with the
«
success;
$■ and there's UIONKY IiXgrentesfc
iT*
Send for our circulaT«»etc.,
which are se η
n*free. Geo. MAcLean, BuKtcn. oet22|4w

W

$250 ρθΓ1 mouth
male
φ and female, to introduce the everywhere,
GENUINE IM
PROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY
SEWING
MACHINE This machine will stitch, hen»,
fell,
,«■» tuck, (\utft, cord, bind,
braid, and embroider in a
^ mont, $wperior manner.
Price only $15. Fully
lleoHsed and waiTanted for live years. We
will
ι pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a
strongl ei; more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
ours. It makes tUo "Elastic
Lock Stitch."
second st itch can be cut, and still the ciothEvery
can2| not. bo pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
33 agents from $75 to $'J50 r>ei month and) expenses,
vVor a commission trom which twice thatamount
can
®~j.»e made. Addcess Secomβ &
Mass.;
•^5 Pittsburg, Γα. Chicago, Ili^yCOk^itoeio*,
vr St. Louis, Mo.
Of.t22-t4w
$75 to

"

Λ
ACrKNTS WANTED !
"Best chance now offered
f«r»r Fall and

Winter. $100 to $200 per month ·1 eared
HEAD on our New iTI,
Picture**,
Qnarlen Bookn, Charts,
&«..
&c. Address at onceThread*·,
FOB
for terms, D. L.
GUERNSEY,
Publisher.
Concord, N.
Agents. H. and Boston.
oct22t4w

Cheap Farms !

Tree Homes Î

tbe line of the UNION PACIFIC
KATLKOAD
1-2,000,000 acroeofthe best Farming and. mineral
Lands in Amelia**
3.000.00(1 Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
sale.
Valley, now
On

Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,

Grfttn growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed by
any pa the United Sta tes.
Cheaper in PRTce, more favorable terms given,
and more convenVeut to market than can be found
elsewhere.
Free flo'iiir.Htcari* forActnal Sellier».
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled to
a HomesteM of
ItiO Acres.
Send for the new
Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedisli and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address,
O. F. DAVIS,
Laud Oam'r U. P. R. It. Co.,
Omaha, Ned.
oot22t4w

Hoasc.-E.

GORHAffl.
Central Hotel, F. J. Berry, Prop.
GREAT FALLS, Ν. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

prietor.

KENDALL'S 'III,I.N.
Kendall's Mills Hotel, Randall Andrew»,

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.
Limeriek House, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

prietor.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—L. K. Cortliel, Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R' Cobb, Proprietor.

KKHARBÎ» R.

Marshall House.—Ν. G. Marshall 4k Sons,
Proprietors.
NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemaskct House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

?

IP**"

a

CHlulion.
this day forbid all
or trust
1DO
Peaco on
ίηΐζ my wile Mary E.iwrsonsbarWing

my account a
debts of lier
contracting after
MEERILL PKÂCO.
OtlHtleld, Oct. 27, 1872.
ηογ'Λ13νν·

sliaii pay
bis date.

no

bill»

or

For Musical Societies and Clubs,
ries and Classes, that fear to attack
classical cantatas.

Belsliazzar's Feast,
Pilgrim Fathers,

It is seldom that Mortgages upon new Railroads
considered sufficiently safe for the investment ot
Trust Funds. It is only when a Railroad is earning,
net, an excess of its interest obligations, with a certainty of a steady growth, that its Bonds can be said
to be perfectly safe.
The Chicago, Danville & Vincennes Railroad is doing this, and has this
certainty. That
part of it kuown as the Illinois Division (from
to
132
Chicago Danville,
Miles.) was fiuished last year,
and its gross earnings have increased from
$31,464 07
in December, 1871, to §57,587 95 iu
August, 1872.
The ntt earnings for August were $30,412 46. or at
the rate of $361,949 52 per annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue oi Bonds
upon both
the Mlinois and Indiana divisions is $280,000 gold.
The Illinois division is, therefore, earning, net, more
than enongh to pay interest upon the entire bonded
debt upon the whole road.

50
50
1.00

Choirs, Seminathe oratories and

Flower Queen,

75
30

and about 700

BONDS.

A 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York City—on
fclm Uiird largeot ron>l in Now Vorlt Btetu.
Tlw lliOSt
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, alording the
largest income and promising the greatest prolit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most profit·
ble investments offered iu this market for years.

A first mortgage upon such a road, at the rate of
$18,500 per mile is a safe investment, and we know of
no other railroad bond, at the price asked for
this,
that can demonstrate a similar value as a security for
savings banks and others.
We have sold nearly two millions of these bonds to
savings banks, trust companies and the most careful
investors, and have but $850,000 bonds remaining.
They are for $1000 each, and have forty years to
run.
Inttr.st

Messrs. Swan &

M.

Payson, Esq,
--on

W. 3. 8HATTUCK & Co., R.inkers
GENERAL AGENTS,

sep9—d<&w3m

BACKERS,

W. P.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAJS,

23

JylSdtf

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Browu& Hilton, Proprietors.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean House, B. Seavy, Proprietor.
Old. Orchard House, E. C.
Staples, Proprietor.

NORTH STRATFORD Ν. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey & Co. Pro-

prietors.

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adams

York.

Proprietor.
Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.G.Perry,
Proprietor.
American House, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress an:l Green St.
John P. Davis & Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

MELODEONS

etor.

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson &
Co.,

Proprietors.

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward,
Proprietor.
IT. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram «λ
Co., Proprietor.
Walker Houmc, Opp. Bostou Depot, Geo.

MISSOURI

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
180».
All

ranted.

Price lints sent by mail.

Will sell to be paid tor iu Install-

McPhail

JAMES G. TUKEY.
FRANKLIN SAWYER.
tl
Commissioners.

May 23,1872.

*
SOUTH CHINA.
Lake Houfie, J. Savage, Proprietor.

RICHMOND.
Itiehiuoiid Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

MHOWHEGAN.
Skowhcgan Hotel,Ε. B. iTIaybury,Proprietor.

Turner House, T. II. Hussey & Co. Pro
praetors.

Elm House. M. II. Hilton,
Proprietor,

BOSTON LEAD

NOTICE.

ΓΠΗΕ undersigned, constituted by an instrument
A dated Sept. 30. 1870. Trusteed of tbe estate of
the late llrra ot W. H. Melulier & Co., and to whom
was conveyed the property of «aid
firm, to be distributed among said creditors, hereby give notice
that such creditors as have not
already
proved theii
claims are allowed uutil the 30tli
day of November
next inclusive, anil no longer, to do sa to-the
satisfaction of said Trustees, who will receive
proofs every
day from 3 o'clock to 5 o'clock P. M. at the office
of
Cummings, Leavitt & "VVidber, No. 220 Commercial
street, Portland, Me. Immediately after Nov. 30th,
1872, said Trustees will distribute to those creditors
who have proved their claims the share of said
estate and property belonging to each.
Dated at Portland, Oct. 31,1872.
ALFRED S. PERKINS,
|
THOMAS F. CUM MINGS.

IiROWN,
ROBERT HOLYOKE,
JAMES C. SHERIDAN,

W M. W.

Trustcee.f

WAKEFIELD,

Notice of Harbor Commissioners.
NOTICE is hereby given that all persons
desiring to make any erection, incumbrance, éxcavation, filling, or deposits within] the limits of the
Harbor of Portland, and the tidal waters
connected
therewith, must first obtain the written permission
of the H;ubor Commissioners or a
major
part of
them, therein describing the extent and character of
the erection or deposit so permitted, as
required
by
law. And all persons making any erections,
deposits
oj excavations as aforesaid, without the written permission of the Harbor Commissioners, will be
prosecuted according to law.
Hereafter no deposit of dredgings and other material will be allowed to be placed in said waters
except

PUBLIC

during the hours of the day between sunrise and sunset. Application for permits may be made to
the nudersigncd at No. 4 and No. 42 Exchange St.
JACOB McLKLLAN. ) Harbor
S. T.
J ComC. H. CORSER^
FARLE\,
) missioners.
Nov.
Portland,
5, 1872.
nov.7-eodlm

Office 32,94 Ac 26 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

Is a pass book designed for the use of all clashes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging casn payments for
goods,
As an economical measure it lias 110 equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its adoption will

20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price $1.20 per dozen.
Sent post-paid in packages
ot any number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application.
Sample
copies by mail post-paid for 10 cents.
II. A. M.-KUIVINEY A CO., Publiwhcn,
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf
save

BOXËsT MUSIC BOXES.

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that nroduce sounds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with
melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT 'STREET and select
oue from *ke
iar?e 8*ock, so that it may

Chime
or

Christinas,

ring the New Year, in the

ears

of your

delighted

family!
VIOLINS, GU1TA11S, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, aud a full assortment of other instruments,

MUSIC and MUSICAL
MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES& CO., 33 Court St
[Opposite ilie Court House.)
dec"-d&
-d&wtc

Tea !

Patterns of (ianiienls
PLUMM:E~& WIMEK

Pure White Lead !
Dry aiid fîronml in Oil,
AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
Λ FITTINGS, PUMPS, &C., dC.

DRY

Our Pare White Learl, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be etrictlγ pure, and guarantee
that fat fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
C5f-~In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an oight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is 011 every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.
we

W. F.

C. A.

The Woman's Tea Co.
RIDEOUT SISTERS, Sole agents for Portland.
Office at 301} Congress Street.
CALL ΑΙΝΓϋ TRY Λ. PACKAGE
sepl9-T Τ & S 3m

Phillips

46 & 48
aiiGdemcod

Arrangement, July let,

Junction,

0.15* A.

M.,

&

l*aescngcr

ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger trains leave Portland dai-

]sJ*:î??ïl-*???fflly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sune"^iip^ij^3days excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.

·*-Μ.,§9.ΐυ

—

M., t 6.00 P. M.

Leave Boston for
A. M., t8.3l) A. M,
M. *8.00P.M.

MANUFACTUREE

BY

M., $3.30 P. M., f4.15

P.

Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A. M, îl0.40
M., t2.48 P. M.. t5.55 P.M., t S.00 Ρ M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returnin at 5.20 P. M.
^Pullman sleeping car express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Monday

\o

Entirely

Dif-

ferent from,
and Superior to
other

An Absolute Protection from Fire.
Send for

descriptive circular

+Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

F.

Supt.

P.

CHASE,

S. & P. Division.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Spring Arrangement.

"

"-at 7.15

A.

M.,

and 1.30 P.

M., making

direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine aud Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and. Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and wav stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
At Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick, Par son
afield,

daily.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland. Mav 20. 187?.

GO
Tou

WEST!

can save

$4

on

each Ticket

by buying τι.

and SOFT WOOD for sale at
coin street. Also Dry
HAUT)
Edgings.

No. 1:1

Lin*

WM. Hl'SE.

mouey at work for D. L. Edwards
Maiuè. Send for particulars.

JOOffice.PRINTINO
It

neatly executed

at

this

:»τηι*ρ

dry

increasing

WHITNEY A NAJKPNON, Agent»,
TO Long Wharf, Boston.

jn23-ly

I.I\K

M t.

SOLD

ς

ί

TO

Desert anil

Machias.

DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE i

by

BATES <\C0.PR0PHS

I

425

CAΝ

Arrangement.—Commencing Friday, October 11th.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK
The favorite Steamer

CAPT. DEERIXG,
further notice) Railroad \Vbarf,
FRIDAY
Portland, every
EVENING, commencing
Friday, the 11th in»f.,at ΙΟ o'clock,
Or on arrival of Express Train from
Boston, for
Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle. Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiatport.
Re tuning will leave Mascliiasport every
Tuesday
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named

υ.

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,

Bangor,

Portland, Oct.

General Agent.
oc9 tf

1872.

7.

CITANT ΔΗΙ)

LINE

NAIL 8TEA9ISHIP8
SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

"Calling at Queenstown, Cork Har.
Steamers appointed to sail

30.

MALTA. Tues* Nov 12. HECTA. Sat. Dec. 7.
OLYMPUS,Sat, Nov. 16. SAMARIA, SAT. Dec.14.
Nov. 28.
embark at

*100 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NKW YORK.
ALGERIA, Sat. Nov. 2.-RUSSIA, Wed. Nov. 20.
J A VA, Wed. Nov.
G. ΙA Β YSSINIA, Sat, Nov.23.
PARTHIA, Sat. Nov. 9.|CUBA, Wed. Nov. 27.
Passage Money, including tare from Boston to Ν York,
Cabin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to
Paris, $15
Gold, additional. Retnni Tickets on favorable terms
83ΪΓ" Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

City.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Calai* and Ml. John·
Digby.
WinilMor anil Halifax.

ITAX«Xj

ach, Erysipelas, Headache. Piles, Rheum a-

tism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Dmpsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner

cure.
They nurge out the foul humors
stimulate the sluggish or disorinto action, and they impart health and
tone to ine whole being. They cure not onlv the evof everybody, but formidable and
ery day
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful physicians, and our best citizeus send certificates of ".ures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
tak«5 ; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
haimless.
PREPARED BY

powerful to

blood; they

of the

dered

orean

complaints

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
Janl-e3dwly-1
~

Dr.

R. J. JOI KDAIX
ΓΒΟΓβΙΕΤΟΒ

HAS

e ou sequences and treatment of diseases ft the
with remarks on marriag
;«ul
theA'arious causes of the toss of manhood, with. Ji II
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a cîî ?
ter on venereal infection, and the means of' cure, 1Λ :
inr; the most comprehensive irork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pjiges. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address.

reproductive system,

Dr. Jonrdaill's

junlldlyr

Paralysis

ami Hands, Enlarged Joints, Wry Neck. Curvatures
the Spine, Hip Diseases, Rickets. St. Vi.us's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Gout, Convulsi >ns, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Luugs, Cancel S, Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. B., Amherst,
or to F. E. FAXON, ESQ., A g nt for the
Institute,
Ν ». 1 Pemberton square, Boston.

of

octl5-d&wl'2w

FOR PURIFYISU THE BLOOD.
A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer's Sarsapaiulla
makes positive cure of a
series of com plaints, which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in I he

system,

Ο

expelled irom the blood. 'Internal derangements
the determination of these same humors to some
in'ernal orgau, or organs, whose action they
derange
and whose substance they disease aud
destroy.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce, disappear, such as Ulcerations Qf the Liver

R

PER WEEK.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Cant. C. Kilbv, will leav
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st.,
every Monday, Wednesday and

'Friday Evenings, at 10 o'clock,
commencing Monday, 22nd inst., for Bangor, (or as
far as the ice will permit,) touching at Rockland,
Camden, Lincolnville. Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bycksport, Wiuterport and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor
Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6every
o'clock, touch
ing at the above named landings, arriving at Port
land at 5

o'clock P. M.
further particulars inquire of Roes & Sturd
Commercial
▼ant,
St., or Cyrus Sturdivant, General Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
»pl7
For

Norfolk and Baltimore and
WasMngtou,
1). C. Steamship Line.

Stomach Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blôtches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Itheum, Scald Head, liingirorm. Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Pain in the. Bones, Side, and Head, Female JVeakm ss, Sterility, Leucorrhcea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease, JJmpsy,
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and (Seneral Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED

BKU

η

Λ

FOR

Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Sorjolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the t'a. Λ Ten
Air Line to all joints in Virginia, Tennessee. Al
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard ami llo
noke R. R· to all points in North and South Caro'ina
by the Bait. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and

Through rates given to South and West.

Fine Passenger accommocat ions.
Fare including Berth anil Meals to Norfolk $15.00
hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
For further information apply to

line 48

SAMPSON,

Agent.
33 Central Wharf,,
Boston.

PROCURE TICKETS

Awning's, Verandahs,

W agon, Box and

Covers, Canvass

SS^Tcnt·

49 1-2

to

Passenger

Ticket Agency !

Travelers for CALIFORNIA
land the Went, Mouth
and Nortli3wr»t, may obtain through Ticket*
'by the be*t and niONt reliable
route from Portland or
Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the

Office, 49 I-îl Exchange

Exchange

PORTLAND.
All orders by mail promptly attended to.
Sept 5-eodtf

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have use Π it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary organs existing in male or temale, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous auu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontlnuenceof Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
(Jrlno-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists au 1 Dealers in Medjcin

Sewing Machines !

OLD

W. D, LITTLE & < 0.

let.

EXTRACT

everywhere.
no2£eodly

lowent rate»», at the ol
and reliable Union Ticket
Agetcy of

Fosters, Transparencies,

W

AT THE

TENTS AI* H FLAGS.
Canvas Signs, Flags and
Awning Borders made and
lettered in the best manner.

CENTS.

iiVS

"George Appold,·» Capt. Wlnslow Loretand.
"/MacX'stone,"
Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
"
William Kennedy" Capt, Henry D. toster.
"McClellan,*"Capt. F. M.Howen
Freight, forwanied from Nortolk to W aelimgton

Yaclit & Boat Sails,

ΙΌΒΤΙ.*1*1», Me.

·>π

of this Line sail from

Steamships:—

LEAVITT

UitUA t JilALO
%

COUGHS, COLDS, Ac.

ONLY
Sept δ-demoB

William Laicrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
William Crane." Capt. Solomon Howes.

E.

by

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical ard Analytical Chemist.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
dec9d£ we very 3d w ly

of Centrai Wharf, Boston,
Seml-Wceklv, 2.30 p. x. for NOR
FOLK anil BALTIMORE.

june2tf

under-

are

The

11

which

mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should

be

LINK!

—το—

TRIPS

w42

Ayer's Sarsparilla,

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

Χ_(ϊ

.Hom.

and Deformities Cured.

day.
Connections made at Eastport for St.
Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Uoulton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby,
Annapolis, Windsor, Kentvillc, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottctown, P. JE. I„and Summerside, P. Ε. I.
33f""Freight received on days of sidling until 4
o'clock P. M.

"

Consulting; Office,

Wtrcct, Boston,

The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
the town of Amherst, Mass., for the treatment and
cure of Paralysé in all its forms. Spinal Diseases.
Contracted Cords and Limbs, Crooked Feet and

and after MONDAY, Sept.
the Steamer New
Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
►Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
rS. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
etuming will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Α.

ΤΠΚ

causes,

On

THREE

OP

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of hisleduies,
containing most valuable information cu the

30th,

INSIDE

Pill, and Puri-

fying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative yet periccted. Their
erteets abundantly show how mucli they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, hut

ARRAN GEMENT,

sep23-t30 thsn old

Family Physic,

Coptivencss, Jaundh e,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stom-

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Β

α

CUBING

61 Hancock

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, London, Bristol, Glasgow,
Queenstown or Derry to Boatou or New
York,
CURRENCY. Passengers booked to all
parts of the United States. Drafts issued on Great
Britain and Ireland for J21 and
upwards. For
Freight and Cabin passage apply at the Company's
Office, 80 State Street. For steerage paysage, at 99
State Street, Boston.
J 47IE8 ALEXANDER, Agent.

Portland. Me.

For all the Purposes of

&

Currency

υυ., Agenr.

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,

the Cunard Wharf; Eaat

manufacturer of

UNION STREET,

an

Me.

χτλκλ ΐΛο »v

landings.

For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 170 Commercial St.,
CYRUS STURDIVAUfT,

Northwest and Southwest !

aug28-tf

»

sc|>16-MW&F&weow t»in

Will leave (until

44

and is making ibe best connections and
quickest
time of any route from Bangor,
Baggagu checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House examinai on.
For full particulars enquire at Railway Station
or any of the Companies
agents in New Engl nd.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

AU^S;T ΝÈW YORK.

Full and Winter

Chicago, Saginaw,
Pant, Salt Lake City, Denver,
San Francisco, and all points

THE GRAND TRIJNK is in splendid
running condition, is fully supplied with first-class rolling stock,
including the

TO

Tim effects to ho looked for by taking the
Pectoral are, a soothing and controlling
influence over any cough, promoting sleep,
tickling scusaiion tn the throat,
allaying the
creating a Wealthy seer«*îion or evpectoration,
the interval* between the paroxysms
if coughing, invigorating the whole system,
:uringthe congh, and bequeathing to noaterky
one of its greatest blessings —sound lungs;
thereby insuring immunity from Consumption.

a. m.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
or Passage, apply to

INNIDK

LEAMNO

DISEASES

ALL

CONSUMPTION.

For Freight

Canada, Detroit,

all

ALL KINDS OF

MKWIXU
JIAt'llRX* sold on Hmnll
Monthly Cn*h Ii>Minlment«. or work furnished
alter the tirst payment of TEN DOLLARS which we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. We will pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars per month. Ladies on our work can easily

earn from

Twenty
more

Street

than

to Thirty Dollar* per .Honih,
enough to pay their instalment on machine.

Reliable information eheerftilly ftirnishi.l at
times.
is4t
wl5
ap6d&w

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

itlnchinm Ment into the Country,
CtoocI Agents Wanted in
Every
Town.
For particular* call on or address

Factories,
Ships, Railroad Cars,
her building purposes, furnished by the cargo
I^OR
Λ. II. WHITE & Co.,
short notice.
VK.1NKLS WANTED.—Coastwise and ForBridges,

and

ol

0o., Portland,

oct30-4w\VF&M

10

FACT,

IK

Insurance one half the rate ot
'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Traveling Agents, Γ4-"'7^
&

WOOD

Wharfage.
delphia, at

173 Middle8t.. Up Sta r?.

WOOD !

Sat'd'y.

179

A.

copiea,

&

same

On and after Monday, May 20th.
1872, passenger trains leave Portland
for Rochester and intermediate stations

to

6,000 in six months. Λ Literary, Religious
and Family Newspaper, published weekly. The
and
cheapestFine best Family Paper in Maine. A choice,
Steel Engravings or The First Bible
of Six
Lesson—one of Ρrang* s prettiest $2.00 Chromos,
given away, all framea, to new subscribers. No
money called for until paper begins to come and picture is delivered. Every Agent is making handsome
pay. The time to work is during the next three
months. Send for a sample copy and full particulars, to PUBLISHERS RIVERSIDE ECHO, Portoct30-4wWF&M
land Maine.
of

RAISING OF BI.OOD.

IVHOOPIXU-COϋ (ί Η, CR ΟU Ρ,
ASTHMA,

>

Κ uni port «

ufrThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 6.15, <U0 A. M., and 3.30, P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
Je21tf

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
HTFIiUETSTZA,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

iFast Express.

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,

crease

WedVy

FOR

CoieIis, Colis, Hoarseness,

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

morning.

St.

Extinguishers.

lunlldGmTn&F2taw

WM. E. HOOPER &
SONS,
Send for price-list.
Baltimore, Md.
jnnl5-Gm

A.

Portmouth and Portland at 17.30
112.30P. M., t3.15P. M., *6.00 P.

A.

EXTINGUISHER ! West,

and Most

to

Steamships

GARDNEt

Bestt Cheapest

Passage apply

PHILADELPHIA

Cabin, $80

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

ODCÏWOflT &

FI S Η Ε R MEN.
TWINES AND NETTING,

or

HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf

Boston.

street.

îMondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERltlTT, SupeAntendent,
Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24, 1872
jnn21tf

S UMMER

Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can he made by applying to
oclfldtf
theCapt.

end

Patented Feb. 14 & Dec. 26, 1871 ; March 12,1872.

7

Commercial Mireet, Out; door
H. Weston & C'o'n.

Boston, Haymarket Square.

^Accommodation.
tFast Express.

M.

Co

SIBERIA, Sat.
jryPassengers

To

The Last,

Steamship

daily.

and baggage checked.
{Xilf^Freight trains between Portland and Boston

Freight station, Causeway

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVEK.
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily i'"f
.Jones* Landing, on Mid afterOct 10,1*72, at 8.45 A.
M., and 3.15 P. M.
Keturning leave Jones* Landing at 9.15 ami 3.45 P.

same

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
SAMARIA, Tues. Nov. 5. I BATAVIA, Sat. Nov.

station in

MTK.4.HKB
KXPBKS SS,

taken

Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased

Co.,

SOUIjE, Wholesale dealers
in Produce anil Ocn« ral
H
CoinmiwMioii Unparalleled Success. ST*
IVIvi-ràiantM have removed to WîIIîn'
Block, the RIVERSIDE ECHO. Over 10,000
inNo. ΙΟΙ
caMtof T.

For Freight

3.30* P. M.

Manchester aucl Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrive* il Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
traiu with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore

TTAS

Refrigerators.

REMOVAL!

I87il·

leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaT»Be-i§oae«jM§|ti,)ii, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
3.30t,
M.,
4.15*, 6.00* (express) P.M.
—a21
■Reluming *7.30, t8.30 A. M., *12.30,
*3.15, 6.00$ (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Trains

MIDDLE ST.

EFFECTIVE.

The three points of excellence which I claim, are:
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
drvnuea no
nnflmnrnw^
2nd; dryness,
dampness nnmld nor taint ;
no
intermingling of odors; purity and active 3rd;
air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for
circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near
Burnham |
& Co.'h lee House. Portland. Me. Leavitt,
je4dtf

COOMBS, Sup't.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Muoiuicr

Peak'* Ixluml Mlrainboali'oiiipniif.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
>
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
diiaSuj4JR^*every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY. at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are tit ted up with line
accommodations for
passengers, making this the mosl
convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal,
Quebec
Halifax, St. John, ami all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers a*
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

FIRE

juyl6dtf

AND RtTTTERICK S

BOSTON

Imported by

ELIAS HOTVfc

Sewing Machine

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE

Mandarin

Sanford's Improved

CO.,

| J. H. Chadwick & Co., Ag'ts,

BY M. Y. B. STIMSON.

MUSIC
To the Creditors of the late firm of W. II*
iflelelaer & Co.

Pianos,

[INCORPORATED IK 1829.]

MUTUAL BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,

Mondays,

Washington,

jyisdtf

$1.50. Freight

Fare

LEWISTOiN"

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid. daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates,

noon.

THE

PARIS 1IILL.
Hubbard Hotel, II. Hubbard, Proprietor.

Iiiefrumeute War-

THE

Proprietors.

PEAK'S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jell'erson ami Whitefield,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro' for North Waldoboro',

For Peaks' Island.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

between Portland

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot liver, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islandr.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 a. m., and 1.00

ami

,,

&T.

ments.
Commissioners' Notice·
also have the Agency for this State tor the
undersigned commissioners appointed by the
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County to
CELEBRATED
meet and examine the claim of the creditors against
the estate of Yeranus C. Hanson, late of Portland,
deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six
s
months from the seventh day of May,a.d. 1872,are allowed for said creditors to be
present and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be iu session The leading insti iment manufactured in the United
States.
for the purpose of receiving said claims and proof at
the oflice of A. A. Strout in Portland,County of CumRemember
144
l-'J Excbange St.
berland and State of Maine, on the third Saturday of
June, August, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the clock iu the fore·*

Brid&haui Jr., Proprietor.

jjltt

HAWKEN,

Eichauac st.. Portland

'2S

of cars

Commencing Monday, June 44th, 1874.

EXCHANGE

State Treasurer in New York. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per ceut interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.

dtf

9ALES-

144 l-£

City and County Bonds registered under the laws passed at last session of the
Legialatuer. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn &
Co.,

JERE.

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

BONDS.

mch22

change

v8dtf

NEW ARRANC.E.11ENT.

Waldoboro,

—AND—

Municipal

CUARLE8 M.

at 5 P. M.

Maine

Direct rail route to Wise asset, New
No

η

W. Ij. BILLINGi. Agent
J. IS. COTliG JR., General
Agent.mcL30tf

LINCOLN RALLROAI).

Damariscotta,
]f?pi?pf§fff|8Castle,
Warren and Rockland.

the same day.
Bridgton, Nov. β, 1872.

on

REMEDY

J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, July 26, 1872.
augl2tf

"&

MKHAfaO

regular trip»
Thursday, Nov. 7, 1872, leaving

Harrison at fi.oo a. tn., North Bridgton
6.15, Bridgton G.45, Naples 7.45, connecting with train
at 11.20.
in
Portland
arriving
Returning, will leav Sebago Lake on the arrival of
tra'ii leaving Portland at 3.15 P. M.
By this arrangement paasengers can make a trip
to Portland, remaining there four hour», and return

BO HTON

Through

HASTINGS,

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Dauforth House, D.Danforth. Proprieto

days

m.

For Mt Kineo, Mooseliead Lake, take 12.15 a. m.
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 0:50 a. m. At
8 o'clock stage leaves for Grêenville, foot of Lake,
where you take steamer for Mt. Kineo, arriving at
5:30 p. m. Passengers can by stopping over night at
Dexter leave Portland at 1.00 p. m. and take stage
next morning.
For Dover and Foxcroft take 1:00 p. m. train. Passengers ticketed through. Fare §5.00.
Tickets ate sold in Portland at Station
and at Ho'se Railroad Office for Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifax $12.00.

KNOX

WHARF, Portland,

low rates.

a. m.

i

nOWTREAL,

and

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O'CLOCK P. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:35 a. m.
From Oldtown, Mattawaiukeag, Bangor, Skowhegau, Waterville, Augusta, Winthrop, ReadfieM. Bath
and Lewiston at 2:55 p. m.
From Augusta aud Lewiston at 6:45 p. m.
From St. John, Houlton, Calais, Bangor, &c., 1:25

ORGANS
New

Registered

prietors.

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p.
Trains Due at Portland.

Nassau St.. New-York

25 PINE ST.

NAPLES.
Elm House, Nathan Church &
Souk, Pro-

ATLANTIC

in.

or

PORTIAND.

·

Proprietor.

iiov2

Barrett, Bankers,

—AND—

Henry

a. m.

Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta,
Readfield, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor, Mattawamkeag at 1:00 p. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augusta 5:25 p.

CITV

Jlavinjr commodious Cabin and State Room accommodation», wilt run alternately, leaving

p. M.

cars.

GOLD,

MIDLAND

7:00

I

Indian Summer,
Winter Eve'g
Burning Ship,
35
Quarrel of Flowers,
1.00
Eutertaiment,
Festival of Rose,
30 Book of Cantatas,
1,50
Child'n of Jerusalem, 30 Esther,
50
50 Picnic,
Fairy Bridal,
1.00
7 PER CENT.
50 Culprit Fay,
Daniel,
1.00
1.00 Flower Festival,
Haymakers,
45
torm King,
38 Twin Sisters,
payable April ami October. Present price 90 and ac50
crued interest from October ist in currency.
Mailed post-paid, on receipt of price.
The last week of our sales of Illinois Division
OLIVEÉ DITSON & CO., Boston.
Bonds amounted to $500,000. Early orders are
CITAS. H. DITSON & CO New York.
nov9-d&wtf w45
therefore suggested, in order to secure any portion of
this extremely desirable loan.
For further particulars, statement of earnings,
CONVERTIBLE
maps of the line, &c!, apply to

NORWAT.
Real's Hotel, L. B. Weeks, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Whit marsh

day; new ones can make

Try it once and nee.
\\e want 1000 more
agent»;don't be afraid to
old and young. Women
at.pH—
do
For
lull information, address uplendilv with it
AMERICAN Publlitlne
Co., Hartford, Con®.
oct22t4w

CANTATAS.

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

likl! «ΙΛΒΚ TWAIN'S
80,000 printed in six months.

qkll^finïoïiien
to «10 early ""this ?25
#5
book.

Clarke's New Method for Reed Organ.
Pleases everybody by its thorough course of instruction and most pleasing music. Price,i$3.50.

EASY

Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro-

Church

Music Books, iVice,$1.50,
Specimen sent, at Present, f.n|1.35'

HIRAM.

¥O

will rank among the very best

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St. John,
Halifax, &c.. at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping cars and day
this train.)
Portland for Lewistou, Rockland and Augusta at

are

is about eighty miles in length, traversing extensivo
Bituminous Coal fields, and making a direct (and the
shortest possible) line between Chicago and the Block
Coal district at Brazil.
The Iron and otiier materials for the Indiana Divi
sion have all been bought and paid for in cash, a
part of it is now in operation, and the entire Division
is to be finished this season and opened to a
profitable business.
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of
twenty-three first-class locomotives

Ranks, and

I

cars en

GEMS OF STRAUSS Î

TUE STANDARD !

„Arrangement of Trains,_____
}îîî!!???*|f^|Commencing July 22,

To Careful Investors.

TIIE INDIANA DIVISION

Cloth.

RAILROAD^

MAINE CENTRAL

Company.

DITSON Λ CO'S

TafI, Prop

GARDINER.
Evans Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

Who Wants
Employment?
IT

largely

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan & Sou, Prop

v..

1

a

It matures in ten years, and will yield a return of
all DeiK>sils,
"increased by interest and profits,
or in lieu thereof a
paid-up, with profits, Life Insurance Policy of large
amount, upon which annual
dividends will be paid.
LOW CASH RATES and annual dividends
are the distinctive features of all the
ordinary forms
of insurances as granted by this Company.
w!7
oct!2deSat8t&w8t

&3.00

Proprietor.

for

Of Hartford, Conn., or any of its Agonts for
copy of tbc

Continue in great demand. Remtmber to buy one
for a Holiday Present.
Price, ^2.50 B'ds;

prietor.

STANBISH.
Staudish House. Capt. Chas. Thompson,

Made to fit the FOOT, though it be

DIFFICULT

Pro-

SPRING-VALE.
Tibbetts House, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor

K. Leuiont,

liberal share of patronage.

BIXFIELB.

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson,

ANDREWS, Ν. B.
The Rail Way Hotel, Michael Clark, Proprietor.

Prof. Fowler's Great

STREET.

BEXTER.

St.

him to be

PREBLE

Danville & Yincennes

Bexter House.

\

THE
ILLUSTRATED PEOPLE'S WEEK
LY, tlie best and cheapest paper published. DIO
LEWIS and a corps of most ropuLAit authors
write exclusively for it. We
a
of the un-

Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate ot
passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
il. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

APPLY TO THE

Co.,

STEAMERS
FORENT

one

CHICAGO

Insurance

SUPERIOR SEA-GOING

after

stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for
Quebec,
Moutreal anil the West.
Accommodation for South Paris aud intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and

Mulligan,

FOR boston.

TRAINS.

Monday, Nov. 4th
follows :
train
for South Paris at
—"
7.30 A. M.; for Island Pon«l, Quelle,
Montreal, and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

AGAIN.

...

Montreal.

ORGAJSTIZEB 1S50.

Life

and

υ.

at 4 P.
m.,
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward's Island; also at New Glasgow, N. 8., with Lindsey & Co.'s
Stages for Cane Bref on.
HP* RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including Slate room,
$7 00
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
_'stf
JOHN PORTKOUS. Agent.

run as

THE LAST OF THE LOAN

CHARTER OAK

On

-,

Correspondent,

Railroad

OF

Ε.

Every Saturday,

ARRANGEMENT.

will
^ffI§ff^|fPf|Trains
^^3 Passenger

—OF THE—

policy.

Hotel, Sauborn Ar Jacobs, Proprie-

Clark'N Biuing Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Bepot, HI. W. Clark, Proprietor.

great combinatio

TO-DAY
GREAT

a lirst class meknowing
one thoroughly
acquainted with all
the business, 1 would cheerfully recom-

$10,000,000 Assets

Simpson·

BANVILLE JUNCTION.

Living

On

Having secured first class workmen In all branche
and buy nothing but the best of
stock, I believe lean
build work wecond to nonu in
style, lightness, strength
and durability combined. Particular
attention given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish
t» have
their carriages stored and insured
the winter
during
and put in repair for spring can do so at low
rates.
A speciality of repairing all kinds of
All
orders in this line by express will be springs.
promptly attended to. By strict attention to business
I hope to

B.

BAHIARISCOTTA.

oct30-4\vt

HAVING

dlm-eodllm&w6w

HI ai ne
tors.

to canvass for the

ALTERATION
WINTER

ROUTE

The NTKiniK
will commence running

^ivor'Le steamship CAB-

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Office, 166 Fore Si., Portland, Me.

A Great Offer ! 48? Broad wï\A N?

Agents wanted

00
3,379.050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01

THE

ARRANGEMENT.

►leave»

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
nov4ti
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..

$8,143,240

!

Can.
J-OTTA,
Portland

Freight

ton.

CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.

The Poliey gives insurance for a definite sum at a
very low rate of premium.
It lias a fixed CASH VALUE, which can be
withdrawn at the end of any year on surrender of the

a

$5,375,793 24

«I, II. CHAPMAN, Necretary.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,—P. Burgiu, Proprietor.

STANLEY

leased ray Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lockhart & Sloan) to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue the manufacturing of Carriages

Beard,

DEPOSIT INSURANCE POLICY.

For full description and terms, address immediately HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila. or Boston.

SPECIAL. NOTICE.

Ε.

Proprietor.

LIVINGSTONE,

SOUTH CRAY.

Factory of

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

International

oct30-4wf

and hie RESURRECTION from
Death, by

smith & COBB,

Feb. 7, 1872.

H. Chapman, Pro-

etor.

«BEAT EXPLORER,

This sleigh was awarded the SILVER MEDAL at
the New England Fair, held in
Lowell, Ma^., also
the highest Prern urn at the State Fair holden iu
Bangor. It lias been extensively usel before a criticising public for the last four years, and is rapidly
gaming favor for the following reasons :
1st—It is vastly more durable, being constructed
without tenon or mortise, secured by bolts
only.
2d—The post with a brace is of best Quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant and light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties intending to purchase are
invited to call and examine our variedrespectfully
assortment of
both single and double slei^lia.

At

S.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

31)00 ACEWTN WANTED AT ONCE for
our NEW
BOOK, the LIFE OF THE

1871.)

First Class Carriages and Sleighs

BETHEL·.
F. S. Chandler Sc Co.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

SLEIGH,

of the

JOHN W. MUNGER,

Proprietor.

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever
published
v. ill be sent free of charge to
any book agent. It contains nearly 500 fine Scripture
and
illustrations,
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, e'c., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISAING CO. Pliila.. Pa.
-vim imt

Smith's Patent Metallic

By order

BRUNSWICK. HIE.
P. & K. Bining Rooms, W. R. Field,

ers', at very low priee for cnnh, or part cashand
balance in small monthly instalments. Neiv-7octav firstccass PIANOS, modem improvement, for
££75 rash. Now read g a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
ever made. Illustrated
Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music and Music Merchandise.
oc/30-4trt

(The Best Tiling Yet.)

CHASE,

69

THE SEBAGO
ON

on

STAGES
daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Ivezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for.Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine R. R's., and'the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Bos-

$14,806,812 37

J. D. JONES, President.
W. Η. Η. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

WINTER

STEAMERS.

Nova Scotia.

DIRECT

Connect

$5,412,777 51
2,033,675 18

next.

prietor.

dispose of IOO PIANOS, MEI.OÛEÔNS, and
ORG ANS of six,first-class makers, including Wat-

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

Manufacturer of all kinds of

■*"—
A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. in. Trains will be
with passenger cars attached.

Six per cent interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled.
Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) for gold
premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A «1 ί viil<-iiil of Forly I*er Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the
Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of

BRKDGTON.CENTER, Me.
Cumberland House,Marshall Bacon,Pro

Irill

jokes were not confined to the
young people. We hear this morning of flaxseed emptied into beds, where it occasioned
much emotion by its resemblance to "yearling" bed-bugs, Those who retired early
wera pretty certain to find a
cabbage or
pumpkin between the sheets. Tempting
of
with-dust
pieces
pie,
stuffing, were generally tendered b yloving wives to their loving
husbands, and various other jokes, practical
and otherwise, were played in a manner that
threatened to take from "All Fools Day" the
distinction it has hitherto enjoyed.

ALBERT

31st December, 1871,

Total Amount of Assets,

Proprietors.

House,
Proprietors.
Chapman House,
prietor.

LADIES

But the

K. LEMONT.

New York.

$7,446,452

C AHIDEHI·
Bay View House, Ε. H. Bcrnuth, Prop.

mannor.

mend him to my former custom cry.
Ε.

William,

Policies have been issued ui*>u Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks uisconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Oft'lrom 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,21184
The Company has the following Assets, viz :
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*Ler Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes auu Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

April

Halifax,

-aa;

Total niuount of Marine Premiums,

& GENTLEMEN, Agents wanted
to sell Protean button Hole Cuter, 25cts. ; Button
Hole Worker, 50cts. ; Needle Threading Thimble,
25cts. ; Morocco Needle Book, 50cts., (6 làrge and 5
papers small Needles. $15 per day sure; sample free
to any oue at above price. C. THORNTON & Co., 599
Broadway, Ν. Y.
oct30-4wt

however, and the remainder of "Halloween"
enjoyed by the young folks in a more quiet

and

& Co.

Chandler

mo TUB WORKING CLASS, male or
X female §60 a week guaranteed. llespectable em
pluyment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to
start with sent free by mail. Addtess with 6 ceut
return btamp M. YOUNG &
CO., 10 Cortland St..

amicably adjusted,

eodtf

on

Ultn-

STEPPED ON THE CAT'S ΤΑΠΑ h®wl of mortal
agony followed, and a
moment later the enjoyment of the
evening
was marred by the
yonng lady's father opening the kitchen door, and though clad in a
single and nameless garment, be insisted on
knowing it it was "necessary to raise such a
hullabaloo at this time of night' before he

(Patented by Hugh Smith,Oct.

Premiums

For

TIME.

1 further
IQ»gjjÛOMK^udtifollows
:

Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

on

R. R.

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, aud
notice, traîne will run

________

Proprietor.

m everv county, for
Stnndnrd Bible." 550 illustrations. Extra terms. Prospectus free. Zicgler & McCurdy, 274 Main St., Springfield, Mass. oct3D-4wf

eye, she took no more interest in the antics of fortune-tellers, but sat
down, while her
admirer, in his haste to relieve her sufferings,

STIIDDED

received

BRYANT'S PONB.
Bryant's Pond House—Ν. B. Crockett,

People'»

heart?,
unfortunately "John" exploded, and a piece
of hot chestnut striking the original
Mary in
the

was

.-♦·♦-

Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to
Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

Premiums

House. Tremont St. Bingham

Wrisley

oct30-4wt

VICTIMS IN TOWN.
A young "fellah" in his teens took some
chestnuts to the residence of his girl ouFerrj
street, to tell fortunes with, upon a hot stove,
Everything worked pleasantly at first; the
old folks went to bed eaiy, and the
younf
couple sat by the kitchen stove, which diffused a glow scarcely wanner than that whicl:
emanated from their own hearts. Two
plump
chestnuts, which had been named after the
two beings who were there to watch theii
movements, were placed upon th? heated
stove. They reposed for a moment side
by
side, then the nut named "John" began to
waltz around the suifaee of the
stove, and
was followed a moment later
by "Mary," the
other proxy. As they grew wanner their
speed and eccentric evolutions increased,
and the young couple were very much interested in the final movements which were to
indicate the fate of their own
when

Everthiug

Tlic Trustees, in Conformity to the
the 31st day of December, 1871.

etor.

In nil eases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, there
cleansing and liea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a coll, it is easily
cured in its incipie.it state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is excedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
Tabids as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for Uuited States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.

THERE WERE MORE

branches of

BOSTON.
American

Worthlc** imitations are on the market, but
only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid tor
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
othei weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautionad against using any other.

canned fruit and other eatables. The
ot the house appeared upon the scene
at this juncture, and escorted the young man
to the upper world, where, after
scraping the
lard and apple butter from his clothes, and
combing the doughnuts out of his tangled hail
he was advised to go home. Ths Thomas
cat, whose hasty exit from the cellar caused
the catastrophe, rubbed fondly against the
unfortunate young man's legs and departed.

Sleighs,
chanic, and

prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. TU. Plumiucr, Proprietor

the

pickles,

Pro-

Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore throat,
lioarseuess and bronchial difficulties, use only

DON

HI^J,EG9."

.Hi Hi ken,

House, Hanover St. L.Ric
Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. 11. B. Parker &
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin Square,Bulfinch,
Bingham, Wris£ey& Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. HI. Stetson, Propri

who

owner

and

BATlk.

Sagadahoc House, Joliu S.

FULTON and 2 and 4 CHURCH Streets.
P. O. Box 550C
octMtlw
NEW YORK.

Though naturally brave, this was too niucl:
lor him, and he dropped both candle and mirror, and losing his balance, fell head first intc
a barrel of apple butter cleat to his
arm-pits
and no sooner had he escaped from the but
ter barrel than he stepped on a potato thai
was lying ou the cellar
bottom, his foot slip
ped out from under hiin.aud he sat down in
crock of lard, at the same time hitting hit
head against a swinging shelf, which fell,
bringing down with it a shower of doughnuts,

oc22

A. Woodward, Proprietor.
Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Quinby,
with in Β HIcLuiigliliu & Son., Prop.

1U1

being

departed.

Proprietors.
Exchange,

Penobscot

GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.,

up," called at
for an evening

BETWEEN

Proprietor.

tors.

Corner of

STREET,

WALL

—

on

organization of capitalists for the purdirect from place of growth,
pose ol Importing TEAS
and distributing them throughout the United States

A

CHANGE OF

No

the house of
visit, and found several young ladies assembled there, all deeply engaged in trying to
peer i'ito the future by the aid of such agencies as tradition lias named as potent, but
facts have marked as "too thin." None of
the girl» in the party were willing to undergo
the orde.al of walking backward down the
cellar stairs, with a candle in one hand and a
mirror in the other. Our friend
thought he
would like to see bis future wife, and amidst
the admiring remark of the girls at his courage, prepared to go cellarward. His face
blanched a little as lie' began to descend the
gloomy stairway amid the whispered utterances of his friends.
He stepped firmly, however, with the candle held closely in one
hand and the looking-glass in which the reflection of his future wile's face was to appeal
in the other, but when about half way down
the stairs, a horrible unearthly shriek came
from below, which sent the feminine crowd
around the entranceway to the cellar, precipitately to the parlor. At the same time a
something which our hero afterward described
BUSHED

Ar A. Youns.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Bak-

MENTIONING.

make
on hie
an acquaintance

51

W. S.

Cony House, Ο. A. & H. Cony. Proprie-

Xliij is

are

"THE DEVIL·,

Street,

STEAMERS.

OGDESSBURG

PORTLAND &

(ORGANIZED IN 1844.)

tor.

er,

down upon his defenseless head.
There were
hundreds of other similar exiierieuces in
but
we
have no time to speak of all
town,
the tricks played which the occasion makes
allowable, though some of the most ludicrous

as

County House, Edmund Warren, Proprie-

MILLION DOLLARS.

CAPITAL HALF

pulled, stumbling blocks tripped unsuspecting pedestrians upon the sidewalks, or if they
escaped these dangers below, their hats were
knocked off by strings tied across the sidewalks above. A gentleman residing on Main
street fell over a wash tub upon
entering h>s
own domicile, and had hardly ceased
rubbing
his shins before a peck ot potatoes pattered

A young man

r>e

AUBUBN.

"Some merry, gentle, country folk»
Together <111 convene,
To burn their nits, and pou their stocks,
Anil hail their Halloween."

prides himself

in

κ

RAILROADS.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

the State, at which,
found.
ALFBEO.

Atlantic & Pacific

REGIONS.

WORTH

Embracing the loading Hotel**
the Daily Press may alwayg

rASSED IN THE OLD

NIGHT WA.S

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

at

For Sale in Portland by HALLL. DAVIS, LORING, SHORT & HARMON, R. K. HUNT & CO.
aug29
eodly

eign.
d&wl2w

RYAN &
161 Commercial

KELSEY,

octîHI

Street,
Portland, Me.

11

Temple Place.
BOSTON.

oclOeoeKw

